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Online Social Networks (OSNs) are now one of the most popular services on the

Internet. When these lines were written, there were four OSN sites in the Alexa’s

top ten global ranking and the most used OSNs were having hundreds of millions

of daily active users.

People use OSNs to share all kinds of contents: from personal attributes (like

names, age, or gender), to location data, photos, or comments. Moreover, OSNs

are characterized by allowing its users to explictly form relationships (e.g. friend-

ship). Additionally, OSNs include not only information the users conscientiously

post about themselves, but also information that is generated from the interaction

of users in the platform.

Both the number of users and the volume of data shared make privacy in OSNs

critical. This thesis is focused on studying privacy related to OSNs in two differ-

ent contexts: crawling and learning. First, we study the relation between OSN

crawling and privacy, a topic that so far received limited attention. We find this

scenario interesting because it is affordable for even a low-budget attacker. Sec-

ond, we study how to extract information from the relationships OSN users form.

We then expand our findings to other graph-modeled problems.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This first chapter of the thesis starts with the motivation that drives our work

(Section 1.1). Then, Section 1.2 describes our goals and Section 1.3 details our

contributions. Finally Section 1.4 provides a description of the outline of the rest

of this document.

1.1 Motivation

The increasingly popularity of Online Social Networks (OSNs) has lead them to

become an important part of people’s everyday communication, changing both

the way humans communicate and think about the Internet. Nowadays, there

are more than 70 different OSN providers claiming that their networks have more

than a million users, four out of ten of the best ranked pages by Alexa are online

social network providers, and there exist OSNs specialized in almost anything

we can think of. Moreover, social networking sites have broken through the

1
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entertainment circle and are now being used in a wide variety of contexts, from

companies to schools, charity organizations, or libraries. Furthermore, online

social networks are starting to infiltrate the traditional Web with all kinds of

widgets that allow users to share content and preferences. At the same time,

these widgets are able to collect huge amounts of data that reside outside the

OSN provider, together with users’ reading habits and browsing activities.

With millions of individuals who use OSNs to share all kinds of contents, privacy

concerns have arisen about how all this content is managed. On one hand, users

are able to share information about themselves on the network. For instance,

users may declare gender, age, and location; they may post little messages ex-

plaining what they are doing or thinking; they may upload photos and videos; or

even add accurate geolocalization information to any of the previous data. On

the other hand, the relational nature of OSNs makes them a huge source of infor-

mation about relationships. The most clear example is the explicit relationships

that users create on these networks, usually tagged by the words friendship or

follower. However, relational information in OSNs goes far beyond these explicit

relationships: visiting another user’s profile, sending him a message, favoriting

one of his photos, or recommending him a new game are just some examples of

actions that implicitly create relationships information.

When one goes a little bit further into analyzing OSN data, this distinction

between user attributes and relationships becomes blurred. Data that we may

consider belonging to a user may also be seen as relationships. For instance, a

user expressing that he likes a song may be seen as information about that user

only. However, when two users express they like the same song, a relationship be-

tween these two users arises, expressing similar musical preferences. The inverse

procedure may also happen: relationships can directly give us information about

user attributes. That is the case, for example, of relationships representing love

between people. Combining these relationships with the gender of those involved,

it may be possible to learn sexual orientation, which is an attribute of the user

itself.

However, even if all this information that users share and generate on an OSN was

not enough reason to be concerned, information that users do not share on the

network becomes also problematic. Given the community structure that human

networks present and the huge amount of information available, researchers have
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demonstrated that it is possible to infer information about a user even when this

information is not available in the network [14].

OSN providers are one of the most powerful actors in this scenario. Having all

the information about their users, they are able to study, analyze, and use it at its

advantage with laws being almost the only limit. However, many other actors are

also into play: data can be sold to interested third parties, websites may include

social buttons from the OSN, games and applications are built inside the OSN,

and web crawlers may retrieve the publicly accessible part from the Internet.

In this context, the interest and importance of studying privacy in OSNs is more

than obvious. However, among the broad amount of topics that are involved

in OSN privacy, this thesis is focused on two different aspects: crawling and

learning. First, we study OSN crawling as we believe is the most affordable way

of obtaining OSN data. Becoming an OSN provider or buying data from one

may not be within reach of everyone, but coding a crawler or buying one is easy

and cheap. Moreover, privacy implications of OSN crawling have not received

much attention from the privacy research community. Then, once data has been

obtained, we focus on information that can be learned from this data. Specifically,

we planned to study how to learn information from relationships, which not only

do appear in huge amounts in OSN data but are also starting to be used to model

many other real life problems.

1.2 Objectives

This thesis is centered on the analysis of privacy risks arising from online social

networks. Specifically, it is focused on the relationships between users: we study

how these relationships can be discovered and what information can be extracted

from them. The main goals of this thesis are:

1. To examine the techniques and algorithms used to obtain OSN relationships

from data publicly available on the Internet.

2. To study how to infer information about users from the relationships they

form in OSNs.
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3. To propose mechanisms that minimize the information that can be obtained

from OSNs by automatically querying their public interfaces.

1.3 Contributions

During the development of this thesis, we followed three main lines of work:

1. Crawling online social networks from a privacy perspective.

2. Classifying online social network users.

3. Making inferences on online social network data.

The first topic that we deal with is the problem of crawling OSNs from a privacy

perspective. Web crawling and privacy were two topics that had been intensively

studied in the past by numerous researchers, but when we started working on the

thesis there were just a few works that studied the privacy problems that arise

with OSN crawling. In this line of work, we made three main contributions:

1.1 In OSNs users are interlinked and privacy policies from different (inter-

linked) users may collide. This fact may be used by an attacker to ob-

tain private information from users with more restrictive policies than their

neighbors. We proposed a specific scheduling algorithm that an attacker

can use to take advantage of this fact to obtain private information about

an OSN user [1].

1.2 Web crawlers may be used to massively obtain information from OSN users.

We propose a mitigation technique, by designing what we call Online Social

Honeynets, an artificial set of users (and their connections) that attract web

crawlers and prevent them to retrieve data from licit users. We presented

the idea of OShN and a set of experiments that evaluate its performance [2].

1.3 Assuming that web crawlers are able to retrieve just a portion of the net-

work, an attacker may be interested in selecting the specific part that he is

going to retrieve. Depending on the goals of the attacker, different strate-

gies will optimize the crawling performance. We provided an analysis of
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how different scheduling algorithms affect the part of the network retrieved

and how this relates to the specific goals of the adversary [3].

The second topic that we work on this thesis is classification of OSN users from the

social graph structure alone. That is, we deal with the problem of assigning labels

to OSN users and we use as the only information for this process the class labels of

other users in the network and the relationships that users create inside the OSN.

We do not use any other semantic information that may be available, and we show

that graph structure alone is enough to perform this task. This scenario, where

identifiers are removed from a dataset and no noise is introduced, resembles the

basic graph anonymization procedure, and is thus of special interest. Although

we started working on social graphs, we soon realized that some of the techniques

that we were proposing were also of use for performing classification in other kinds

of graphs. Therefore, some of our contributions apply to the general problem of

relational classification, and are not restricted to the specific case of social graphs.

Following this line of work, we provide four contributions:

2.1 Our first contribution is to design a classifier that is suited for the afore-

mentioned scenario, that is, an architecture able to classify users of OSNs

given just their connections with other users (and labels for a subset of

users of the network). We then generalize the problem and apply our ar-

chitecture to graphs coming from other domains. Finally, we provide a

systematic comparison of the performances obtained with our classifier and

the existing classifiers in the literature. We first presented the proposal [4]

and afterwards the experimental results of the comparison [5].

2.2 Some authors had pointed out in the past that the assortativity of a graph

is an indicator of the level of performance that a classifier is able to achieve.

We evaluated to what extent assortativity positively correlates with classi-

fication accuracy [6]. We then propose a technique to increase the assorta-

tivity of a graph by modifying the weights of its edges. This technique can

be applied before the classification task.

2.3 Sometimes we have a set of entities and many different sets of links that rep-

resent different kinds of relationships between these entities. For instance,

for a social network we can have relationships expressing friendship, mes-

saging over a public channel, private messaging, profile views, etc. For
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these scenarios, we propose a metric that is able to select which kind of

relationship will lead to better accuracy for a given classification problem,

that is, a metric to perform automatic edge selection. We presented this

metric and experimental evaluation of its performance [7].

Finally, the third topic that is covered in this thesis is inferences that can be

made about communication in an OSN. This topic is closely related to classi-

fication, although the approach we followed was different. First, we do not try

to learn attributes from the users themselves, but to learn something about the

relationships between those users. Second, we are not assigning labels to users

(nor to relationships), but try to decide how much information about some vari-

able we can obtain from another variable, where variables quantify properties

about relationships between users. Third, we limit our study to analyze the in-

formation that one variable gives us about another variable, but we do not use

that information to make any predictions (as in the previous work). This study

is interesting from a privacy perspective because it presents a problem to the

current data disclosure paradigm in OSNs: if private information can be inferred

from other information that the user considers public and thus he openly shares

in the network, we should reconsider how data is disclosed in the OSN. The work

on this third topic was started during my master thesis at KU Leuven, and was

latter conducted together in collaboration with Ero Balsa.

3 Study communication pattern inferences on a real-world sized OSN dataset.

We analyze inferences that can be made from public information (friendship

relationships and public communication) about private information (private

messages and page visits). We presented our results of this study with the

Netlog dataset [8].

1.4 Thesis outline

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows.

First, the thesis includes work done by other researchers upon which the thesis is

built. Chapter 2 summarizes the preliminary concepts that conform the basis of

the thesis. After that, Chapter 3 reviews the state of the art of the main topics
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covered by the thesis, that is, online social network analysis, crawling OSNs, and

classification for networked datasets.

Then, our contributions regarding crawling OSN and its relation with privacy are

presented. Chapter 4 presents an attack that demonstrates how the traditional

approach of configuring visibility preferences in the users profile may not be

effective to protect against information disclosure in OSN. After that, Chapter 5

analyzes how different scheduler algorithms affect the collected data and, in turn,

users’ privacy. The chapter also introduces the concept of online social honeynets

(OShN) and a proof-of-concept build for experimentation. Finally, Chapter 6

defines a set of adversary goals and quantifies how good the different scheduling

algorithms are in achieving these goals.

Afterwards, our contributions regarding classification of OSN users from the so-

cial graph structure are explained. Chapter 7 proposes an architecture for classi-

fying nodes and evaluates it with multiple datasets. Chapter 8 presents a method

to increase classification accuracy (applicable not only to our classifier but also to

other classification methods) and tackles the problem of automatic edge selection.

Next, Chapter 9 introduces our work regarding communication patterns in online

social networks. The chapter describes our evaluation framework and the analysis

over a real-sized OSN dataset.

Finally, Chapter 10 concludes the thesis and gives guidelines for future work.





CHAPTER 2

Preliminary concepts

This chapter explains some preliminary concepts that will be used through the

rest of the thesis. First, we review basic graph theoretic concepts. After that,

we introduce Online Social Networks (OSNs), their abstract representation using

graphs, and the specific OSNs used in the experimental parts of the thesis. Fi-

nally, an introduction of the two problems that conform the main lines of work

of the thesis is presented: OSN data collection via crawling and classification of

networked datasets.

2.1 Graphs

A graph G = (V,E) is defined as a non empty set V and a set E of unordered

pairs of different elements of V [15]. The elements of V are called nodes or

vertexes whereas the elements of E are known as edges. If e = (u, v) is an

edge, then we say that u and v are adjacent vertices and that the edge e is

9
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incident to u and v. The concept of graph is often generalized, easing some of

the imposed restrictions. For this reason, we will refer to graphs that meet this

strict definition as simple undirected graphs.

Given a graph G = (V,E), if there exist two or more edges a, b ∈ E such that

a = (u, v) and b = (u, v) then we say that G is a multigraph.

The concept of digraph or directed graph is derived directly from the graph

definition, now requiring that the set E is formed by ordered pairs of different

elements of V . In this case, the elements of E are called arcs or directed edges.

A graph is weighted if its edges have an associated weight. Given two nodes

u, v ∈ V in a weighted graph, an edge between them is a triplet e = (u, v, w)

where w ∈ R is the weight assigned to that edge.

In an undirected graph, we denote by Γ(v) the set of adjacent nodes of v. In a

directed graph, we distinguish between successors Γ(v) and predecessors Γ−1(v)

of a node v. The set of successors of v is defined as Γ(v) = {u ∈ V | ∃ e ∈
E with e = (v, u)}. Similarly, we define the set of predecessors of v as Γ−1(v) =

{u ∈ V | ∃ e ∈ E with e = (u, v)}. We define the neighborhood of a node v as

the set of nodes N(v) = Γ(v) ∪ Γ−1(v).

The node degree is the size of the Γ(v) set (deg(v) = |Γ(v)|). In a directed graph,

a distinction is made between the outgoing degree, |Γ(v)|, and the incoming

degree, |Γ−1(v)|.

The order of a graph G = (V,E) is the number of vertices of G, namely, the

cardinality of V that we will denote with n = |V |. The size of G is the number

of edges of G, that is, |E|.

A path is a sequence of nodes such that each pair of consecutive nodes are

adjacent. If the path is finite, then it has a start vertex and an end vertex. A

path whose start and end vertices are the same is called a cycle. If a path does

not contain any repeated vertex, it is called a simple path. The length of a path

is the number of edges that it contains and the distance between any two vertices

d(u, v) is the length of the shortest path that connects them. The shortest path

between two vertices is also known as the geodesic path.
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The adjacency matrix A of an unweighted simple graph G is a matrix with

ones in coordinates i, j such that ∃ e = (i, j) ∈ E and zeros otherwise. For a

weighted graph, the entries of the matrix contain the weight of the edge when it

exists and zero otherwise. The adjacency matrix of an undirected graph is always

symmetric.

The induced subgraph G′ for a vertex set V ′ ⊆ V is the subgraph G′ = (V ′, E′)

such that E′ = {(u, v) ∈ E | u, v ∈ V ′}.

The subjacent graph H of a directed graph G is the graph obtained when

working with G regardless of the orientation of the edges.

An undirected (directed) graph is said to be complete if it has all the possible

edges, that is, n(n− 1)/2 edges (respectively, n(n− 1)).

2.1.1 Graph metrics

The eccentricity of a vertex v ∈ V in a connected graph is the maximum

distance between v and any other vertex in V . Then, the maximum eccentricity

of all vertices in V is called the graph diameter while the minimum eccentricity

is known as graph radius. The diameter of a graph is also usually defined as the

size of the longest shortest path between any two vertices of the graph. In graphs

with small diameter all nodes can be reached from any node in the network in a

small number of hops.

The clustering coefficient is a measure of how well connected the neighborhood

of a node is. When the neighborhood of a node is fully connected, the clustering

coefficient is 1 whereas when there are no connections between one node’s neigh-

bors the clustering coefficient is 0. More precisely, the clustering coefficient of a

node v is defined as the number of connections between v’s neighbors divided by

the number of possible connections that could exist between them.

For undirected graphs, the clustering coefficient of a node v is:

cc(v) =
|{e = (u,w) ∈ E | u,w ∈ Γ(v)}|

|Γ(v)|(|Γ(v)|−1)
2

.
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For directed graphs, the clustering coefficient of a node v is defined as:

cc(v) =
|{e = (u,w) ∈ E | u,w ∈ Γ(v)}|

|Γ(v)|(|Γ(v)| − 1)
.

Centrality metrics [16, 17] are measures applicable to nodes that allow us to deter-

mine their relative importance in a graph following a specific criterion. Centrality

is a very intuitive concept and centrality metrics were created in an attempt to

formalize this concept.

Degree centrality, CD(v0), is one of the most direct pieces of information that

can be extracted from a graph since it is defined immediately from the nodes’

degree:

CD(v0) = deg(v0) .

Besides node degree centrality, there are other centrality measures that try to

apprehend different notions of centrality. Betweenness centrality, CB(v0),

is based on the number of times that a node is found inside the geodesic that

interconnects another pair of nodes.

CB(v0) =

n−1∑
i,j=1
i6=j

σvivj (v0)

σvivj
,

where σvivj is the number of geodesics between vi and vj , and σvivj (v0) is the

number of shortest paths between vi and vj that pass through v0.

Closeness is another centrality measure which tries to capture how close a node

is from the other nodes of the graph. A node is closer to the other nodes of the

graph when the sum of all geodesic distances to them is smaller. For this reason,

closeness centrality, CC(v0), is defined as the inverse of the sum of all geodesic

distances from one node to all the other nodes of the graph:

CC(v0) =
1∑n−1

i=1 d(v0, vi)
.
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2.1.2 Cohesive subgroups

One of the most common analyses performed on edge information in OSNs is

the detection of communities. Communities are groups of nodes within which

the network connections are dense, but between which they are sparser [18]. De-

tecting and identifying these communities is a usual procedure in social network

analysis, since communities facilitate the understanding of network data. Know-

ing which communities a user belongs to is an excellent way to gain information

about the user: family, friends, college, or work mates are subgroups that arise

from a social network and can be detected from the graph structure itself.

Although detecting and analyzing communities are interesting lines of work, we

do not deal with them in this thesis. However, relations between users can also be

used to detect cohesive subgroups of individuals in the graph, a topic on which

we do work in this thesis. Cohesive subgroups are subsets of nodes among

which there are relatively strong, direct, intense, or frequent ties [19].

In order to study the subgroups that arise within a network, several structures

are defined. The basic cohesive subgroup structure is known as clique.

A clique is a subset of nodes of the graph in which every possible pair of nodes

is directly connected by an edge and such that the clique is not contained in

any other clique [20]. In other terms, a clique is a maximal complete subgraph.

A restriction is added to this definition demanding that there must be at least

three nodes to form a clique, excluding dyads (two people groups) from the clique

definition. As it is pointed out by Balasundaram et al. [21], clique models capture

three important structural properties that are expected in a cohesive subgroup,

namely, familiarity (each vertex has many neighbors and only a few strangers in

the group), reachability (a low diameter, facilitating fast communication between

the group members), and robustness (high connectivity, making it difficult to

destroy the group by removing members).

The graph showed in Figure 2.1 contains two cliques: nodes {5, 6, 7} form a clique

of size three and nodes {1, 2, 3, 4} form a clique of size four. Nodes {1, 2, 3},
{1, 2, 4}, {2, 3, 4}, and {1, 3, 4} form four complete substructures that will not

be considered cliques under the aforementioned definition because they are not

maximal.
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Figure 2.1: A graph that contains cliques

Cliques are a good starting point to analyze subgroups. However, they are very

restrictive structures, which are not very useful for analyzing group structure on

real data. A subgroup which only lacks one tie will not be considered a clique

and, therefore, will not be obtained when analyzing the network cliques. Hence

the importance of defining other structures that are able to capture groups of

nodes without these restrictions. Cliques also present an additional limitation:

requiring that all members must be connected to all other members makes them

indistinguishable from others in the same clique. For this reason, all nodes inside

a clique are structurally equal to each other and, therefore, can not be differen-

tiated.

In order to relax the restrictions of cliques, two approaches can be taken: to

allow connections other than direct between the nodes or to relax the number of

connections needed to be part of the group.

The first approach leads us to subgroup definitions based on reachability. Two

main structures are defined in these terms: n-cliques and n-clans [19]. An n-

clique is a set of nodes so that there exists a path of length n that connects

every pair of them. The n-clique definition does not require that these paths

remain within the subgroup. For this reason, n-cliques may present disconnected

components and may have diameter bigger than n. On the contrary, n-clans

solve this problem with the restriction that all permitted paths have to pass

through nodes that belong to the clan.

The second approach gives subgroup structures based on the number of ties

required to be part of the group. Two basic structures are defined in this case:

k-plexes and n-cores [19]. A k-plex is defined as a set of nodes in which each

node is adjacent to all except k of the other nodes (thus it is directly connected

to n−k other nodes with n the number of nodes of the k-plex). On the contrary,
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an n-core is a set of nodes in which each node is adjacent to n other nodes. Note

that, by definition, a k-plex for k = 1 (a 1-plex) is exactly a clique.

2.2 Online social networks

A social network is a social structure made by entities which are tied by some

kind of interdependency or relation. Entities under study are usually individuals,

but organizations, groups of individuals, or societies may also be analyzed within

this perspective. The idea of social networks first appeared in the works of Émile

Durkheim and Ferdinand Tönnies back in the 1890s.

Although the study of social networks lays its foundations back in the late 1800s,

online social networks as we understand them today did not appear until 1997,

when sixdegrees.com was inaugurated. The original sixdegrees.com died long ago,

but many others that followed its steps are now capturing everyone’s attention.

Over time, OSNs functionalities have expanded incredibly, from simple places

to upload content and share it with friends to crucial media to communicate.

Games, chats, and photo albums were some of the elements quickly introduced

in general purpose OSNs. Lately, many other features are starting to popularize

inside these networks. For instance, location based services that make use of the

geographical position of a user (usually obtained through the usage of a mobile

device) to offer specific services. Moreover, some OSNs have also been gaining

power as real-time sources of updated information from peers, challenging the

traditional information flow model. Information can now be obtained from first

hand experiencers and almost instantaneously.

Online social networks are web services that allow users to create a public

(or partially public) profile describing some information about themselves and

share information with other users of the network [22]. Their most characteristic

feature is that they allow users to create explicit relationships between them in

the network.

In general terms, joining an OSN consists of two basic steps. In the first place,

users sign up by filling an online form with personal data that establishes the

user’s profile. The visibility of this profile depends mostly on the OSN and,

in second term, on users’ preferences. While some OSNs such as Tribe [23] or
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Friendster [24] make profiles public by default and allow them to be indexed

by search engines, other networks such as Facebook [25] or Flickr [26] let users

configure their profiles’ visibility based on groups. Other OSNs like Last.fm [27]

allow users to change the visibility of some of the attributes that the network

stores while other OSNs like Twitter [28] do not provide such granularity and the

profile only admits two protection levels: visible or private.

Once the profile has been created, users can start to establish explicit relation-

ships with other users. There are many kinds of relations that a user can create

in an online social network. “Friend”, “fan”, “contact”, or “follower” are the

most popular ones. Apart from creating explicit relationships in the network,

OSNs usually allow users to communicate or interact with each other.

Graphs that are used to represent users and their relationships are called social

graphs; they have been widely used to analyze OSNs in a broad variety of studies.

2.2.1 Social graphs

A social graph is defined as a graph where nodes represent users in an OSN and

edges denote links between them. Node attributes are then information about

the user (such as age, gender, or sexual preferences) and edge attributes may

be used to describe relationships. Edges may also have an associated weight,

representing some quantity regarding the relationship. Depending on the kind of

relationship expressed, social graphs can be seen as directed or undirected graphs.

Social graphs are sometimes generalized so that nodes do not only represent users

but also content or other kinds of entities. In this thesis we do not follow this

approach, and model social graphs in the more traditional way.

Social graphs have some specific characteristics that distinguish them from other

graphs. One of the most outstanding one is the distribution of degrees in a power

law [29] such that the probability that a node has degree k is proportional to

k−α for some α > 1; α is called the power law exponent. Therefore, social graphs

have a few nodes with very high degree and a lot of nodes with small degrees.

OSNs tend to exhibit specific behaviors when studying some of the measures that

we have explained for graphs. For instance, social networks are known to exhibit

high clustering coefficients, much higher than those found in random graphs. High
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clustering is easily understood when speaking about social connections. Take as

an example two adjacent nodes v and u (hence users v and u are, for instance,

friends), and a third node y which is also adjacent to v. It is more likely that y

will also be a friend of u than another randomly selected node of the graph.

Social graphs are also small-world networks [29]. In a small-world network almost

any node can be reached from every other node by a small number of hops. Mo-

rover, such networks present a community structure, with nodes highly connected

within the same community and poorly connected between different communities.

Centrality metrics applied to social graphs allow us to study the power of every

node in the network. For instance, nodes with high degree have many ties so

they are considered to have more alternatives to satisfy their needs. High degree

may also be an indicator of popularity. When dealing with directed graphs, it is

possible to distinguish between popularity (observed by the number of incoming

edges) and sociability (noted by the number of outgoing edges).

On the other hand, nodes with high closeness are more central to the extent that

they can avoid the control potential of others nodes [30]. In contrast, nodes with

low closeness values have to relay messages through others.

Finally, nodes with high betweenness centrality values are strategically located on

the communication paths between other nodes [31, 32]. This gives them the power

to influence others by distorting or withholding information that passes through

them. For this reason, it is said that nodes with high betweenness centrality

have the responsibility to maintain the communication [33] and coordinate group

processes [34].

2.2.2 Online social network websites

Nowadays, the number of OSNs is enormous and their diversity is very broad. In

this section, far from summarizing the OSNs available on the Internet, we present

a short summary of the networks whose data is used in this thesis.

Twitter is a famous microblogging service that allows users to publish messages

up to 140 characters. Twitter has gained popularity as an almost real-time source

of information and as a platform for organizing masses. On June 2015, Twitter
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claimed to have more that 326 million monthly active users and 500 million

Tweets sent per day [35].

Messages in the Twitter network are called tweets. Users can subscribe to other

users’ updates so that they receive all their tweets, establishing in this way topo-

logical links between users. These relationships are not bidirectional, so Alice

can be following Bob’s updates while Bob may not be following Alice’s updates

at all.

Twitter is used with different purposes and, because of that, different uses are

given to each Twitter account. While behind some accounts there is only a single

non-famous person who comments on his topics of interest, entire multinationals

can be found behind other accounts. Even some of the news media companies

have their own Twitter account. This diversity of users is both enriching and

a challenge for anyone who deals with Twitter data, from its own engineers to

advertisers or external data analysts.

In 2009, Twitter introduced a new feature in their network: Twitter lists. This

feature allows users to create lists of Twitter accounts, so that it is possible to

organize both followed and not-followed users. Each Twitter list has its own view

that shows a stream of tweets from all the users included in that list. Moreover,

once a list has been created, any other user of the network can subscribe to it.

This feature considerably increases the functionality of Twitter lists by allowing

people to use lists of other users to enhance their experience in the network.

Flickr is an online photography sharing community. It is used by bloggers and

webmasters to store images that will be embedded in web pages as well as by

photographers who share and comment on creations. They claim to have more

than 10 billion images in their system and 92 million registered users.

In a similar way as Twitter, Flickr relationships are directed. Alice can declare

that Bob is her friend, while Bob may not say the same about Alice. Flickr shows

in the user profile the list of friends of a given user.

Users may posts comments to Flickr photos and are able to favorite a photo, an

action somehow similar to Facebook likes.
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Flickr’s group functionality allows users to create communities with common

interests. Any user is able to create a group, which may be open to every other

user in the network or restricted to certain users by invitations.

Last.fm is a music recommendation system and an Internet radio streaming

service. It builds the user’s profile by analyzing his musical preferences based on

the music he listens to on last.fm radio stations. Last.fm system is also capable of

analyzing music that the user listens to on his own music player via some specific

plugins. Last.fm network has more than 58 million users [36].

Users can send friendship requests to other lastfm users. After accepting one of

such requests, two users become friends in the network. Users can see what their

friends are listening to and send them recommendations.

Netlog was a Belgian OSN website targeted at young people. In 2010, they

claimed to have over 94 million registered users.

Netlog allowed users to create a profile with photos and information from them-

selves. The network allowed users to write posts into other users pages and

contained also a private messaging system.

User friendships were bidirectional and were created through the classical request-

accept method.

2.3 Crawling online social networks

By browsing the Internet, users are able to visit websites and obtain the informa-

tion they contain. However, when the number of websites a user wants to visit

is too high, the need for automating the procedure of accessing these websites

arises. In this context, web crawlers (also known as spiders) are the programs

that allow this automatic collection of data from the Internet. The best known

use case for web crawlers is for building search engines.

Crawling OSNs resembles the problem of general web crawling in many facets.

The definitions and general architecture of a crawler are applicable to both web

crawling in general and to the specific problem of crawling OSNs. However, there

are some particularities of the OSN crawling problem that differ from generic
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web crawling. For instance, for a web page it is usually not possible to know its

incoming links (which pages point to that particular page) and discovering its

outgoing links necessary implies to crawl the entire web page. On the contrary,

for many OSNs it is possible to query for the number of friends without actually

retrieving all the information available from the user. In this section, we first

review the architecture of a web crawler (which is analogous to that of an OSN

crawler). After that, we explain some algorithms that may be instantiated in

one of the modules of the crawler: the scheduler. Some of these algorithms

are valid for generic web crawling, but others make use of the aforementioned

particularities of OSNs that allow them to obtain information that won’t be

available when crawling web pages.

2.3.1 Architecture of a web crawler

Web crawlers are programs that automatically explore web pages in a methodi-

cal manner. Web crawlers start the search in one or more URLs, which are called

seeds, and explore them in order to find new URLs to search for, until they reach

a predefined termination condition. When used to crawl OSNs, web crawlers

start from an initial user, or list of users, and discover other users of the network

by following their social relationships.

Although the architecture of a web crawler is not fixed and different solutions

have been proposed to optimize the crawling process, the architecture of a web

crawler can be explained by defining its five essential modules (as depicted in

Figure 2.2):

1. The downloader is the interface between the Web (or the OSN that is

being explored) and the crawler. Its job is to download a web page and

pass it to the parser.

2. The parser is in charge of analyzing the page that has been downloaded

and extracting useful information and links to other pages.

3. The storage device keeps a record of the crawled information. When

crawling OSNs, the storage device keeps information about users (e.g. name,

location, or birth date) together with links to other pages that are, in fact,

links to other users’ profiles which define user relationships inside the OSN.
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4. The queue contains all the links that have been found and that are waiting

to be visited. In OSN crawling, it usually contains links to other users’

profiles.

5. The scheduler is responsible for selecting which link from the queue will

be explored next and communicating its decision to the downloader, com-

pleting the crawling cycle.

Figure 2.2: Crawler architecture

The crawling cycle continues until the crawler has explored all the nodes in the

connected component where the seed belongs. However, sometimes it is interest-

ing to specify an explicit termination condition to restrict the crawler execution.

The number of crawled or discovered nodes, the maximum execution time, or

reaching a specific node are examples of termination conditions that can be used

by crawlers to restrict their execution. Note that, depending on the available re-

sources and the crawled network, sometimes setting a termination condition will

be necessary since it won’t be possible to obtain the whole connected component.

When a termination condition other than to keep crawling until there are no nodes

left in the queue is used, nodes of the network can be classified into three different

categories from the crawler’s point of view: crawled, discovered, or hidden. A

crawled node is one for which all its public information and all its (outgoing)

relationships are known to the crawler. A discovered node is one for which its
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presence and at least one (incoming) relationship is noticed by the crawler, but

it is not a crawled node. Finally, a hidden node is one for which the crawler is

not even aware of its existence.

Based on this node classification, we define Vcrawl ⊆ V (Vdisc ⊆ V and Vhidd ⊆ V )

as the subset of crawled (respectively, discovered and hidden) nodes of the social

graph. Moreover, we also use G∗ = (V∗, E∗) to define the specific subgraph, with

V∗ the subset of nodes and E∗ the subset of edges such that E∗ = {e = (u, v) ∈
E | (u, v) ∈ G∗ ×G∗}.

We also use n∗ = |V∗| to denote the cardinality of each set.

Figure 2.3: Users from the crawler’s point of view

Figure 2.3 shows an example of a directed social graph crawled following just

outgoing links (OSN users are represented as nodes). Elements (nodes or edges)

known by the crawler are shown with a continuous line and elements unknown by

the crawler have discontinuous lines. We can observe that there are four users who

have been crawled, shown in the dark gray zone. Therefore, all relationships

between them are also known by the crawler. Following the outgoing links of

these users there is a set of discovered users, of which the crawler knows they

exist. However, relationships between these discovered users are hidden from the

crawler. Moreover, links from these discovered users to crawled users are also
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hidden. There are also a set of hidden users, whose links and existence are

totally hidden from the crawler.

2.3.2 Scheduling algorithms for crawling OSNs

The scheduling algorithm is the most critical module of the crawler, specially

when it is not possible to crawl the entire connected component. By selecting

a scheduling algorithm together with a seed and a termination condition, the

crawler is determining which part of the network will retrieve. Depending on

how the scheduler chooses the next user to crawl, many algorithms emerge:

• Breadth-First Search (BFS) algorithm acts as a simple queue, where

the first nodes to be crawled are the first that have been discovered. Newly

discovered nodes are appended to the end of the queue, thus previously

discovered nodes are crawled sooner than newer ones. BFS is also known

as FIFO, for its resemblance with a traditional FIFO queue.

• Depth-First Search (DFS) algorithm works as a traditional stack, where

the first nodes to be crawled are the last ones that have been discovered.

Newly discovered nodes are added at the top of the stack, thus they will be

explored sooner than previously crawled nodes.

• Random list algorithm chooses the next node to be crawled with a random

uniform distribution over all nodes that are waiting to be explored. Each

time a new node has to be selected, all nodes in the queue have the same

probability to be chosen. Note that nodes that are discovered sooner in the

crawling process have a higher probability to have been selected at the end

of the crawl than nodes discovered later on.

• The greedy algorithm selects as the next node to be crawled the one with

the highest degree from all Vdisc nodes. Depending on how this degree is

computed, we can distinguish three greedy algorithms:

– Real-degree greedy takes its decisions based on the real degree of

the nodes. Notice that using the architecture described above, infor-

mation on the real degree of a node is unknown for discovered nodes

so additional requests may have to be made to the OSN in order to use
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this scheduler. This real-degree greedy definition corresponds to the

hypothetical greedy algorithm [37] and would be called highest-degree-

crawler in Korolova’s terms [38].

– Explored-degree greedy uses the actual known degree of the node

in the explored subgraph Gcrawl as the measure to select the next node

to crawl. This definition of explored-degree greedy can be also found

under the mere greedy name [37].

– Unseen-degree greedy uses the unseen degree of a node, that is the

real degree minus the explored one. Unseen degree corresponds to the

number of friends of a node that the crawler is not aware of. This defi-

nition of unseen-degree is exactly the same as Korolova’s degree-greedy-

crawler [38]. Like real-degree greedy, using unseen-degree greedy to

crawl an OSN may require additional requests to the OSN provider.

• The lottery algorithm selects the next node to be crawled randomly with

a probability proportional to the node degrees. This gives more chance to

high degree nodes to be selected while maintaining the possibility to select

low degree ones. The lottery algorithm can be configured to use any of the

previous degrees (real, explored, or unseen) in order to make its decisions.

2.4 Classification for networked datasets

Classification is one of the basic techniques in data mining processes. Given a

set of labeled samples, the goal is to assign labels or categories to the rest of the

dataset. By doing so, it is possible to learn relevant properties of those samples.

It is immediate to see that depending on the nature of these inferred properties,

the user’s privacy may be compromised through the classification process.

Classification is a supervised machine learning task, because the learning pro-

cess is made from a set of samples that are correctly classified. These samples are

known as training samples. On the contrary, when such already labeled samples

do not exist, we say that we are facing an unsupervised problem. Clustering is

the equivalent unsupervised problem to classification and it consists in categoris-

ing samples into groups.
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As with many other machine learning tasks, samples usually consist of a vector of

features or attributes that describes them. For instance, a sample characterising

a candidate for a job may contain the following features: candidate’s GPA, the

number of years of experience in a similar job, and the number of languages

the candidate is able to speak fluently. For the samples in the training set the

associated class label is also known. Following the previous example, candidates

that applied in the past for a similar position in the company can be classified

depending on whether they got the job. For a new candidate, for which it is not

known whether he will be hired, we can use an inferred classifier over the training

samples to make a prediction for the probability of him being hired, that is, we

can try to predict his class label.

Many real world problems deal with samples that have a large number of descrip-

tive features. Usually these many features include both redundant features and

irrelevant ones. Trying to learn from this kind of datasets may be problematic.

On the one hand, the time needed to train the classifier increases with the size

of the feature space. On the other hand, learning with irrelevant features may

lead to overfitting, and thus decreased performance when evaluating unseen sam-

ples. It is thus interesting to try to reduce the number of features describing the

samples before attempting to train the classifier. There are mainly two different

approaches to deal with this problem: feature selection and feature extraction.

Feature selection consists in selecting a subset of features to work from all the

available ones. In contrast, feature extraction tries to build a set of informative

derived features, removing the redundancy.

Relational classification is a special case of classification that deals with the

problem of classifying networked data, that is, data containing a set of entities

that are interlinked with each other. Therefore, classifying users from an OSN can

be seen as a relational classification problem. In the last years, many algorithms

have been proposed to take advantage of the linked nature of these datasets in

order to perform classification. Some traditional machine learning techniques,

that deal with independent entities, have been adapted to handle networked

datasets, and new algorithms have also been proposed to manage this kind of

data.

Relational learning problems are mainly presented in two different forms [39].

Within-network classification faces the problem of classifying a set of entities
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that are linked with other entities for which the label may or may not be known.

On the contrary, across-network classification deals with classifying entities of

an unlabeled network. Models are then learned from other similar networks, for

which the entities labels’ are known. In this thesis we deal with within-network

classification problems.

Networked datasets are usually represented by graphs, where entities are mapped

to nodes and edges describe relationships among them. We denote by G = (V,E)

the graph representing a given networked dataset where the set V = {vi, for i =

1, · · · , n} contains the nodes of the graph and E is the set of edges, pairs of

elements of V , representing the relationships between those nodes. Given a set

of nodes V , several sets of edges El can be defined based on the relationships

arising in the studied dataset. If we are dealing with weighted graphs, edges

are pairs of vertexes with an associated weight, e = (vi, vj , wij) s.t. (vi, vj) ∈
V × V and wij ∈ R.

We denote by C = {ck, for k = 1, · · · , |C|} the set of all possible categories an

entity can be labeled with. Then, there exists a set of nodes Vl ⊂ V for which

the mapping T : Vl → C is known before classification takes place, and a set of

nodes Vnl = V \ Vl for which the mapping is unknown. Note that l stands for

labeled and nl stands for not labeled. The goal of the classification process is to

discover this latter mapping, T : Vnl → C, or a probability distribution over it.

In order to evaluate a classification, let us denote by Vtrain ⊂ V the set of labeled

samples used as the training set and Vtest the test set with the rest of the nodes

(so Vtest = V \ Vtrain). Accuracy is then defined as the percentage of samples in

Vtest the classifier is able to correctly predict:

accuracy(T, P, Vtest) =
|vi ∈ Vtest s.t. T (vi) = P (vi)|

|Vtest|

where Vtest is a given set of samples that have not been seen before by the

classifier, T the ground truth mapping, and P the mapping that the classifier has

learned by analyzing the samples on the training set Vtrain.

In the interest of comparing classification performance between different datasets,

we also use the notion of relative error reduction as defined previously in the
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literature [40]:

ERREL(fc,D, r) =
base error(D)− error(fc,D, r)

base error(D)
,

where the base error for a given dataset D is the error committed when predicting

that all samples belong to the most prevalent class. The error for a given classifier

fc, a dataset D, and a labeled ratio r is the error committed when trying to

classify the 1− r remaining samples with the specific configuration described by

the classifier. Note that although the error reduction metric is not bounded, its

value is inside the [0, 1] interval when base error(D) ≥ error(fc,D, r), which is

the most common scenario.





CHAPTER 3

Related work

This chapter presents the state of the art with respect to the three main research

topics that influence this thesis: first, we describe some results regarding social

network analysis that are of interest for our work, devoting special emphasis to

studies about OSN privacy; then, we explain the related work focused on the

special case of crawling OSNs; finally, we review the literature about relational

learning.

3.1 Online social network analysis

In this section, we first review the literature about modeling online social net-

works. After that, we summarize the major contributions to the study of privacy

in online social networks.

29
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3.1.1 OSN modeling

OSNs tend to be huge networks with a very complex structure. As a consequence,

studying these networks directly from the data they generate is a difficult prob-

lem. One of the ways that researchers use to try to gain some knowledge about

OSNs is to create models for them. These models, that usually have a proba-

bilistic component, allow us to simplify the representation of the network and

ease the procedure of unveiling their structure. Moreover, having models for the

networks under study allow researchers to test their assumptions about the net-

work behavior, derive properties analytically, simulate processes in the networks,

or make predictions about their behavior.

Modeling network structure: Most research on OSN modeling has focused on

deriving a model for the social graph, namely, the characteristics of the network

structure. Researchers have attempted to learn the distinguishing features of the

OSN underlying friendship graphs, such as:

• power-law degree distributions [29, 41–48]: the probability that a node has

degree k is proportional to k−γ , for γ > 1;

• small diameters, effective diameters, and average path lengths [29, 42–46,

48–55]: both the longest shortest path of the network and the average

distance between two nodes is much smaller than that of a random graph;

• high link reciprocity [29, 45, 46, 53, 56–59]: in directed networks, there are

a large number of edges that exist in both directions;

• high assortativity [29, 44, 45, 54, 60–62]: nodes tend to connect to other

nodes with similar degrees;

• high local clustering coefficient [29, 44–48, 50, 53, 54, 61–64]: the probability

that two friends of a user are also friends themselves is high; and

• community structure [42, 45, 62, 64–67]: networks tend to divide into groups

of nodes whose connections are denser among nodes in the group than with

other nodes in the network.

However, some researchers have also reported that these characteristic features

are not found on the networks they were studying: the degree distribution of
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the network does not follow a power law [50, 52, 54, 61, 63]; the assortativity

does not seem to be that high [43] or the network even shows a dissortative

behavior [46, 50, 63]; or link reciprocity is low [48, 50, 52]. These somehow

contradictory findings are not surprising. On the one hand, many different types

of networks fall inside the definition of online social network. On the other hand,

researchers use different data collection methodologies, so that the analyzed data

differs between studies.

Modeling user interaction: Benevenuto et al. have proposed a model for user

behavior based on their study of the Orkut network [68, 69]. They present, to

the best of our knowledge, the most ambitious and comprehensive model of user

activity. They provide, among others, a characterization of session timing, the

frequency and type of activities performed on the OSN, or the number of friends

users interact with. Their model, however, does not study how these different

features relate to one another or to other OSN features. Similarly, Gyarmati and

Trinh [70] provide a model of the number of logins and total time online (session

duration) per user based on their analysis of four popular social networks.

Despite the fact that no general model for user interaction has been proposed

so far, social network activity has received significant attention in the litera-

ture, unveiling recurrent, characteristic patterns. Users typically communicate

with a small subset of their friends [44, 71, 72], and tend to reply to most mes-

sages and posts received on the OSN, i.e., OSN interactions feature high reci-

procity [44, 71, 73]. User communication also exhibits certain temporal patterns,

for example, differences between workdays and weekends [72], or the rarity of

persistent communication across time [74]. Geographical location has also been

found to influence communication, for instance, communication seems to increase

between people who are not physically nearby [72]. The interplay between the

topics and the people involved in a communication has also been subject to study.

Sousa et al. [75] have investigated whether Twitter users reply to tweets motivated

by the topic or the person that sends them. Lastly, the topological features of the

communication graph have also been studied, revealing that, on Facebook [44],

they differ from average topological graph features, e.g., higher diameter, lower

clustering coefficient, and higher assortativity.
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3.1.2 Privacy in online social networks

In OSN data, both node attributes and edges may be considered sensitive data.

Beyond hiding attributes, OSN users may also want to hide the existence of a

given edge, or even structural properties regarding their surrounding neighbor-

hood. For instance, users may want to hide a specific friendship relationship (or

a set of relationships) or some topological feature like their degree in the net-

work (that may disclose how popular they are). The wide variety of sensitive

information that may be obtained from an OSN already presents challenges for

designing privacy preserving mechanisms, not to mention all the inferences that

can be made from the published data.

A privacy breach occurs when sensitive information about an individual is dis-

closed to an adversary [76]. In traditional tabular data disclosure literature, two

types of privacy breaches are usually studied: identity disclosure and attribute

disclosure. In the context of network data, two additional problems have been

intensively tackled by researchers: edge disclosure and group membership disclo-

sure. However, there also exist some other kinds of disclosures regarding network

data that may be of interest in specific scenarios. For instance, the disclosure of

certain structural patters or properties may be sensitive depending on the con-

text. Moreover, once one of the disclosures occurs, it may lead to other kinds of

disclosures.

3.1.2.1 Attacks on users’ privacy

Privacy implications of social networks have been a popular topic in recent years.

In addition to personal data associated with each user, social networks include

information on users’ relationships, which suppose an added risk to users’ privacy.

Attribute disclosure: The linked structure of online social network data can

be used to infer hidden attributes from users [77]. Mislove et al. found that users

are often linked with other users who share the same attributes and that com-

munities are formed in OSNs around users sharing attributes. Then, they used

community detection techniques and the knowledge of the attribute for a subset

of nodes in the network to predict that very same attribute for nodes who did

not disclosure it. The authors applied their methods to two datasets crawled
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from Facebook and they were able to predict with high precision attributes such

as college and matriculation year (for undergraduate students) and department

and school (for grad students). Zheleva and Getoor [78] combine both commu-

nity detection techniques and Bayesian analysis to infer gender, marital status,

and location, among other attributes. They suggest that the friendship links in

the network do not necessarily enable accurate inferences, but group membership

does. He et al. [79] propose an analysis framework based on Bayesian networks to

infer personal attributes of OSN users based on the attribute values their friends

declare. To test the suitability of the framework, they synthetically generate

attributes for a network of users in Livejournal, demonstrating that their frame-

work successfully exposes relationships between the attributes of a user and this

user’s friends. Heatherly et al. [80] show that combining both non-sensitive at-

tribute values and friendship links leads to more accurate inferences of sensitive

values than using links alone. They use collective inference in order to classify

OSN users taking into account both attributes of the users and relations between

them.

Chaabane et al. [81] exploit semantic similarities between user data to infer un-

known attributes. They rely on a measure of similarity to assign to the unknown

attribute values of a user the known value of other similar users. Although they

use OSN data, they do not use the social graph, in the sense that they do not

take into account explicit relationships between users.

Node reidentification: Backstrom et al. [82] present several active reidentifi-

cation attacks. These attacks allow an adversary to re-identify a set of targeted

users from a single anonymized copy of the network. Active attacks require to

modify the network before it is released, creating new nodes and adding edges

both within the created nodes and between these nodes and the targets. The main

idea is to create a substructure in the network which will be, a posteriori, efficient

to identify in the released graph. They also present a passive attack in which

users of the system try to find themselves in the released anonymized network,

compromising the privacy of their neighbors. Narayanan and Shmatikov [83] have

proposed algorithms for large scale node reidentification attacks. They present a

deanonymization algorithm based on the usage of publicly available auxiliary in-

formation, which may be noisy. Their demonstration with the Netflix dataset [84]

proves that large scale deanonymization in real world networks is achievable with
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auxiliary information obtained from the public domain. Hay et al. [85, 86] also

present attacks that allow an adversary to reidentify OSN nodes taking into ac-

count the knowledge of the local substructure of the node in the network. They

model the specific case where the degree (of the node, the nodes’ neighbors, or

the neighbors of the neighbors degree at any depth) is known, but present also

other structural queries that define the attacker’s knowledge.

Edge disclosure: Node reidentification attacks may lead to edge disclosure

when no edge altering process has been conducted before releasing the data. For

instance, the attack presented by Backstrom et al. [82] leads to edge disclosure,

because if the attack succeeds, the attacker is able to learn the relationships

between the targeted users.

It is also possible to achieve edge disclosure without prior node reidentification.

Zheleva and Getoor [87] study how to predict the existence of sensitive edges

based on the observed edges. They do not include node and edge attributes in

their prediction model, although they claim that including them is trivial. Their

model includes a network for which different kinds of edges exist and where one

of these types is sensitive. They use the edges of the other types in order to

predict the sensitive ones.

Edge disclosure may also occur not only from an anonymized version of the

network, but also by information leaked directly from the OSN public interface.

Korolova et al. [38] study edge privacy from the point of view of the number of

compromised accounts needed to expose as many nodes as possible depending on

the lookahead of the network. Lookahead is defined as the distance from which

a user can see his friends’ links.

3.1.2.2 Preserving users’ privacy

In order to improve users’ privacy and to mitigate some of the described attacks,

researchers have devised data anonymization techniques for network datasets and

designed new architectures for OSNs.

Privacy when releasing data: Theoretical work centered on maintaining pri-

vacy when releasing network data sets has also been done. Traditional data

sanitization techniques used with tabular data are not enough for network data
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because they do not take into account the information that can be extracted

from relationships. For this reason, some authors have created new algorithms

to protect network data, while others have tried to adapt traditional methods to

the networked nature of OSNs.

K-anonymity protection transforms a dataset so that the information of an in-

dividual cannot be distinguished from at least k − 1 other individuals [88–90].

Some problems were detected for the original definition of k-anonymity, so fol-

lowing works have tried to fine-tune the original definition to address the afore-

mentioned problems [91–94].

There exist some adaptations of these definitions to networked domains that take

into account the structural properties of the network: k-degree anonymity [95], k-

neighborhood anonymity [96, 97], k-automorphism anonymity [98], k-Candidate

anonymity [85], p-Sensitive k-Anonymity [99], or (k,l)-grouping [100]. Liu and

Terzi [95] modify the graph so that there are at least k nodes with the same degree,

preventing user re-identification for adversaries who know the degree of certain

nodes of the network; Casas et al. [101] present a more efficient approach that

deals with large graphs; Zhou and Pei [96] assume that the attacker knows the

neighborhood at distance one of a node and they say that a graph is k -anonymous

if at least k different nodes have the same neighborhood graph (or an isomorphism

of that graph); others extend the concept to the whole graph by enforcing k-

automorphism [98], so that nodes cannot be reidentified even if the attacker

knows the structure of the whole network; or propose k-candidate anonymity [85]

to ensure that at least k nodes match a given structural query over the graph.

Although all these techniques offer better anonymization than the naive approach

of removing identifying attributes and assigning random identifiers [85], the utility

of the released graph is usually affected (as shown in Casas et al. [102]) and

obtaining a graph that satisfies the defined properties may be computationally

expensive. For this reason, naive anonymization is still used to anonymize graph

data before releasing it.

Some other works diverge from this line of work and do not try to define privacy

properties based on the k-anonymity paradigm. Zheleva and Getoor [87] pro-

pose several strategies for preventing link re-identification in anonymized graphs.

These strategies combine node anonymization (for which k-anonymity properties
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are indeed required) and edge anonymization (for which different methods based

on edge removal or clustering are proposed).

Decentralized OSNs: One of the alternatives that has been proposed to avoid

data disclosure to the OSN providers is to design and use decentralized online

social networks. By doing so, users’ data is not centralized in the provider’s

hands. However, deciding where to store these data (and how can user data

be updated or searched), as well as enforcing access control mechanisms and al-

lowing interaction between users are challenges that decentralized architectures

must face in order to create functional OSNs. Three different paradigms are used

for designing architectures for decentralized OSNs: P2P architectures, client-

server architectures (whose infrastructure is owned by different authorities), or

hybrid approaches that combine the previous two [103]. There exist implementa-

tions of decentralized OSNs, whose maturity vary from early prototypes to more

developed applications: PeerSoN [104], Vis-à-Vis [105], Diaspora [106, 107], Life-

Social.KOM [108], LotusNet [109], Prometheus [110], or Safebook [111], are just

some examples of this kind of OSNs.

Data encryption: Encrypting content may also be useful for avoiding informa-

tion leakage in OSNs. Some proposals try to incorporate encryption in order to

offer some level of privacy protection to their users, either for fully centralized

online social networks or for any of the decentralized architectures. However,

note that depending on the architecture, even when all the content is encrypted

the provider may still be able to learn information from the users, for instance,

who communicates with whom, how often, etc. Some authors propose to simply

encrypt user information. FlyByNight [112] is a prototype that integrates with

Facebook as a Facebook application to encrypt user content. In contrast, Scram-

ble [113] works as a Firefox plugin, encrypting the content on the client side.

However, when using this approach in centralized OSNs, the provider is able to

detect that encryption is being used and may take action in response. Guha et

al. propose another scheme [114] where users host profile attributes from other

users, and a key is needed to reconstruct a user profile.
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3.2 Crawling online social networks

The web crawling problem, together with the more specific problem of crawling

OSNs, has been studied mainly from two different perspectives: first, in the

design of software architectures that are able to deal with the huge volume of

data that has to be collected; second, in the analysis of the biases introduced

when just a part of the network is retrieved.

Architectures for web crawling: The web crawling problem has been widely

studied in the scientific literature and in the practical arena. Although the imple-

mentation details of web crawlers are usually surrounded by secrecy, some details

about architectures for high performance (centralized) web crawlers have been

published, for instance, Mercator [115] or a prototype of Google [116]. These

studies are centered on obtaining a fully scalable web crawler which can be used

to crawl the entire Web. Detailed analysis on the bottlenecks of the crawling

architectures can also be found in previous articles.

Some effort has been also devoted to the design of distributed web crawlers, where

machines that are located at geographically distant locations are used together

to speed up the crawl [117]. One of the problems that arise with these solutions

is the coordination of the different machines. Three different approaches are used

to solve this problem: independent agents, where the machines do not coordinate

at all and an overlap between retrieved data is assumed; dynamic assignment,

where there exists a central coordinator that gives information to the different

machines during the execution of the crawl; and static assignment, where the Web

is partitioned beforehand and each of the crawlers is responsible for one part only.

Following this paradigm, some authors have shared the specific architectures for

their distributed web crawlers with static assignment [118–120].

Architectures for OSN crawling: Some work has been done on the particular

case of OSN crawling. For instance, Duen et al. [121] describe their architecture

for a parallel OSN crawler with dynamic assignment, where multiple crawler

agents paralelize the crawling job and there exists a central coordinator that

provides the next node to crawl. However, most of the literature centered on OSN

crawling does not explore the architecture of the crawler itself but is focused on

the effects that using different scheduling algorithms have on the sample of the
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network retrieved by the crawler. This is specially important when the retrieved

data is used to perform social network analysis or to attack OSN users’ privacy.

Scheduling algorithms in OSN crawling: Shaozhi et al. [37] evaluate how

node selection algorithms (among other parameters like the graph itself, the

choice of seeds, the crawling size, or the number of protected users) affect crawl-

ing efficiency (defined previously by Korolova et al. [38]) as well as the quality

of the collected data. Their experiments show that doing a partial crawl of an

OSN results in an incorrect estimation of certain structural metrics of the graph.

A study that analyzes which percentage of the network is necessary to obtain in

order to get good estimations of different structural metrics has been published

for the Cyworld network [63].

Biases produced by certain schedulers can be avoided by selecting the proper

scheduling algorithm. For instance, a study with Facebook [122, 123] collected

a random sample of Facebook users using a Metropolis-Hasting Random Walk

(MHRW) and demonstrated that metrics obtained with MHRW largely differ

from those obtained with BFS.

Katzir and Hardiman [124] proposed to use the OSN public interface to perform

a random walk on the social graph and presented algorithms to estimate the

clustering coefficient and the number of registered users using the data collected

from the random walk. Zhang et al. [125] propose a method to estimate the

degree distribution under sampling and demonstrate its usage in different Online

Social Networks. Avrachenkov et al. [126] also study how to obtain unbiased

node and edge statistics of OSNs with partials crawls by using random walks.

OSN data can also be gathered by using strategies other than retrieving the

friends of a user and making a decision about the next user to crawl. For in-

stance, Twitter had a global public timeline that published a random sample of

tweets from the network. By periodically obtaining tweets from this timeline,

users who have written tweets can be discovered. Then, the followers of those

users can be retrieved, and again some kind of scheduling has to be used to decide

which users to crawl first. By combining both techniques, a different sample of

users is obtained. Krishnamurthy et al. [57] compare Twitter social graphs re-

trieved by using different data collection techniques and review the differences of

the collected datasets regarding metrics such as number of followers and following
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users, number of statuses, or time of the day where tweets are published. Erlands-

son et al. [127] base their collection strategies on content (Facebook posts) and

extract user interactions through the crawled content. Nazi et al. [128] present

strategies for obtaining social network data by combining both keyword searches

and friendship list requests.

Sampling large graphs: The problem of trying to select a scheduler that

minimizes the biases introduced when crawling OSNs has lots of points in common

with the problem of sampling large graphs. Sometimes researchers do have access

to a complete graph but they need to perform analysis or calculate measures that

are computationally expensive, up to the point that its computation becomes

impractical over the whole graph. In this case, one possible solution is to sample

the graph and to perform the computations over the sampled subgraph. Thus

it is critical that the obtained sample is representative. However, note that in

this case there is no OSN provider introducing restrictions on the data collection

process (i.e., operations that can be performed over the graph are not restricted

by API calls available on the OSN). There are numerous studies about sampling

strategies for large graphs [129–134]. These studies deal with questions such as

how to select the sampling method, how to decide the size of the sample, how to

scale metrics to the whole graph (when applicable), how to visualize huge graphs,

how to deal with dynamism on the network, or how does sampling affect different

network metrics.

Defending OSNs from crawlers: There exist some works that present sys-

tems to defend OSNs from massive crawlers. Modal et al. [135] propose Genie,

a system that tries to limit crawlers access to OSNs based on the differences

between browsing patterns of honest users and crawlers. Another approach to

limit crawlers ability to collect information from OSNs is presented by Wilson

et al. [136]. Their system, called SpikeStrip, is a web server add-on that makes

use of cryptography in order to penalize parallel crawlers and avoid long-term

crawling sessions.
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3.3 Classification for network datasets

The problem of classifying network data has been a recent focus of activity in

the machine learning research community, with special interest on adapting tra-

ditional machine learning techniques to network data classification.

Macskasy and Provost [40] defined the three main components of a node-centric

classification framework to tackle within-network classification problems. These

components are: a non-relational model, used to generate priors that are used in

the initialization of the relational model; a relational model, that uses the rela-

tionships of the network; and the collective inferencing component, that defines

how the class probabilities of different nodes are estimated together. Note that

the relational component may use attributes and known class labels of related

entities to estimate the class label of a specific entity, but it may also use local

attributes to perform this estimation.

Algorithms for relational learning: The relational learning component of

the above mentioned framework may be instantiated with multiple alternatives.

The Relational Neighbor (RN) classifier [137] is a simple classifier based on the

principle of homophily, where the probability of a sample belonging to a given

class is considered to be proportional to the number of neighbors of that sam-

ple belonging to the same class. The RN classifier makes its predictions using

only the class labels of each of the samples’ neighbors, without using any other

attributes. The authors argue that a simple model like the proposed should be

used as a baseline to evaluate other, usually more complex, relational learners.

Moreover, this simple model should also help to assess how much of the classifi-

cation performance is due to the relational structure of data. Another classifier

that uses only the distribution of neighbor class labels is also presented by the

same authors [40]: the Class-Distribution Relational Neighbor classifier (CDRN).

The CDRN estimates the probability of class membership of a node by using the

similarity of its class vector with the class reference vector. The class vector of

a node is defined as the vector of summed linkage weights to the various classes,

and the class reference vector for a given class is the average of the class vectors

for nodes known to be of that class.

Other relational learning algorithms use not only information about the neigh-

bors classes but also information about nodes’ attributes to build their models.
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In these cases, classification performance cannot be attributed to the network

structure alone, since the added attributes may also contribute to improve this

performance. For instance, Naive Bayes is used to classify hyperlinked docu-

ments [138]. The authors do so by using both local text in a document and

the distribution of the estimated classes of other documents in the neighborhood.

They include an initial bootstrap stage, where all unlabeled samples are classified.

There is also another work where the authors deal with hypertext classification

using hyperlinks with a Bayesian classifier [139]. However, instead of creating a

bootstrap phase like the previous approach, their technique is based on an addi-

tive procedure, where documents are classified incrementally and newly labeled

samples are taken into account as soon as they are known. In a similar way, the

problem of classifying objects using both their descriptions and the links between

objects using regularized logistic regression models has been also studied [140].

The authors study how the network structure can be included in the model in

order to improve accuracy and evaluate the performance of different approaches.

Their work is focused on the problem of how to learn from non-labeled data,

which usually appears in relational domains, where labeled samples are linked

with non-labeled samples. Another approach to combine text and link features

for classification is to use inductive logic programming [141]. One of the main

differences of their approach is that the authors do not use the class labels as

features.

Collective inference: In within-network classification problems entities are in-

terlinked, hence the predicted class of a specific node may have consequences on

the prediction of another node’s class. For this reason, the method of indepen-

dently classifying entities, which may be of use in traditional machine learning

approaches, may not be the best way to deal with interlinked data. The process of

simultaneously classifying a set of linked entities is known as collective inference.

It has been shown that collective inference improves classification accuracy [142].

Many collective inference methods are used in relational learning: Gibbs sam-

pling [143], relaxation labeling [138], and iterative classification [140, 144] are the

most used.

Label dependent vs label independent features: In the context of relational

learning, two different types of features may be distinguished. Label independent

(LI) features make use of the network structure, but no knowledge about class
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labels nor node attributes is used to construct the features. For instance, node

centrality metrics such as degree or betweenness may be used to create this kind of

features. On the contrary, label dependent (LD) features make use of the node’s

class labels and attributes, apart from the network structure itself. Examples of

such features are counts of the number of neighbors with each kind of label (which

is equivalent to the node’s degree taking into account the graphs made using only

the nodes from a specific class) or other centrality metrics computed using the

same approach. It has been shown that introducing label independent features

representing network structure properties to relational classifiers improves their

accuracy [145]). However, other works such as [146] report that label independent

features do not improve classification accuracy and, what is more, they may even

decrease it by introducing contradictory information.

Relational classification use cases: Relational classification has been used in

many scenarios. For instance, it has been applied to email classification [147],

with a dataset of mails being linked only by parent-children relationships; to topic

classification of hypertext documents [138]; to predict movie success with IMDb

data, linking movies with a shared production company [40, 137]; to sub-topic

prediction in machine learning papers [40]; to age, gender, and location prediction

of bloggers [148]; and many other network data classification problems.

Feature selection: The traditional feature subset selection problem has been

approached from two different perspectives. In the wrapper approach [149, 150],

the feature subset selection algorithm exists as a wrapper around the induction

algorithm. The induction algorithm is taken into account during the feature se-

lection process in order to evaluate the impact of choosing a specific set of features

in classification accuracy. The induction algorithm is used as a black box, i.e., no

knowledge on how the algorithm works is needed. Since exhaustively testing all

possible subset selections may be impractical, the problem of feature selection is

then translated into a search problem in the feature space. On the contrary, fil-

ter approaches [151–153] do not take into account the induction algorithm being

used in the classification process. Instead, filter approaches try to evaluate the

importance of the features from the data itself alone.

Edge selection: Some initial ideas about the problem of automatic edge selec-

tion are provided by Macskassy and Provost [40]. They identify the problem,

propose different methods to tackle it, and try to compare their success on being
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able to identify the best edges for a series of datasets. However, this comparison

is just preliminary work on the problem and lacks a systematic approach and a

broad experimentation supporting the results.

Transductive vs inductive inference: When trying to classify a set of un-

labeled test samples, two different approaches can be followed. The first one is

to directly try to predict the class labels of the samples in the test set. This is

called transductive inference. The second approach is to try to obtain a general

prediction function, which then can be applied to the test samples to obtain their

labels, but which is defined for the entire input space of samples. This is known

as inductive inference. Therefore, transductive algorithms will not be able to

predict the class of unseen samples, while inductive algorithms will [154].

Semi-supervised learning: In this thesis we focus on within-network classi-

fication problems, that is, problems where we are given a network with some

of their nodes labeled and we want to predict the class of the rest of the nodes.

Within-network classification is a semi-supervised learning problem [155], because

in order to predict the class label of a node we can make use of the whole net-

work, consisting on both labeled and unlabeled nodes. Note that semi-supervised

learning can be both inductive and transductive [156].1

Algorithms for Semi-supervised learning: The term semi-supervised learn-

ing was first used (in this context) by Merz et al. [157]. Since then, multiple ap-

proaches have been proposed to solve semi-supervised learning problems. Among

the most used we can find self-training, co-training, transductive support vector

machines, and graph-based algorithms.

Self-training is a wrapper algorithm that can be used to perform semi-supervised

learning using as a base a supervised classification algorithm [158]. Self-training

consists in an iterative procedure, where the supervised algorithm is trained with

the labeled data and applied to classify all the unlabeled data. Then, the unla-

beled samples that have been classified with most confidence are added to the

training set, and the classifier is trained again with the extended labeled corpus.

The procedure is repeated, so that the training set will tend to grow. Self-training

1A discussion on the conceptual differences between transductive inference and semi-
supervised learning can be found in the book of Chapelle et al. [154, Chapter 24].
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is probably the first algorithm to make use of unlabeled data to improve classifi-

cation and different variants of the algorithm have been proposed and analyzed

so far [159, 160].

Co-training [161] is also an iterative algorithm that uses a supervised classifier.

However, it is based on the idea of using different views of the samples that will

be classified. The algorithm starts by training two different classifiers with the

labeled data. Each of the classifiers uses a different subset of features of the

samples, that correspond to the different views of the data. Unlabeled samples

are then classified by both classifiers, and the set of samples that are classified

with most confidence with each of the classifiers are added to the training set

of the other classifier, that is, one classifier teaches the other with what has

best learned during that iteration. The procedure is then repeated iteratively.

Theoretical evaluations of co-training have been made [162].

Transductive support vector machines (TSVM), or Semi-Supervised Support Vec-

tor Machines, extend classic support vector machines to work with unlabeled

data [163]. Standard support vector machines try to find a maximum margin

linear boundary between the sets of labeled data. In the transductive version,

unlabeled data is also used and the goal is to find a labeling for this data so that

the boundary has the maximum margin (taking into account both the original

labeled and the newly labeled data). TSVM have been widely studied: finding

efficient approximation algorithms to compute the solution [164–170], presenting

TSVM variants and extensions [163, 171–175], analyzing its properties [176–178],

or presenting use cases [166, 179–185] are some of the fields which have attracted

most attention.

Graph-based semi-supervised learning algorithms are based on constructing a

graph where the nodes represent the samples of the dataset (both the labeled

and unlabeled ones). Edges are then used to represent the distance (or similar-

ity) between pairs of nodes of the graph. The exact method used to construct the

graph varies between different schemes. Distinct algorithms have also been pro-

posed to perform learning with this setting. Some of these algorithms are based

on graph regularization. For instance, in a binary classification task, the classifi-

cation problem can be translated into finding a minimum cut of the graph [186],

such that nodes with positive labels are separated from nodes with negative la-

bels. A modification of the algorithm is proposed [187] where artificial random
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noise is used to obtain a soft version of the classifier. Other algorithms are fo-

cused on propagating the known labels through the graph structure, for example,

using an iterative label propagation algorithm [188].

k-Nearest Neighbor: The classic k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) classification al-

gorithm consists in classifying a new sample with the class of the majority of

its k-Nearest Neighbors [189, 190]. The parameter k can be tuned to adjust the

classifier for every situation. In order to decide which samples are the nearest

ones, the algorithm uses a distance function. Euclidean distance is a common

choice, but other distances can be used as well.

kNN is widely adopted because its simplicity and performance, and many exten-

sions have been proposed during the last years. When using majority voting to

decide the label of a sample, the labels of all k-nearest neighbors have the same

contribution to the decision, regardless of their distance to the evaluated sample.

It has been proposed [191] to weigh the contribution of the neighbors in the de-

cision taking into account their distance. Other authors [192] propose different

variations of kNN that take into account the structural density or deal with un-

balanced datasets. The Extended Nearest Neighbor Method [193] considers not

only who are the nearest neighbors of the sample that is being classified but also

who consider this sample as their nearest neighbor. There also exist many works

that deal with speed and/or space optimizations for kNN.

3.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have reviewed the most relevant contributions of other authors

related to the work done in this thesis. First, we have explained studies about

online social network analysis, focusing on modelling this kind of networks and

the privacy problems that appear with its usage. Then, we have explored the

literature about crawling online social networks. Finally, we have presented the

works dealing with classification for network datasets.

With this chapter, we finish our introduction to the topics covered in this thesis.

From the next chapter on, we focus on explaining our contributions.





CHAPTER 4

When multiple autonomous users

disclose another individual’s information

In order to protect users’ privacy, most OSNs allow their users to configure the

visibility of the information they upload to the network. However, given the re-

lational nature of OSNs, the privacy configurations of different users may collide.

Depending on how the provider handles these collisions, an attacker can take

advantage of them to override the privacy settings of the most restrictive user

and to obtain information that the user tagged as private. In this chapter, we

present an attack that exploits this fact together with specific characteristics of

the OSN regarding the social structure to obtain private information about an

OSN user.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 details the proposed attack,

which is based on a specific scheduler for a web crawler. Results of performing

the described attack in two different OSNs are then presented and analyzed in

Section 4.2. Finally, Section 4.3 concludes the chapter.

47
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4.1 Proposed attack

Social graphs are known to exhibit high clustering values. Therefore, the set of

neighbors of a given user in the network tends to have many connections between

its nodes (much more that what would be expected for a random graph) and the

probability that any two users are connected is much higher if those users share

some friends than if they do not have any friend in common. By studying social

graphs, it is also very common to observe how users tend to form cliques and

other highly connected structures.

The fact that social graphs present high levels of clustering may be exploited by

an attacker to obtain information that is not publicly disclosed by a given user.

4.1.1 Attack scenario

We consider an online social network with bidirectional links which allows its

users to configure their profile visibility as either totally private or totally public.

User’s profile include personal data (which will be considered node attributes)

and user’s relationships (edges).

We model the adversary as a passive attacker that is in possession of a web

crawler specifically designed for this network. The attacker is, therefore, able to

retrieve all the information related to a user whose profile is configured as totally

public. However, the resources of the attacker are constrained, such that he is

not able to crawl the entire network. Moreover, we assume that the attacker uses

just the crawler to obtain information from the network, that is, he is not able to

obtain any information through other means (for instance, subverting accounts

or creating new accounts and establishing relationships with existing users).

Our victim (u0) is a member of this OSN and has his profile configured as totally

private and, therefore, no one can see his personal information nor his relation-

ships with other users. However, u0 has n relationships with other users that

have configured their profile as public and, therefore, everybody can take a look

on their personal data and their relationships.

Given this scenario, the attacker’s goal is to obtain information from the victim

(u0) without accessing his profile (which is private and thus inaccessible for the
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adversary). We assume that the attacker already knows r friends of u0, for some

value 1 ≤ r < n.

4.1.2 Retrieved information

As we have already mentioned, we consider information about a user of a social

graph to be of two different types: node attributes (information about the user

which can be found in his profile) and structural information (which includes

node relationships).

Our attack is designed to obtain structural information about u0 through u0’s

friends. This structural information includes the list of u0’s friends, u0’s degree

(n), and knowledge of u0’s local neighborhood.

It is worth to mention that, although the attack does not provide specific node

attributes (since our model assumes u0 has configured his profile as totally pri-

vate), node attributes may also be inferred by discovering u0’s friends. As we

have seen in Section 3.1.2.1, social networks are structured in communities and

users in the same community are known to share some attributes. Discovering

these communities and obtaining information about other users’ profiles can lead

to u0’s attributes disclosure. Moreover, some kinds of information shared by

users in social networks, such as photos or videos, can be a direct source of other

user’s data without any need to perform inferences.

4.1.3 Attack description

We execute the attack by crawling the OSN with a specifically designed web

crawler. On the one hand, the crawler is configured to interact with the OSN

(either by understanding the particular syntax of the OSN web interface or any

other public interface, such as an API). On the other hand, the crawler imple-

ments a special scheduling algorithm, that will take advantage of the aforemen-

tioned clustered nature of social graphs to try to discover the neighborhood of

the victim.

A straightforward method to obtain structural information about u0’s neigh-

borhood would be to set the victim as the initial seed of a crawler with BFS
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scheduling algorithm. However, the assumptions of our attack (see Section 4.1.1)

impose that u0 has defined his profile as totally private, so the crawler would not

be able to get any information about u0 using this method.

For that reason, we have designed a scheduling algorithm that simulates what a

BFS centered on the victim would do. Starting with one of the u0’s friends, the

proposed algorithm (that we have called outliner) tries to crawl u0’s neighbor-

hood without exploring the node u0 itself. The algorithm that we propose takes

advantage of the high clustering coefficient showed by social networks, that is

translated in a high probability that a friend of u0 and u0 itself share more than

one friend.

4.1.3.1 Scheduling algorithm

Next, we present a specific crawling scheduler algorithm, the outliner algorithm,

that maximizes the amount of information acquired from u0 without explicitly

crawling his profile. The outliner algorithm maintains a list of waiting-to-explore

nodes with their known distance to the victim. At the beginning of the crawl, the

list is initialized with the victim’s friends (that is, r nodes adjacent to the victim’s

node, known by the attacker, with 1 ≤ r < n) set at distance 1. Every time a node

is crawled, all of his friends are added to the waiting-to-explore list with distance

incremented by one, obviously discarding nodes already discovered. This distance

can be inaccurate because it is based only in the attacker’s partial knowledge of

the network. When a node is crawled, it is possible that a new relationship

with the victim’s node is found. For this reason, every time such relationship

is found, the node distances have to be recalculates with the new information

found. Such recalculation allows taking posterior scheduling decisions with as

much information as available. Once a node has been crawled, the new node to

crawl is the one with the lowest distance value from the list of waiting-to-explore

nodes. This assures that the crawler will remain as close as possible to the victim.

4.2 Experimental results

In this section, we present a proof of concept of the proposed attack by imple-

menting it over two different online social networks. Results provided give a
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flavor of the attack performance on OSNs with diverse characteristics.

4.2.1 Experimental set-up

We have tried the proposed attack over data from two OSNs: flickr and last.fm,

both allowing the all-or-nothing disclosure profile discussed in Section 4.1.1.

We have chosen these two OSNs because network data closely related to the vic-

tim present different degree and clustering values (see Table 4.1). Such differences

allow us to study how the OSN structure affects the performance of the proposed

attack.

Table 4.1: Values from crawled graphs obtained with BFS (seed u0)

OSN Average u0 clustering Crawled mean
clustering coef. coef. degree

Lastfm 0.167 0.031 80.6
Flickr 0.343 0.103 336.6

We target a user u0 in each social network as a victim. In order to test our attack

in the worst case scenario, we restrict the knowledge of the attacker to only one

friend of u0 (that is, r = 1).

As we detailed in Section 4.1.3, the attack is performed through a web crawler

which crawls the OSN looking for the desired information. The termination

condition of the crawler is related to the final goal of the attack. A final goal

of such an attack could be to discover all the friends of the victim. However, if

the cluster coefficient of the nodes involved in the crawling is low, the attack will

take too much time to finish. Furthermore, the degree of the crawled nodes also

affects the attack’s performance, because the higher the degree the more nodes

have to be potentially visited. In order to test the performance of our attack

regarding different properties of the OSN, we have fixed the goal of the attack to

obtain more than one third of the total friends of the victims.1

1We are aware that such assumption implies the knowledge of the degree of the victim, but
we use such information to test the performance of the attack. Other termination conditions
not related with that value could be defined by an attacker targeting a real network.
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4.2.2 Data analysis

Figure 4.1 shows the data obtained from the attack in last.fm. The figure shows

the complete 1-node neighborhood graph centered on the victim, where solid

lines are the ones obtained by the attack and dotted lines are existing relations

that the attack has not revealed. In this scenario, the victim u0 (the node in the

center of the figure) has degree 27, and thus the attack finishes when 10 friends

are discovered. The seed of the crawling algorithm for the attack is the node

represented by a circle.

Figure 4.1: 1-node neighborhood of u0 for last.fm network

Figure 4.2 shows the data corresponding to the Flickr network with the same

notation as in Figure 4.1. In this case, the victim u0 (the node in the center) has

degree 35, and therefore the attack finishes when 12 neighbors are obtained.

Both attacks reach the objective of the 1/3 bound of the victim’s friends. Notice

that, in the last.fm case, the crawler is able to connect three apparently disjoint

subgraphs (recall that the central node is not crawled) since this disjunction ex-

ists only at one hop from the victim’s level. Regarding the Flickr case, Figure 4.2

shows that the number of nodes that can be discovered by this crawling algo-

rithm is potentially bigger since the crawler could still discover existing relations

between discovered (but not crawled) nodes and the victim.

One has to be careful when selecting the seed of the crawling algorithm. Notice

that we have assumed that the attacker knows one of the victim’s friends (r = 1).
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Figure 4.2: 1-node neighborhood of u0 for Flickr network

However, the exact friend selection is important for the crawling algorithm. If

the selected friend is in a non-connected subgraph (that is, when removing the

victim’s node, the seed belongs to a different connected component than the rest

of u0’s friends), the attack would not be able to reach the objective.

Finally, it is worth to mention how the local clustering coefficient and node degree

affect the performance of the attack. On the one hand, the number of crawled

nodes is affected by the clustering coefficient of the neighborhood. In the last.fm

case, the crawler needs to crawl 805 nodes to achieve the imposed goal (the

1/3 bound), while the number of nodes crawled in the Flickr network is much

lower, 475, for the same objective. This data is consistent with the fact that the

clustering coefficient of Flickr is greater than the one of last.fm (see Table 4.1).

On the other hand, the nodes’ degree influences the number of nodes the crawler

discovers. In our tests, the attack on last.fm needs to discover a total of 69,406

nodes to determine the friends of the victim while in the Flickr case this number

rises up to 124,590 nodes. Again, this data is consistent with the mean degree

value shown in Table 4.1 for both networks.

4.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented a privacy attack to online social network users.

The attack is performed through a dedicated web crawler algorithm that exploits
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the inherent network structure of the OSN. We have presented experimental

results showing that the attack is able to recover a relevant percentage of the

relationships of the targeted victim without exploring his profile. We have shown

that, even exploring only a small part of the network, it is possible to compro-

mise a considerable amount of the targeted user’s neighborhood. This kind of

attacks are further evidence that preserving privacy in network data is much more

complex than in traditional not linked data.

Additionally, our experiments showed that the proposed attack may be performed

by an attacker with very limited resources. In order to reach the 1/3 predefined

goal, the crawled needed to explore 475 (805) users for the Flickr (Last.fm) ex-

periment. Twitter limits the number of API queries asking for the friends list

of a user to 120 requests per hour (for each set of app authentication tokens).

Therefore, even for an attacker in possession of a single set of tokens, the attack

would need less than 4 hours in the Flickr experiment (and less than 7 hours

in Last.fm). Note that in both cases this would imply sending 2 Twitter API

requests per minute, a throughput achievable by far for any current computer or

mobile device with a basic Internet connection.



CHAPTER 5

Crawler scheduling and its privacy

implications

As we have seen in the previous chapter, OSN information can be obtained by

crawling profiles of users in the network. Web crawlers are complex applications

that explore the web with different purposes and they can be configured to crawl

OSNs to obtain both user and link information. When crawling online social

networks, many choices have to be made in order to set up the crawler that

will be used to obtain all the information from a social networking site. These

configuration choices define the crawler settings and, as we will see, they are key

to accomplish the desired crawling goal. Specifically, the choice of the next-node-

to-crawl (determined by the scheduling algorithm) is a critical point, since it

will determine largely which part of the network will be obtained and, therefore,

which level of exposure the online social network users will suffer.

The contributions of this chapter are twofold. On the one hand, we detail the

privacy implications of the scheduling algorithms for web crawlers. On the other

55
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hand, we introduce the concept of Online Social Honeynet (OShN) to provide

some level of protection against attacks performed by web crawlers. We provide

a proof-of-concept of the feasibility to design an appropriated OShN that can

prevent specific web crawler configurations.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. First, we discus the privacy

threats that each of the studied scheduler algorithms presents for online social

network users. After that, the concept of Online Social Honeynet is introduced.

Finally, we present the conclusions.

5.1 Privacy threats related to crawling activity

By crawling an OSN the corresponding social graph can be obtained. Such social

graphs provide two kinds of user’s information: node information and edge infor-

mation. All data about a specific user is considered as node information. Node

information includes details provided in the user’s profile on a specific OSN such

as user name, age, nationality, current location, phone number, marital status,

personal web site URL, or a thumbnail.

The other kind of information that can be obtained from the social graph is

edge information. The mere existence of edges already offers information about

users who are linked through them but, in some networks, these edges can be

labeled, thus providing a more detailed description about the relations they repre-

sent. Apart from providing information about the relationships between different

users, edges can also directly disclose node attributes. For instance, an edge rep-

resenting a sentimental relationship between two individuals reveals their sexual

orientation.

Although both node attributes and edges may be considered sensitive information

that the user wants to control, in this chapter we focus on edge privacy since

edges create an added risk to user’s privacy in many different ways. In contrast

to node attributes, whose disclosure can be configured by the user, protecting

edge information involves more than one user and, for that reason, makes it

more difficult for the participating users to maintain control on the visibility of

these relations [1]. On the other hand, relations between users can be used to

detect communities. Analyzing these communities is a usual procedure in social
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network analysis, because communities facilitate the understanding of networks.

Since they do not need the explicit intervention of the user to be created, they

entail a new risk for OSN users privacy. Moreover, it has been shown that

users belonging to the same clique share common interests, believes, or even food

habits, which are node attributes. For this reason, node attributes can be inferred

from information known about other users in the same clique.

Furthermore, edge information has been proved to serve as auxiliary informa-

tion for many deanonymization attacks [82, 83], which makes edges and their

attributes sensitive information. Relations that a user has with others describe

that user in a quasi-unique form. Even when all labels have been removed from

the graph, its structure is leaking information that can be used to reidentify the

nodes. For instance, if an adversary knows how many friends the victim has

and which are the relations among them, the attacker may be able to find this

subgraph inside an anonymized release of the whole graph and learn information

about the victim and his friends.

5.1.1 Scheduler implications on privacy

It seems clear that the social graph of an OSN is a powerful tool to derive in-

formation about users. However, due to the actual size of OSN sites, crawling

them entirely to obtain the social graph may not be an affordable option. If one

can only obtain a partial view, the concept of quality of the collected data of the

crawler comes into play. The quality of collected data is a difficult term to deal

with since the definition of quality depends on the objective of the crawling pro-

cess. The scheduling algorithm, together with the initial seed of the crawler, is

the module of the crawler that determines the path to follow during the crawling

process and thus its selection is critical to determine which part of the network

will be retrieved.

In this chapter, similarly as in the previous one, we assume that an attacker

armed with a crawler wants to obtain information from an OSN. The attacker

is able to access the OSN interface through the Internet as an ordinary user.

We assume the attacker is passive, i.e., he does not try to actively modify the

OSN, and that he has a limitation on resources, that is, he does not have enough

resources to crawl the entire OSN. In this setting, we study how the selection of
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the scheduling algorithm affects the portion of the network retrieved, and how it

relates to specific goals of the attacker.

In order to make a comprehensive analysis, we fixed three different and somehow

opposite objectives that the described attacker may have:

• Objective A: to determine all links of a specific user and communities he

belongs to.

• Objective B: to discover general characteristics of the OSN, focused on

identifying communities.

• Objective C: to discover the maximum number of nodes of the network.

Notice that while objective A is centered on attacking a single user, objectives B

and C target the whole network but with different purposes in mind.

For each scheduling algorithm, we analyze the achievement of these objectives

in terms of cohesive subgroups identification (A and B) or crawling efficiency

(C). For cohesive subgroups identification, we focus on finding cliques and k-

plexes [19], since this structure relaxes the strong familiarity conditions expressed

in a clique but, at the same time, still provides the properties of reachability and

robustness in the resulting cohesive group. For crawling efficiency, we use the

metric defined previously by Korolova et al. [38], where efficiency is defined as

the number of discovered nodes divided by the number of crawled nodes.

5.1.1.1 Breadth-First Search (BFS)

Using a BFS algorithm with only one initial user as seed allows the crawler to

explore the k-neighborhood of the seed, that is, to crawl all nodes at distance

k from the seed and, therefore, discover all nodes at distance k + 1. The data

obtained using a BFS algorithm is of high quality regarding Objective A, since

an accurate view of the OSN centered on the victims will be obtained.

However, BFS performs poorly with respect to Objective B. The sequentiality of

the BFS with respect to the neighbor distance k does not allow the crawler to

move around the graph and the collected data cannot be taken as representative

of the OSN since it is focused on a particular part.
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In BFS algorithm no special attention is paid to higher degree nodes. Therefore,

BFS does not offer significant advantages regarding Objective C.

5.1.1.2 Depth-First Search (DFS)

As a DFS scheduler tries to get as far as possible from the initial seed, neither

the neighborhood of the seed nor subgroup structures will be formed easily when

ncrawl is small with respect to n (recall Section 2.3.1 for the details on the no-

tation). Cliques that are found by this crawling method will be small, usually

with just three nodes. For this reason, data collected with DFS does not provide

quality regarding neither Objective A nor Objective B.

DFS does not take into account node degrees either, but crawling efficiency is

slightly better for DFS than for BFS. The reason is that, as the crawler tries to

get far away from the seed, crawled nodes tend to have a few friends in common,

thus for the same ncrawl more ndisc are obtained. Therefore, DFS performs better

than BFS with respect to Objective C.

5.1.1.3 Real-degree greedy

Real-degree greedy moves towards the largest degree node, and once reached, the

algorithm provides large numbers of cliques and k-plexes since at each iteration

a large number of edges is added to the crawled graph. For this reason, this

algorithm provides good data quality regarding Objective B. However, real-degree

greedy is not suitable to reach Objective A, unless the victim is the highest degree

node. Higher degree nodes are very vulnerable against this scheduling algorithm

since they are reached with very few iterations (regardless of the used seed).

As first nodes selected to be crawled are the ones with higher degrees, graphs

obtained with real-degree greedy always present a high mean degree, which is

much bigger than the mean degree of the complete OSN. Selecting this high

degree nodes leads to obtain high efficiency, thus this algorithm is adequate to

reach Objective C.
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5.1.1.4 Explored-degree greedy

In the explored-degree greedy, the first nodes to be crawled are the ones that are

the most connected to already crawled ones. In contrast to the real-degree greedy,

explored greedy also moves towards the highest degree node but more slowly,

finding the cliques and k-plexes that are in the path between the initial seed

and the highest degree node. With these properties, the explored-degree greedy

algorithm is suitable to achieve Objective B. Regarding Objective A, the explored-

degree greedy does not provide a good strategy since it does not guarantee that

the crawl is centered on the seed and then, the initial seed may not belong to the

cohesive subgroups that are retrieved. However, in comparison with real-degree

greedy, explored-degree greedy keeps the crawler closer to the seed and then, in

terms of Objective A, explored-degree greedy performs better than real-degree

greedy.

5.1.1.5 Unseen-degree greedy

The first users to be crawled with unseen-degree are the ones that have a high real

degree and a small explored degree. In the first iterations of the crawler, unseen-

degree and real-degree perform similarly, moving quickly towards the highest

degree node. At later stages of the crawling, unseen-degree greedy achieves better

efficiency since it discovers more new nodes than real-degree. However, since the

discovered nodes do not provide much information about the retrieved graph

until they are crawled, the numbers of cliques and k-plexes and their sizes are

equivalent to the ones obtained with real-degree. For that reason, performance

of unseen-greedy with respect to Objectives A and B is equivalent to real-degree

greedy.

Selecting the highest unseen degree node as the first node to crawl results in

selecting the node that would lead the crawler to discover the maximum number

of new nodes when it is crawled. Then, unseen-degree greedy is efficient regarding

Objective C.
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5.1.1.6 Lottery

The random effect introduced in the lottery schedulers gives a chance to low de-

gree nodes to be selected as the next-node-to-crawl but prioritizes high degree

nodes. As a consequence, for the same number of Vcrawl nodes, lottery will dis-

cover more nodes than BFS, random list, or DFS but less than greedy schedulers.

So lottery performs better than BFS, random list, and DFS regarding Objective C

but worse than greedy. The same happens with cliques and k-plexes when using

the explored degree as a selection measure. In this case, lottery will find more

cliques than DFS or random list but less than its greedy counterparts. Much

like the explored-degree greedy case, explored-degree lottery also presents the

problem that the initial seed may not belong to the found cliques, which can be

problematic when the pursued goal is Objective A.

Like in the greedy case, lottery tends to select as next node to crawl the ones with

the highest degrees (whatever the chosen degree is used), resulting in a higher

mean degree in Gcrawl than in the actual graph G. However, this effect is less

pronounced in the lottery case because its random component gives a chance to

low degree nodes to be selected. As a consequence, lottery performs worse than

greedy algorithms regarding Objective B.

5.2 Online Social Honeynets

As we have seen, web crawling may create a big risk for users’ privacy. OSNs

contain enormous volumes of personal data which is, in many cases, publicly

available to anyone who is interested in it. Web crawlers can be used as a tool to

collect all this data. For this reason, it is important to be able to defend an OSN

from automated web crawlers that try to obtain information about its users.

The first trivial approach to avoid these risks is to deny the access to the network

to web crawlers. In order to do so, the providers need to be able to distinguish

between web crawlers and other kinds of accesses to their network (for instance,

legitimate users accessing the OSN through their web browser). Although some

web crawlers identify themselves via the User Agent field in the HTML protocol,

it is easy to forge the requests in order to simulate queries made by a common
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browser. Consequently, providers cannot rely on the HTML User Agent to tell

the difference between web crawlers and non web crawlers.

It is also possible to try to forbid the access to web crawlers by banning the

public access to the network. However, this is a difficult task to perform without

affecting the usability of the network. It is possible to configure the network in

such a manner that only registered users are allowed to obtain information about

other users. In addition, the information that a user can obtain on another user

can be constrained depending on the distance between these users. For instance,

a sample configuration may be to allow a user to obtain all the information that

the network has of a direct friend, only the degree of a user which is a friend of

a friend, and no information at all about the rest of the users of the network.

However, even when the network is closed and the neighbors of a targeted user

can only be obtained by users in the network at a fixed distance l of this targeted

user, published studies [38] show different strategies to maximize the portion

of the network discovered depending on the value l of the lookahead. All the

presented attacks require the attacker to subvert some user accounts to obtain

information on his friends. The authors show that for lookahead values higher

than two, the number of subverted accounts needed to discover 80% of the nodes

of the LiveJournal network (that had 571,949 nodes) is just 6,308, making the

attack feasible even for an attacker with limited resources.

Furthermore, there are some OSNs whose properties or goals make them impossi-

ble to be built under a closed paradigm network. This is the case, for example, for

Twitter, whose slogan describes it as “the best way to discover what’s happening

on your world”. How could this goal be accomplished by limiting the disclosure

of all comments to just the users’ direct friends?

Another approach to try to forbid the access to web crawlers is to try to limit the

number of accesses to the network made from the same IP address. Although this

may seem a good strategy, it can be easily circumvented by using anonymizing

techniques that mask the source IP address [194].

As we have seen, neither making the OSN a closed network nor limiting the

number of accesses that can be done by the same IP address per unit of time

are feasible solutions to our problem. For this reason, some other techniques

have to be designed to limit the information that crawlers may obtain from
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OSNs. In the traditional web crawling literature, web crawler traps are known

to cause troubles to web crawlers [115]. Crawler traps are URLs that cause the

crawler to crawl indefinitely. In the traditional web, some crawler traps can be

created unintentionally. For example, symbolic links within a file system can

create cycles. Other crawler traps are produced intentionally. For instance, CGI

programs that dynamically generate an infinite web of documents. We propose

a similar approach to protect OSNs from web crawlers by introducing the idea

of Online Social Honeynets.

Online Social Honeynets (OShN) are, much like traditional honeynets, a set of

users in the network whose objective is to attract and defend the network from

attackers that want to retrieve information from the network. Also like traditional

honeynets, OShN consist in a set of users who appear to be part of the network

with information of value to the attackers but they are actually isolated and

monitored. OShN also extend the concept of Social Honeypot [195] where fake

users are created in OSNs to detect spam profiles and distinguish social spammers

from legitimate users.

Although it is obvious that the idea of OShN can be used for different purposes,

our main goal is to design an OShN that may provide some protection from web

crawlers, minimizing the useful information that the web crawler may obtain from

the OSN.

In order to protect OSNs from web crawlers, the OShN should be able, first of all,

to attract web crawlers and, later on, to keep the crawler inside the boundaries

of the OShN.

5.2.1 Definitions, assumptions, and goals

Given a social graph G = (V,E) that represents an entire OSN, an OShN can be

modeled as a social graph Gh, with a set of fake users Vh and its relationships

Eh, and a set of honeynet bridges Eb that will link the real social graph G

with our honeynet graph Gh (see Figure 5.1). Then, the disclosed network can

be modeled as a social graph Gd = (Vd, Ed) containing all nodes from both

graphs (Vd = V ∪ Vh) and all edges from both graphs plus the honeynet bridges

(Ed = E∪Eh∪Eb). Notice that we keep the edges defining the honeynet bridges
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Figure 5.1: Online Social Honeynet (OShN)

outside G and Gh, since, as we describe later, such bridges play an important

role for the objective of the OShN. Nodes in Gh incident to some edge in Eb

are called exterior nodes while nodes in Gh without any connection to G will be

called interior nodes.

In order to assess the performance of the OShN, we define two metrics: the

attraction time, ta, and the trapping time, tt. Let ta be the time that our OShN

needs to attract the crawler, that is, the time needed for the crawler to first

discover a node in Vh. Let tt be the time our OShN is able to trap the crawler,

that is, the time spent by the crawler exploring nodes in Vh.

Then, ta and tt (together with the total time the crawler spends crawling the

network) influence the amount of correct information the crawler is able to obtain

from the OSN and we make use of these two parameters in order to design and

evaluate our OShN. Specifically, we design our OShN with two goals in mind:

1. Minimize the attraction time ta.

2. Maximize the trapping time tt.

Furthermore, we also include as a requirement for our OShN to try to minimize

the introduced noise. We want the OShN to be minimally invasive, so that OSN
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users are disturbed as little as necessary. The overall overhead introduced by the

OShN should also be as low as possible. Therefore, we add two more goals to our

OShN design:

3. Minimize the number of edge bridges, |Eb|.

4. Minimize the size of the OShN, both in terms of nodes |Vh| and edges |Eh|.

5.2.2 An online social honeynet to protect online social

networks from greedy schedulers

In this section, we present a proof-of-concept of an OShN in order to show the

feasibility of the idea. We focus our OShN to be resistant against attacks of a web

crawler configured using a real-degree greedy. These attacks represent a threat

for OSNs since they achieve high efficiency rates, as has been shown before [37].

Furthermore, this algorithm is suitable to obtain a general view of the OSN, as

pointed out in Section 5.1, and provides an important number of cliques and

k-plexes.

In order to define our OShN, we make the following design decision: our OShN

will be static, in the sense that elements in Vh , Eh, and Eb will remain unchanged

during the crawling.

The first goal that an OShN has to accomplish is to be able to attract web

crawlers fast, that is, to minimize the time ta. This attraction is done by properly

selecting the connections of our OShN to the rest of the nodes of the network

Eb. As we have seen, greedy algorithms select as the next node to crawl the one

with the highest degree. So when a crawler configured with a greedy algorithm

is launched, it will tend to first explore the highest degree nodes of the network.

Consequently, we will create the set of fake edges Eb between our OShN and the

OSN so that they connect Gh with a number k of the highest degree nodes in G,

ensuring that the crawler will discover those nodes when exploring the highest

degree nodes of the network. This implicitly accomplishes another of our goals:

to minimize the annoyance produced by the OShN to users. Since these very

high degree users tend to have thousands of connections with other users, the

impact of establishing a connection with Gh is minimum for them and, in fact,
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it is likely most of the users will not even become aware of this connection. Note

that when defending the OSN from these particular scheduling algorithms, it is

not needed to attach one node of G to more than one node in Gh since all the

nodes of Gh connected with the same node in G would be discovered at the same

time. However, it may be useful to connect the same node of Gh to many nodes

in G since that would let the crawler discover the node in Gh from different real

nodes, reducing the time ta.

Once the attraction has been done, and an exterior node of Gh has been discov-

ered, we want to maximize the time tt by forcing the crawler to discover more

nodes from Gh and crawling all of them. While the crawler is inside Gh, no

real nodes are crawled thus no node attributes of real nodes are ever disclosed.

However, even when the crawler is inside Gh, some real nodes may be discovered,

depending on the size of |Eb|. Since our OShN is designed towards protecting

the OSN from real-degree greedy algorithms, we propose to set the degrees of the

exterior nodes of Gh to at least max{mi+ 1} where mi is the real degree of their

neighbors in G and the degree of interior nodes higher than the maximum degree

of G. Using this strategy, the time tt is maximum, and it corresponds exactly to

the time needed for the crawler to crawl all nodes in Gh. Then, we can increase

tt by assigning an arbitrary large number of nodes to Gh. Notice that trapping

indefinitely the crawler in Gh will imply to assign an infinite number of nodes in

Gh which is not feasible in our scenario since we have assumed that our OShN

is not dynamic, in the sense that Vh, Eh, and Eb remain unchanged during the

execution of the crawler. Therefore, the size of Gh will be a tradeoff between the

amount of time we want the crawler to be trapped tt and the overhead we are

willing to assume in order to create Gh.

There are many possible configurations that meet the above requirements. For

instance, we can design Gh as a complete graph of d nodes where all nodes have

degree d− 1 except for a node v0
h ∈ Vh, which has degree d. The additional edge

incident to this node is going to be our bridge edge e0
b = (v0, v0

h) ∈ Eb, which

will link our honeynet Gh with the real graph G. As we want to ensure that the

crawler is not able to escape from the honeynet until it has crawled all the nodes

inside Gh, we will force interior nodes of Gh to have a higher degree than the

node that has served as an entry point to the honeynet v0. For this reason, we

will set d = max{mi + 2}, so the interior nodes of Gh will have one more link
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than the most connected node of G. Notice that doing so, the entry node v0
h has

exactly the degree of v0 plus two. Even though a one point degree increment will

be enough to force the crawler to crawl v0
h just after crawling v0, increasing it

by two allows us to construct Gh in an easy manner, avoiding having to spend

computational resources in the design of Gh. Figure 5.1 shows an example of

such a configuration.

5.2.3 Experimental results

We have simulated how a crawler behaves in an OSN with the previously de-

scribed proof-of-concept OShN over the Flickr OSN, taking as a testbed the data

collected by Mislove et al. [29] which contains over 11 million users. This dataset

is one of the most complete OSN data available and can be used as a testing set

for OSN analysis. We have centered our experiments in the Flickr network, for

which this dataset contains almost the 27% of nodes existing on the network at

the time of the crawl (1,846,198 nodes) with its relations (22,613,981 links). Our

OSN graph G is exactly the Flickr graph that had been retrieved by Mislove et

al. [29]. The diameter of this graph G is 27, the radius is 13, and its mean degree

is 12.24. The highest degree of a node in G is 26,185.

Flickr is a directed network that only allows to query for outgoing connections.

Therefore, in the experiments the crawler is configured to follow outgoing con-

nections and the real-outdegree of the nodes is used by the scheduler to decide

the next-node-to-crawl. Then, the OShN is also a directed graph where all nodes

are connected to all nodes in both directions.

Since real-degree greedy is the scheduler algorithm used as a base point for the

tests in other works [37], we have conducted our experiments with a crawler

configured with this algorithm as a scheduler. Three termination conditions have

been set for the crawler to stop its job:

a) to reach 1,000 crawled nodes, ncrawl = 1,000.

b) to crawl the v0
h node, that is, the first node in Gh that has been crawled.
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c) to reach a point where no nodes are left to crawl. This state is reached when

the initial seed belongs to an isolated component of the graph containing less

than 1,000 nodes.

Assuming these settings, we have created our experimental OShN by generating

a complete subgraph of d = 26,187 nodes, such that every node in the Gh has

exactly degree 26,186 except for a node v0
h ∈ Vh, for which we set a degree of

26,187.

We have conducted 18,461 experiments (1% of the total number of nodes in the

data testbed) in order to evaluate the attraction and trapping capacity of our

OShN. For each experiment, we selected a random node in the Flickr network

and we launched a crawler using this node as initial seed (and the configuration

detailed above). In 12,283 of the conducted experiments, a 66.53% of them, the

OShN was able to attract the web crawler and the crawler crawled the gateway

node v0
h. For these experiments, the crawler only needed 5.09 hops (in mean)

to reach v0
h from the initial seed. This value indicates that the time ta for this

proof-of-concept is really low and, therefore, the leaked information obtained by

the crawler is also low. The mean number of real nodes crawled by the crawler

in the experiments was only five and the mean number of discovered nodes is

12,645.60 nodes, that corresponds to less than the 0.7% of the entire network.

A detailed analysis of the 6,178 experiments where the OShN could not attract

the crawler shows that in all cases there is no (directed) path between the seed

and v0
h. The interesting point is that, for that seeds, the total number of nodes

that the crawler is able to crawl is, in mean, 4.40 which implies that the isolated

parts of the graph, where the crawler seed has been randomly chosen, are really

small. For this reason, adding edge bridges connecting these isolated components

of the OSN with our OShN is not worth the effort. Moreover, OSNs have been

reported to have one big connected component containing most of the users of

the network, so for most of the settings there will be no need to create additional

bridges joining different components of the OSN with the OShN.

Obviously, regarding the design of the OShN, the trapping time tt was maximum,

in the sense that the ending condition was met before the crawler left the OShN.
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5.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, we provide some details about the impact that different schedulers

have on the part of the network retrieved by a web crawler. We describe some of

the goals that an attacker using a web crawler over an OSN may have in mind,

and evaluate how different schedulers may be of use to accomplish these goals.

This analysis shows the threat that web crawlers may constitute regarding OSN

information retrieval. For that reason, and assuming the difficulty to ban web

crawlers from OSNs, we introduce the concept of online social honeynet (OShN)

as a mechanism to achieve some degree of protection against web crawlers. We

provide a proof-of-concept of an OShN designed to protect the OSN from a web

crawler with a real-degree greedy as a scheduling algorithm. Experimental data

shows that the proposed protection is effective and that the amount of OSN data

disclosed to the web crawler can be kept at low levels. Although the proposed

OShN only protects the OSN from a specific crawler configuration, it requires low

|Eb| values, which makes it easy to be implemented in real world environments.

We have provided some hints towards the construction of the honeynet graph,

the conditions that force the crawler to enter the honeynet once it has been

discovered, and the conditions that ensure the crawler is not able to exit the

honeynet once it is inside.





CHAPTER 6

OSN crawling schedulers and their

implications on k-plexes detection

In the previous chapter, we explained how web crawlers can be used by an at-

tacker to retrieve information from an OSN. We defined a set of goals that the

attacker may have in mind when launching a crawler and tried to explain how dif-

ferent schedulers affected the quality of the retrieved data taking into account the

defined goals. In this chapter, we go one step further towards analyzing the part

of the network retrieved when using different schedulers. First, we set specific

quantifiable goals for the attacker. After that, we perform a series of experiments

that allow us to evaluate over a real network the level of accomplishment of these

goals depending on the used scheduler.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 presents the adversary

model: it explains the adversary capabilities and defines the adversary goals.

In Section 6.2 we discuss the adversary achievements regarding the previously
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defined goals for different crawling configurations. Finally, Section 6.3 presents

the conclusions.

6.1 Adversary model

OSNs are susceptible of many different attacks, from classical web attacks di-

rected to their websites to specifically designed OSN attacks. While some of

these attacks are focused on producing malfunctions on the network, others have

their goal on retrieving as much information as possible from the network. Since

online social networks store huge quantities of personal data from their users, they

are an attractive target for many organizations that can benefit from obtaining

this data. In this chapter, we focus on this second kind of attacks involving in-

formation retrieval. Specifically, we assume that the attacked OSN profiles are

mostly public.1 We consider that an OSN profile is public if at least the list

of friends is publicly accessible for the attacker. Moreover, public profiles can

also include personal data from the profile owner (node attributes) or edge labels

(edge attributes) that the user also discloses.

In the same way than in the previous chapters, our adversary is an attacker who

has knowledge of the OSN acquired by acceding to the public interface of the

OSN with a properly configured web crawler. We assume that the adversary has

limited resources and hence he is not able to obtain information on the whole

network. This assumption is realistic due to the current OSN sizes. In order to

conduct the attack, the adversary has to choose the configuration parameters of

the crawler that allow him to maximize his benefits, which will vary depending

on the specific adversary goal.

Note that although node and edge attributes may be available to the crawler,

we take as a definition of a public profile the restrictive case where only the list

of friends is publicly accessible. So we assume that the only information the

attacker can obtain for sure about a node is the list of friends. Moreover, since

data is obtained directly by accessing the OSN public interface, we assume that

1For simplicity, we restrict our description to public profiles network. However, similar
attacks can be conducted even when some profiles are not public. It has been shown previ-
ously [38] that the percentage of public profiles needed to obtain all relationships of a set of
users is really low, so the described attacks could also work when private profiles are found in
the network.
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no anonymization process has been applied to the obtained data, and thus no

edges nor nodes have been introduced nor removed from the network.

6.1.1 Adversary goals

Given this scenario, an adversary may have different goals in mind when launch-

ing a web crawler towards an OSN. For instance, it may be the case that the

adversary wants to obtain as much information as possible about a single user

(recall Objective A from Chapter 5). On the contrary, the adversary may not

have any chosen victim in mind and may just want to obtain as much information

as possible from the OSN in the amount of time that he disposes (Objectives B

and C from Chapter 5). Moreover, apart from defining who the victim is, the

adversary may also be interested in obtaining different kinds of information from

this victim. For instance, in the single victim scenario, the victim may have his

profile configured as totally public in the OSN, so that the adversary is able to

easily obtain all node attributes of the victim immediately. In this case, the goal

of the attacker may be to discover who are the friends of the victim, obtaining a

more in depth knowledge of the victim’s social circles. However, it may also be

the case that the victim has all his node attributes hidden, so that the attacker

can not obtain this information directly. In this case, the attacker may want to

discover to which subgroups does the victim belong in order to try to infer the

attributes of the victim from that of his community colleagues.

Having all these possibilities in mind, we have defined eight different quantifiable

indicators that the attacker may want to maximize when launching a crawler

towards an OSN. These indicators depend on who the target is (a single victim

or the whole network) and what does the attacker want to do with the obtained

data:

1. The whole network:

(a) Number of k-plexes obtained.

(b) Size of the maximum k-plex.

(c) Number of nodes in any of the k-plexes.
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(d) Efficiency:

Eff =
|Vdisc|
|Vcrawl|

2. One victim:

(a) Number of k-plexes where the victim belongs.

(b) Size of the maximum k-plex where the victim belongs.

(c) Number of nodes in any of the k-plexes where the victim belongs.

(d) Efficiency regarding a single victim:

Eff(v) =

d∑
i=1

β(i−1)|V i,vdisc|

|Vcrawl|

where

V i,vdisc = {u ∈ Vdisc | dist(u, v) = i}

and

β < 1, d = max
∀u∈Vdisc

dist(u, v)

Indicators for the whole network target are focused on evaluating the subgroup

structure discerned and the number of nodes discovered. For cohesive subgroup

identification, we fixed the indicators aiming attention on finding k-plexes since

this structure relaxes the strong familiarity conditions expressed in a clique but,

at the same time, still provides the properties of reachability and robustness in

the resulting cohesive group. By changing the value of k and studying the size

of the resulting k-plexes, we are able to obtain a good idea of the cohesion found

in the subgraph. In order to study the k-plexes found in Gcrawl, we take into

account how many k-plexes are found (Indicator 1a), which size do these k-plexes

have at most (Indicator 1b), and how many of the crawled nodes belong to at

least one k-plex (Indicator 1c). For this last Indicator 1c, we are interested in

discovering how are the nodes distributed among the k-plexes, that is, knowing

if just a few of the nodes form many k-plexes or, on the contrary, k-plexes are

formed through all the crawled subgraph. Note that these indicators are, in fact,

simplifications of other indicators of higher dimensionality. Indicators 1a and 1b

summarize the distribution of the number of k-plexes found for each different

k-plex size. In the same manner, Indicator 1c condenses the distribution of the

number of nodes belonging to a given number of k-plexes.
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The last indicator used to evaluate the whole network target is efficiency (In-

dicator 1d), defined as the quotient of the number of discovered nodes by the

number of crawled nodes. This metric gives information on how many new nodes

are discovered for each crawled node, thus it is useful to evaluate how good are

schedulers in discovering as many nodes as possible.

Indicators for a single victim are also focused on evaluating subgroup structure

and nodes discovered, but this time taking into account that the goal is to obtain

as much information as possible from a single victim, that is considered to be

the seed of the crawling process. For this reason, when evaluating the number

of k-plexes found (Indicator 2a), the size of those k-plexes (Indicator 2b), or the

nodes belonging to any k-plex (Indicator 2c), the restriction of requiring that the

victim belongs to the evaluated k-plexes is added. In this manner, we are able to

assess the subgroup discovery around the victim.

In a similar manner, efficiency metric is also adapted to consider the victim as the

central goal (Indicator 2d). In order to do so, the number of discovered nodes is

weighted depending on its distance to the victim. Nodes close to the victim will

contribute more in efficiency that nodes further away. The exact contribution that

a node at distance i from the victim makes to the overall efficiency is determined

by β(i−1), with the parameter β < 1, so that β(i−1) decreases as i increases. Note

that with this definition, nodes at distance one from the victim will contribute in

exactly one unit to the overall efficiency. Moreover, by leaving β as a parameter,

we are able to adjust the efficiency value to the attacker’s will: while an attacker

interested only in the victim’s close neighborhood will set β to a small value, an

attacker concerned about getting a broader view can choose a higher β value. By

doing so, we are able to model more precisely the attacker’s intentions.

6.2 Experimental results

In order to analyze the scheduler decision implications on privacy, we have sim-

ulated the crawling of an OSN using as a testbed the data collected by Mislove

et al. [29] which contains over 11 million users. This dataset is one of the most

complete OSN data available and can be used as a testing set for OSN analy-

sis. Like in the previous chapter, we have focused our experiments in the Flickr
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network, for which this dataset contains almost the 27% of nodes existing on the

network at the time of the crawl (1,846,198 nodes) with its relations (22,613,981

links). Our experiments are done considering that our OSN graph G is exactly

the Flickr graph that had been retrieved by Mislove et al. [29].

Flickr relationships are directed. In order to simulate the crawling of the Flickr

network, we have configured our crawler to follow outgoing links. However, when

analyzing the k-plexes found in the crawled subgraphs, k-plexes are computed in

its subjacent graph, that is, its underlying undirected graph. So although Gcrawl

is directed, results on the number, size, and k-plex distribution are based on its

undirected counterpart.

Initially, we chose 50 different random seeds and launched a crawler configured

with each of the presented scheduling algorithms.2 However, we noticed that

some of the schedulers lead to very similar graphs, regardless of the chosen initial

seed. As we showed previously in Chapter 5, the number of hops needed to reach

the highest degree node of the network from any other node in the same strongly

connected component when using real-degree greedy is very low. Consequently,

subgraphs obtained when using real-degree greedy starting from different seeds

have a lot of nodes in common. A similar behavior can be observed when using

unseen degree greedy.

For this reason, we first analyzed the results obtained with just 20 different seeds

and looked at how much node overlap there was between subgraphs obtained

with the same scheduler but starting from different seeds. For each scheduler,

we compute the pairwise number of common nodes of all subgraphs obtained

with this specific scheduler. While the mean node overlap reached 96.56% and

96.45% for real and unseen degree greedy, respectively, it dropped to just 0.11%

for random list. In between, there is a mean overlap of 1.28% and 1.21% for real

and unseen lottery, respectively, which is explained by the random component

added to these schedulers. For BFS, the overlap is higher than for random list,

reaching 1.16% of the nodes. Explored degree greedy obtains a 4.03% of overlap,

which is a consequence of the correlation between explored degree and real degree

of nodes.

2The random seed choosing is part of our experimental methodology. We chose random
seeds in order to obtain mean values to compare the different schedulers. However, note that
an attacker does not necessary want to follow this procedure in order to choose the adequate
seeds.
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Given the high percentages of node overlap showed in the obtained graphs for

some of the schedulers, we decided to continue the experiments for the left 30

seeds for the schedulers not involving real and unseen degrees. Moreover, from the

50 initial seeds, 10 had an outdegree of exactly zero. These seeds were excluded

from our analysis since they distort the actual results. Although all the other

seeds were used to compute the results of each indicator, graphs appearing in this

section contain only the results for a subset of 10 seeds for the sake of clarity.

Special attention has to be paid to another seed which lead to characteristic re-

sults. This seed was not in the biggest strongly connected component but in a

rather small one of just 45 nodes. Since the stopping condition of the crawler

was to reach 101 crawled nodes, in this specific case the crawling always ended

prematurely when the 45 nodes of the connected component were explored. Con-

sequently, the subgraph obtained when starting from this seed was the same for

all schedulers and thus all the indicators for the goals of the attacker are exactly

the same, regardless of the specific scheduler used. For this reason, the indica-

tors of the crawlings starting with this seed are useless to compare schedulers.

Moreover, since the crawled subgraph contains just 45 nodes (less than half of

the nodes that all the other subgraphs have), the results of this seed are not

comparable neither to the results of any other seeds. Even though this seed is

useless to compare schedulers, we have decided to include it in our analysis since

it represents an interesting outlier case.

6.2.1 Targeting the whole network

In this section we review the schedulers’ performance regarding indicators evalu-

ating the whole network (Indicators 1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d, defined in Section 6.1.1).

6.2.1.1 Number of k-plexes obtained

Figure 6.1(a) shows the number of cliques obtained with each scheduler (Indicator

1a). Each line in the graph represents a different seed. We can observe that

while explored degree greedy is the best scheduler in terms of number of cliques

obtained in the resulting graph for some seeds, it is not so good for other seeds.

Taking into account that explored greedy selects as the next node to crawl the
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(a) Number of k-plexes (k=1,
log scale)

(b) Maximum k-plex size
(k=1)

Figure 6.1: Results for Indicators 1a and 1b. Each line of the graph repre-
sents a different seed

one that has the highest amount of connections with the already crawled nodes,

it is reasonable to expect that this scheduler will obtain a denser subgraph with

many more cliques than any other scheduling algorithm when the seed belongs

to a thigh community. However, when the same scheduling algorithm is used

starting in a very loose neighborhood, explored greedy may not be the best

algorithm to pursue this goal, since it is slower in moving to other more thigh

regions than real or unseen degree greedy.

Using the bounds for the number of maximal cliques demonstrated previously by

other researchers [196, 197], we can compute the maximum number of maximal

cliques for our crawled subgraphs. For a graph with 101 nodes, the superior

bound for the number of cliques of size at most three is 37,026. Using explored-

degree greedy as scheduler, the mean number of cliques obtained is 25,019, which

corresponds to nearly 68% of the previously computed bound.

Both real and unseen degree greedy algorithms are able to outperform BFS when

evaluating this very same indicator. For real-degree greedy, this happens because

it selects nodes that have been discovered (and thus are connected to at least one

already crawled node) and have very high degrees. Although these nodes may

not have a lot of connections with the already crawled nodes, it is not usually

the case. Therefore, a crawler using real degree greedy obtains a high density

subgraph with more cliques than any other scheduler but explored-degree greedy.

Note that real and unseen degree greedy algorithms are able to obtain, in mean,

a number of cliques an order of magnitude higher than BFS.
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For most of the seeds, the number of cliques obtained with BFS is lower than

with the three greedy algorithms and higher than for the three lottery algorithms.

The random component of these lottery algorithms makes them choice users with

not so high degrees, so the density of the subgraph obtained is less and thus fewer

cliques are found.

Random list selector obtains, in almost all the different experiments, the worst

results. The fact that this scheduler does not use the node degree nor the distance

to the seed to make its decisions is a clear disadvantage for this specific goal. With

just the unordered list of discovered nodes as the only information to operate,

random list is not able to obtain a subgraph with many cliques, getting in mean

just a 12% of the number of cliques obtained by explored degree greedy.

When analyzing the number of k-plexes obtained in all the crawled subgraphs

for k = 1 and for k = 2, very similar results are found. While the actual number

of k-plexes obtained for the two k values is different, the relative performance for

different schedulers remains stable. The increase on the number of k-plexes for

each scheduler is highly dependent on the specific scheduler. While increasing k

from one to two increases nearly 30 times the number of k-plexes obtained for

unseen greedy, real greedy, and random list, it increases by half that value for

the three lottery algorithms and for BFS.

6.2.1.2 Maximum k-plex size

Both unseen and real degree greedy algorithms outperform all other schedulers

in terms of maximum clique size (Indicator 1b). Once again, the reason of that is

the selection of very high degree nodes already connected to the crawled graph.

By selecting these high degree nodes, unseen and real degree algorithms obtain

really dense subgraphs with big cliques. The maximum clique size obtained with

unseen-degree greedy is 27, whereas it descends to 25 for real-degree greedy as it

is shown in Figure 6.1(b).

Cliques smaller than with real and unseen degree are obtained with explored-

degree greedy. By selecting the nodes which are better connected to the other

crawled nodes, explored greedy is able to collect a subgraph with big cliques, much

bigger than any other scheduler but unseen and real greedy. Once again, the fact

that the subgraph obtained with explored-degree greedy depends strongly on the
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initial seed creates differences on the maximum clique size for this scheduler,

making it oscillate between 10 and 24.

BFS is also able to retrieve cliques of a considerable size. In mean, cliques

obtained with BFS are 1/3 of the size of those obtained with unseen-degree

greedy, that is, they have 10 nodes on average. Although BFS does not pay

special attention to node degrees, the fact that it explores the k-neighborhood

of a seed for increasing values of k allows it to detect the cliques formed in this

neighborhood, which given the highly clustered structure of social networks leads

to obtain quite big cliques.

Worse results are obtained for the schedulers that include a random component,

as it should be expected. The random component of real, unseen, and explored

degree greedy deviate their decisions for high degree nodes and, as a result,

smaller cliques are obtained with these schedulers. Selecting next nodes randomly

with a uniform distribution over the discovered set also leads to very small cliques

of size at most five.

Increasing k to two lead to very similar results. By relaxing the number of

connections that each node must have in order to be part of the k-plex, the actual

size of the maximum k-plex is increased. However, the upgrowth is not really

significant. While the maximum cliques size is 27 (unseen-degree greedy), it just

reaches 30 for this very same scheduler when k is set to two. Similar increases are

observed for all schedulers. As with the number of k-plexes obtained, the relative

performance for different schedulers when k = 1 and when k = 2 remains stable.

6.2.1.3 Number of nodes in any of the k-plexes

Regarding the number of nodes which take part in any of the cliques (Indicator

1c), all three greedy algorithms perform very well, nearly at the optimal level.

Both unseen and real degree schedulers are able to obtain subgraphs where at

least 97% of the nodes belong to at least one clique as it is shown in Figure 6.2(a).

Note that 35% of the seeds have an outdegree of exactly one and thus they can

not belong to any clique of size at least three in the directed graph.3

3However, they may belong to a clique in the subjacent graph, where direction of the edges
is ignored.
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(a) Number of unique nodes
(k=1)

(b) Efficiency

Figure 6.2: Results for Indicators 1c and 1d. Each line of the graph repre-
sents a different seed

Explored-degree greedy starting on most of the seeds has the same performance,

although for five seeds the percentage of nodes belonging to at least one clique

drops between 78− 95%.

In a similar fashion, the random variants of those algorithms perform a little

worse than the greedy ones. While real and unseen lottery are able to recover

subgraphs where between 72 − 96% of the nodes belong to at least one clique,

explored lottery drops this percentage between 36− 90%.

The number of nodes belonging to at least one clique for BFS exhibits a high

variance depending on the seed. While for some seeds BFS is able to get 98%

of the nodes belonging to any clique, for some other seeds just 45% of them

participate in a clique. That is because by exploring the k-neighborhood of a

seed, the obtained subgraph depends highly on the chosen seed.

Selecting the next node to crawl uniformly at random from the list of discovered

nodes leads to the worst performance for this specific goal. While for some seeds

just 21% of the nodes belong to at least one clique, for other seeds this percentage

increases to 58%.

Unlike any of the other goals, analyzing the number of unique nodes belonging

to at least one k-plex for k = 2 is not interesting at all. Since we are taking into

account all 2-plexes of size at least three and the crawled subgraph is always a

single connected component, all crawled nodes will belong to at least one 2-plex,

regardless of the selected scheduler or seed.
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6.2.1.4 Efficiency

When the crawling goal is set to maximize efficiency (Indicator 1d), real-degree

greedy is always the best scheduling choice. Selecting the highest real degree node

as the next node to crawl leads to discover many new nodes at each iteration, thus

maximizing efficiency. When real-degree greedy is used, efficiency when the 101

nodes have been crawled oscillates between 1,742 and 1,739 as it is illustrated in

Figure 6.2(b). This means that the number of discovered nodes is between 175,942

and 175,639. Note that although we can not assure that real-degree greedy selects

the node that will effectively lead to discover the biggest possible amount of users

at a given state, we can affirm that it will select the node that adds the maximum

number of edges possible. This happens because the crawled graph is directed and

the crawler is following just outgoing links, and thus crawling a node of outdegree

outdeg assures us to discover exactly outdeg new edges. However, crawling the

same node may lead to discover less than outdeg new nodes, since some of them

may have been previously discovered by the crawler.

After real and unseen degree greedy schedulers, real and unseen lottery give the

best results in mean, offering about 1/3 of the efficiency demonstrated by real-

degree greedy. Selecting next nodes to be crawled with a probability proportional

to its degree gives more change to high degree nodes to be selected than low

degree nodes, thus getting better results on efficiency. Even though, efficiency is

not always better with real and unseen lottery than BFS for all the seeds. When

a crawler with BFS is launched starting in a seed with high degree nodes in its

neighborhood, efficiency may be better than when the crawled is configured with

real or unseen lottery. Except for these specific cases, BFS is not a good choice

for maximizing efficiency since exploring the k-neighborhood of a seed makes the

crawler to rediscover already discovered nodes.

Schedulers using explored degree to make its decisions perform bad in terms of

efficiency. Since next nodes to be crawled are the ones that already have a lot

of connections with the crawled subgraph, each new crawled node rediscovers

many nodes that were already discovered and consequently does not contribute

to increasing efficiency. However, given that there is some correlation between

a node’s explored and real degrees, high degree nodes may be selected at each

iteration, and thus are able to counteract a little the negative effect on efficiency.

For this reason, there are some seeds for which efficiency with explored-degree
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greedy is better than for random list or explored-degree lottery. In mean, effi-

ciency for explored-degree greedy is just 159.1, 1/10 of the efficiency obtained by

real-degree greedy.

6.2.2 Targeting one specific victim

In this section we review the schedulers’ performance regarding indicators evalu-

ating a single victim (Indicators 2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d, defined in Section 6.1.1).

6.2.2.1 Number of k-plexes where the victim belongs

The results of the number of k-plexes obtained in each graph when requiring that

the victim belongs to the k-plex (Indicator 2a) are quite different than the ones

obtained when no restrictions are imposed (Indicator 1a).

The first thing to notice when analyzing the results for this goal is that many

seeds lead to graphs where the victim is not part of any clique, regardless of the

specific scheduler selected. The reason of this behavior is that the outdegrees

of all these seeds are exactly one and indegrees are zero thus these seeds will

never be part of any clique as defined in Section 2.1.2. This does not occur when

increasing k to two, since then there is no need for the seed to have degree greater

than one in the subjacent graph to be part of a k-plex.

Whenever the seeds have degrees greater than one, BFS is the best scheduler

regarding the number of cliques obtained as it is shown in Figure 6.3(a). Given

that BFS stays as close as possible to the victim, it always obtains the neighbor-

hood of the victim and consequently this victim belongs to many of the found

cliques. Note that when only parts or the whole 1-neighborhood of the victim is

crawled, the victim will belong to all cliques with order higher or equal to three

in the crawled subgraph. BFS is able to recover at most 62 cliques where the

victim belongs. This is much less than the number of cliques recovered by this

very same algorithm when no restrictions on who has to belong to the clique were

applied, which was 5,016.

Although the number of cliques obtained for explored-degree greedy is much big-

ger than for BFS when no restrictions on the victim are imposed, explored-degree
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(a) Number of k-plexes
with victim (k=1, log

scale)

(b) Maximum k-plex
size with victim (k=1)

(c) Number of unique
nodes with victim (k=1)

Figure 6.3: Results for Indicators 2a, 2b, and 2c. Each line of the graph
represents a different seed

greedy performs worse when there is a specific victim. This happens because se-

lecting the nodes with highest explored degree may force the crawler to move

further away from the seed, obtaining lots of cliques where the victim does not

take part. Even though, explored-degree greedy is the second ranked algorithm

in terms of number of cliques obtained with a fixed victim, obtaining just 1.6

cliques in mean. As it should be expected, its randomized version, explored-

degree lottery performs a little worse but better than any of the other scheduling

algorithms.

The rest of the algorithms are not able to obtain more than two cliques where the

victim participates, regardless of the chosen seed. Mean values for the number

of cliques obtained where the victim belongs are under one.

Similar results but with an increased magnitude and with more variance are

obtained when augmenting k to two. While for BFS the maximum number of

2-plexes obtained increases until 158 (254% increment), the increase is much

bigger for other schedulers. Those schedulers which were only able to recover

two cliques, are able to obtain dozens of 2-plexes.

6.2.2.2 Maximum k-plex size where the victim belongs

Much alike with the number of k-plexes found, the results on the maximum k-

plex size where the victim belongs (Indicator 2b) differ largely from those of the

maximum k-plex size for the whole network (Indicator 1b).
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Once again, the first thing to notice when analyzing the results for this goal is

that many seeds lead to graphs where the maximum clique size where the victim

belongs is zero, that is, there is no k-plex where the victim participates. The

reason is the same as for the previous goal: these seeds have an outdegree of

exactly one.

Contrary to what we have seen before for the other goals, there is no clear best

scheduler regarding the maximum clique size where the victim belongs goal as

can be observed in Figure 6.3(b). While explored-degree greedy is able to obtain

the biggest cliques with 10 nodes for some of the seeds, it performs at the same

level than other schedulers for some other seeds and even worse for another ones.

For most of the seeds, most of the schedulers are just able to obtain cliques of

size three where the victim participates. While explored-degree greedy performs

better for a few seeds, real-degree, explored lottery, and random list do so for

other seeds.

These results are explained by the topology of the whole graph that the crawler

is exploring. While some of the seeds have an outdegree of just one, some other

seeds present small outdegrees of three to eleven, and some other seeds have really

high outdegrees, reaching even 73. The size of the maximum clique where the

victim belongs is highly conditioned by the outdegree of the seed. Specifically,

it determines an upper bound: for a seed of degree deg(v0) = d, the size of the

maximum clique where it can belong is at most d+ 1.

When increasing k to two, all the seeds that do not belong to any clique now

belong to at least a 2-plex of size three. However, while both explored greedy and

BFS get better results for some seeds, they are outperformed by other schedulers

for some other seeds.

6.2.2.3 Number of nodes in any of the k-plexes where the victim

belongs

While the number of nodes that participate in at least one clique (Indicator 1c)

reached 95% for greedy algorithms and exceeds 45% for all the other schedulers

except random list, the number of nodes participating in cliques where the victim

also belongs to (Indicator 2c) never reaches 40%.
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Although the results on this goal are far away from the optimal for all sched-

ulers, BFS is able to obtain subgraphs where up to 34% of the nodes belong

to at least one clique where the victim belongs as can be seen in Figure 6.3(c).

Explored-degree greedy reduces this percentage to 17%, still higher than the

other schedulers. The fact that BFS explore first nodes at distance j than nodes

at distance j + 1 makes more probable that crawled nodes belong to the same

clique than the victim. As it has been explained before, the properties of the

obtained subgraph for explored-degree greedy vary depending on the topology of

the underneath graph G, thus the distribution of the crawled nodes in cliques

where the victim belongs also changes depending on G.

The other algorithms perform even worse for this indicator, with just at most

11% of the nodes of the crawled graph belonging to at least one clique were the

victim also belongs.

In a similar manner than with other indicators, increasing k to two leads to an

increase of the absolute value of the number of k-plexes while maintaining the

relative performance of the different schedulers.

6.2.2.4 Efficiency with a victim node

Results for victim efficiency (Indicator 2d) depend on the chosen β value, the

parameter that determines the contribution of each node based on its distance

to the victim. If β values close to zero are used, nodes further away from the

seed have almost no contribution to the overall efficiency score. On the contrary,

when β values close to one are used, nodes further away from the seed have

similar contributions than those directly connected to the seed. By adjusting the

β parameter, it is possible to evaluate victim efficiency in the desired conditions,

giving more importance to discover the immediate neighborhood of the seed or,

oppositely, giving more significance to discover the long distance neighborhood.

Note that when setting β = 1, all discovered nodes have the same contribution

to the overall victim efficiency. In this case, victim efficiency (Indicator 2d) and

efficiency for the whole network (Indicator 1d) are exactly the same.

Results for efficiency with a single victim with β = 0.01 are shown in Fig-

ure 6.4(a). BFS and explored-degree greedy are clearly the best schedulers

regarding this indicator. Since BFS explores the neighborhood of the victim
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(a) β = 0.01 (b) β = 0.1

Figure 6.4: Results for Indicator 2d when increasing the significance of
distant friends. Each line of the graph represents a different seed.

crawling the closer nodes to the seed before any other more distant nodes, victim

efficiency is maximized when the close neighborhood of the victim is prioritized

(low β values). Explored-degree greedy acts in a similar way: it chooses nodes

with the highest explored-degree as next nodes to crawl so the diameter of the

crawled subgraph does not increase much, maintaining victim efficiency levels

similar to those observed with BFS. Explored lottery performs a little worse

than explored-degree greedy, a behavior consistent with its random component.

Except for three specific seeds, results on victim efficiency for the other schedulers

are mostly the same. The random component of those schedulers on one hand

and the urge to pursue real or unseen high degrees on the other hand make the

other schedulers to crawl nodes far away for the seed, and consequently victim

efficiency remains low.

Results for β = 0.1 (Figure 6.4(b)) already start to exhibit the consequences of

increasing β: algorithms that are able to discover a lot of nodes (such as real and

unseen greedy) obtain high victim efficiency. However, with β = 0.1 this behavior

is observed for just three different seeds and victim efficiency is still higher with

BFS than with real greedy for those seeds.

Increasing β to 0.5 leads to obtain better results for real-degree greedy than for

BFS for all the seeds. In a similar way, unseen-degree greedy also presents high

victim efficiency and both real and unseen lottery schedulers start to exhibit

higher victim efficiencies.

Finally, increasing β to 0.99 makes that schedulers using real or unseen degree

overank both BFS and explored-degree greedy. Since using real or unseen degree
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leads to discover many more nodes than making decisions without taking into

account these degrees, setting β ≈ 1 benefits these algorithms when evaluating

victim efficiency.

6.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, we study the effect that web crawlers have on the information

that can be retrieved from an OSN. We analyze the impact of different scheduling

algorithms on the information that the web crawler retrieves from an OSN. We

evaluate the information that the attacker obtains with respect to the goals de-

scribed in Section 6.1.1. Note that these goals are based on the k-plexes obtained

in the crawled graph and, therefore, the algorithms’ evaluation might differ if

other goals are taken into account.

With respect to the obtained results, the three greedy algorithms achieve the

best results for three of the four indicators regarding the whole network attacks

(Indicators 1a, 1b, 1c). The exception is efficiency (Indicator 1d), for which

although both real and unseen degree greedy offer the best results, explored

degree greedy performs worse than the other algorithms.

On the contrary, when the target is a single victim, BFS is the scheduler offering

the best performance for all the four indicators. Given that BFS always explores

nodes that are closer to the victim than those which are further away, it discov-

ers the neighborhood of the victim, thus maximizing indicators focused on the

victim. Explored-degree greedy also performs much better than any of the other

algorithms for one victim indicators, being the second ranked scheduler for the

four indicators focused on a single victim.

Lottery algorithms tend to perform a little worse for all the indicators than their

greedy counterpart. The random component of the lottery schedulers forces them

not to make optimal decisions regarding the degree of the nodes thus penalizing

the obtained results.

Selecting the next node to crawl with a random uniform distribution over the

Vdisc list does not provide good performance in any of the evaluated indicators.

The uniform distribution selects any discovered node with the same probability,
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so nodes with just one link to the crawled component have the same probability

to be selected as the next node to crawl than those which are already very good

connected. This results in obtaining a few really small cliques.





CHAPTER 7

On improving classification of interlinked

entities using only the network structure

In this chapter, we address the problem of classifying entities using only their rela-

tionships with other entities. Although semantic content describing the nodes or

the relationships between those nodes could also be used to perform this classifi-

cation, we demonstrate that with the graph structure alone it is actually possible

to achieve significant correct rates.

This scenario, where the only information known is the existence of entities and

whether or not it exists a relationship between each pair of entities, is of special

interest. There has been quite a stir lately about the NSA collecting and storing

metadata about phone calls [198]. The NSA allegedly uses this metadata to

decide whether it exists a reasonable articulable suspicion of a connection of an

individual to a terrorist investigation. Social networks are also a rich source of

information about individuals and their relationships, with the goal of classifying

individuals as one of the most important for the advertisement industry. The

91
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security community often deals with the problem of identifying sybils in a peer-

to-peer network, with the connections each user makes as the only available

information. These are just a few examples of the kind of problems that can

be reduced to classification problems where the only information available is the

graph structure (and labels for a small subset of the entities of the graph).

In order to show that classification with the graph structure alone is possible,

we tackle different classification problems. Some of these problems consist in

performing binary classification, while others deal with multiclass classification.

Moreover, we experiment with datasets of very different nature. On one hand, we

make use of various relational datasets already used in the past by the machine

learning community. One the other hand, we crawl Twitter to obtain information

about users and their relationships, and define a set of classification problems over

the collected data. We show that entity classification through the graph structure

alone is possible for both sets of data and for both classification problems.

The main contribution of this chapter is to present a classifier architecture that

is able to deal with the problem of classifying interlinked entities when the only

information available is the relationships between these entities. The architecture

introduces the usage of label independent features in the initialization stage of

the relational classifier. In order to demonstrate that our proposal is sound,

we perform a systematic analysis of the accuracies obtained when classifying

datasets from different sources and of very different nature with our proposed

architecture, and compare the results against multiple algorithms already known

by the community. The results show that our proposal outperforms all the other

algorithms for most of the experimental configurations.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1 reviews the formal

definition of the problem and some basic notation (note that a more detailed

introduction to classification can be found in Section 2.4). After that, Section 7.2

presents our proposed architecture to deal with classification of relational data.

Later on, Section 7.3 presents the experimental results performed to support our

proposal. Finally, Section 7.5 exposes the conclusions.
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7.1 Problem definition and notation

As we explained on Chapter 2, we denote by G = (V,E) the graph representing a

given networked dataset. The set V = {vi, for i = 1, · · · , n} contains the nodes

of the graph. On the other hand, E is the set of edges, pairs of elements of V ,

representing the relationships between those nodes.

Regarding classification, we denote by C = {ck, for k = 1, · · · , |C|} the set of all

possible categories an entity can be labeled with. Then, there exists a set of nodes

Vl ⊂ V for which the mapping T : Vl → C is known before classification takes

place, and a set of nodes Vnl = V \ Vl for which the mapping is unknown. The

goal of the classification process is to discover this latter mapping, T : Vnl → C,

or a probability distribution over it.

7.2 Building a relational classifier using only the

network structure

In this section, we propose a classifier that takes advantage of the network struc-

ture to classify entities. Inspired by the literature about social networks, where

homophily is usually reported, our classifier uses the labels assigned to one en-

tity’s neighbors in order to classify that very same entity. The problem that

arises with this approach is obvious: needing to know the labels of the neighbors

in order to classify an entity creates a recursive problem, where the labels of the

neighbors are needed to classify the original neighbors, and so on.

Our approach to solve this problem is to create a two-module classifier as shown

in Figure 7.1. This two-module classifier is composed by an initial module, which

makes a first labeling of entities into the desired categories; and a relational

module, which uses the results of the previous module to exploit the neighborhood

profile. The initial module uses label independent features extracted from the

network structure. Note that the performance of the initial module is not critical

since its results are only used once as inputs for the relational module. In turn,

the relational module makes use of both label independent features computed

on the previous stage and label dependent features, that can be computed for

all the nodes because the output of the initial module provides labels for all the
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Figure 7.1: Classifier modules scheme

entities. Moreover, the relational module can be applied iteratively, so that the

results of one execution of the relational classifier can be used as new labels for

a new execution of the relational classifier. By doing so the classifier is able to

refine the results taking into account the newly learned information.

This architecture is similar, to some extent, to the one used by NetKit [40]. In

our proposal, the initial module acts as the non-relational model. The modules

are similar in the sense that they provide a model to initialize the relational

component. However, note that one of our contributions is to use the network

structure to define features for this classifier, instead of using local attributes of

the nodes alone. Then, their relational and collective inference models correspond

to our second module, which uses relationships in a similar way than in Class-

Distribution Relational neighbor Classifier [40, 199, 200].

The next subsections describe each of the two modules in detail. As we will

see, the initial module is composed by three different components: the struc-

tural feature extraction, the data preprocessing, and the initial classifier. At the

same time, the relational module is also made of three elements, presenting a

similar architecture: the neighborhood analysis, the data preprocessing, and the

relational classifier.

7.2.1 Initial module

The initial module uses structural node properties to obtain an initial node la-

beling that can be used afterwards by the relational module. Starting from a

graph, a set of structural features is extracted. These features are then used
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to map nodes to |F|-dimensional samples which can be labeled with a classic

non-relational classifier.

The feature extraction component is used to obtain local features for each of

the nodes’ of the graph. Although any graph structural feature computed over

the nodes of the graph can be used with this setting, our experiments show

that very basic metrics already provide good enough results for an initial of

the nodes. Node metrics such as degree, betweenness, and closeness centrality,

clustering coefficient, or degree assortativity may be used as local features. The

number of features used by the feature extraction module determines the number

of dimensions of the resulting samples. We denote by F the set of node local

features used in the initial module.

Just before classifying the samples obtained from the feature extraction module,

a data preprocessing step is applied. This preprocessing step consists in basic

transformations of the data that ease the classification process. On one hand,

data is standardized by dividing each sample by the standard deviation of the at-

tribute. Moreover, feature extraction and dimensionality reduction is performed

with Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to try to optimize the classifier perfor-

mance. This preprocessing step is done independently from our structural feature

extraction module, i.e., it is applied to the |F|-dimensional samples obtained by

the structural features extraction component, without taking into account the

graph itself any more.

Then, the initial classifier component is built upon a Support Vector Machine

classifier (svm) with soft margins, a Gaussian Radial Basis Function kernel, and

a scaling factor of one. Relational datasets usually contain some weird nodes

that, although being labeled as members of one type, they exhibit values on the

computed attributes very similar to those shown on nodes of the other types. For

this reason, we use a soft margin classifier in order to find a solution that better

distinguishes the majority of the nodes while neglecting to classify these outliers.

Using a Radial Basis Function as kernel shows good enough results for the initial

classifier. Other kernels such as high degree polynomials also offer similar results.

Support vectors are computed from the train dataset with Quadratic program-

ming method and the final result is an initial classification P 0 where all nodes vi

have been assigned to a category ck for some k ∈ {1, · · · , |C|}.
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7.2.2 Relational module

The initial classification provides us with an initial mapping P 0(vi) = ck,∀i =

1, · · · , n that can be used together with the relations between entities expressed

by the graph to further improve classification accuracy. The relational classi-

fier module uses this initial classification to start exploiting the relationships

expressed by the graph. However, note that this information is used only once,

in the first iteration of the relational classifier. From that moment on, since

new updated (and allegedly more accurate) information about nodes’ labels is

available, the relational module does not need this initial labeling any more.

The neighborhood analysis module has as inputs the graph, that is, entities

and their relationships, and the initial labeling P 0(vi); and outputs a (|C| × 2)-

dimensional sample for each of the nodes of the graph. This sample contains

an aggregated description of the neighborhood of the node. The relational mod-

ule assumes that the class of a node depends only on the classes of their direct

neighbors, such that the probability of a node belonging to a given class is in-

dependent of the rest of the graph but its immediate neighborhood. This makes

the problem of inferring class membership more tractable. Then, in a similar way

than with the Class-Distribution Relational neighbor Classifier [40, 199, 200], the

neighborhood analysis module constructs the node vi class vector CV (vi) as the

vector of summed linkage weights to the various known classes. In this way, the

k-th position of the class vector CV (vi)k contains the number of neighbors of vi

within the predicted class ck.

Following the scheme showed in Figure 7.1, CV (t)(vi) is the result of the neighbor-

hood analysis box at the t-th iteration, which is used as input for the relational

classifier, after being properly preprocessed. The first time the neighborhood

analysis module is used, the mapping P 0(vi) resulting from the initial classi-

fication is used to construct the nodes’ class vectors. From that moment on,

the neighborhood analysis module takes as inputs the new mappings P t, t 6= 0,

resulting from the relational classification phase. It is worth to mention that

classification at stage t+ 1 uses only labels designed at stage t.

However, since we are dealing with directed graphs, we extend the class vector

to contain two different values for each category, corresponding to the prede-

cessors and the successors of the analyzed node. Therefore, each CV (vi) vector
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component has exactly two dimensions,1 the first corresponding to the aggre-

gated counts over the successors of the node, and the second corresponding to

the analysis of the predecessors:

CV (t)(vi)k,1 = |{vj ∈ Γ(vi) s.t. P t−1(vj) = ck}|

CV (t)(vi)k,2 = |{vj ∈ Γ−1(vi) s.t. P t−1(vj) = ck}|

Then, as can be appreciated from the classifier architecture, another data pre-

processing module is applied just before the relational classifier. This module

has two main functions. First, it takes the samples created by the neighbor-

hood analysis module and appends them the features used by the initial module.

Since the information generated by the feature extraction component of the initial

module has proven to be useful to classify entities, there is no apparent reason

to obviate it. Second, in a similar manner than in the data preprocessing step

from the initial module, basic prepocessing techniques such as standardization

and dimensionality reduction are applied.

Once the vectors for each of the samples have been constructed, we use them as

inputs for the relational classifier. The relational classifier is instantiated in a

similar way than the initial classifier. It uses Support Vector Machines with soft

margins and a Gaussian Radial Kernel Function with the scaling factor equal to

one.

Let us stress again that the relational module and, with it, the relational classifier,

is applied iteratively. Since the output of the refinement classifier should be better

than that of the initial classifier, we can use the output of the relational classifier

to compute new values describing the relationships of the entities, and then apply

the relational classifier again to improve classification performance. Ideally, we

would like to run the relational classifier iteratively as many times as needed until

the results converge. However, this method may not always converge, so some

other termination condition has to be set to stop the iterative process. In our

1Note that this very same approach can be used to extend the methodology to heterogeneous
networks, by adding dimensions for each type of edge.
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case, we fixed a maximum amount of iterations and considered as final results

those obtained when that maximum amount of iterations is reached.

7.2.3 Multiclass classification

Since basic support vector machines are applicable only to binary classification

problems, our architecture as described above would have the same limitation.

In order to overcome this limitation, we allow both our classifier modules to

use a combination of binary svm classifiers with one-versus-all methodology. In

this setting, we construct |C| binary classifiers, each of them considering positive

samples the nodes of one class and negative samples the nodes of all other classes.

Then, we assign each test sample to the class that classifies it with the greatest

margin. Individual binary classifiers are built with the configuration explained

in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2.

7.3 Experiments’ description

This section describes the methodology used to evaluate the proposed classifier

as well as the results of the experiments performed in order to do this evaluation.

7.3.1 Datasets

The experiments described in this chapter are made using datasets from different

sources. On one hand, we use datasets collected by other researchers. These

datasets have been used in the past by the machine learning community. Sec-

tion 7.3.1.1 reviews the most important characteristics of these datasets. On the

other hand, we also collected data from Twitter and used this data in our ex-

periments, in the same way that with the already existent datasets. The data

collection process as well as the datasets per se are described in Section 7.3.1.2.

Note that although we distinguish the datasets by source when presenting them,

afterwards the datasets are treated equally, without taking into account its source.
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Table 7.1: Already existing datasets

Dataset |C| Edge set |V | |E|
WebKB Cornell 7 Cocitations 351 26,832

WebKB Cornell 7 Links 351 1,393

WebKB Texas 7 Cocitations 338 32,988

WebKB Texas 7 Links 338 1,002

WebKB Washington 7 Cocitations 434 30,462

WebKB Washington 7 Links 434 1,941

WebKB Wisconsin 7 Cocitations 354 33,250

WebKB Wisconsin 7 Links 354 11,55

7.3.1.1 Datasets already used by the ML community

The existing datasets that we use on our experiments have essentially four differ-

ent sources, providing a total of eight graphs. These graphs describe web pages of

computer science departments from different universities. From each data source,

different graphs are created depending on the specific entities included and the

type of relationships describing how the entities are interconnected. The classi-

fication problem is the same for all datasets: web pages from computer science

departments have to be classified into one of the seven possible classes (course,

department, faculty, project, staff, student, or other).

Table 7.1 presents a short summary of the key properties of each graph. The

original datasets used in this chapter together with a more detailed description

of their content can be found in the Netkit website [201].

7.3.1.2 New datasets

Apart from the existing datasets, we also crawled Twitter to obtain two more

graphs. We used the Twitter API to obtain users and their relationships, which

are directly mapped into nodes and directed edges, respectively. From each of the

two graphs, we created four different classification problems, one of them being a

binary classification task and the other three consisting on 5-category multiclass

problems. For the binary classification task, we manually labeled users into

two categories, distinguishing between individual users and companies. For the

multiclass classification task, we have three different labelings of users. These
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Table 7.2: New datasets

Dataset |C| Edge set |V | |E|
Twitter (seed 1) 2 Followers 303 3,454

Twitter (seed 1) 5 (l = abs) Followers 303 3,454

Twitter (seed 1) 5 (l = weigh) Followers 303 3,454

Twitter (seed 1) 5 (l = man) Followers 303 3,454

Twitter (seed 2) 2 Followers 335 10,003

Twitter (seed 2) 5 (l = abs) Followers 335 10,003

Twitter (seed 2) 5 (l = weigh) Followers 335 10,003

Twitter (seed 2) 5 (l = man) Followers 335 10,003

labels are assigned by hand in one case and using an automated procedure for

the other two cases.

For these two latter cases, we make use of the Twitter lists feature to deduce

the users’ labels. After obtaining users and their relationships, we proceeded

to obtain list membership information, discovering in which lists does every of

the previously crawled users appear. For each list, name, slug and description

were retrieved, as well as their subscribers and members count, and ownership

information. In order to assign the ground truth labels to users in the categories

we perform an automatic user labeling process using the Twitter lists feature

(following a similar procedure than in previous works [202]). In order to do this

labeling, we perform two different processes:

For the first labeling process, we select a list of keywords that define each cat-

egory. We use the same words that are defined in a previous study [202] as

keywords.2 Then, we fetch all Twitter lists where a user belongs to and look

for those keywords in the name, slug, and description of the list. If a list, Lj ,

matches at least one of the keywords of a given category, ck, it is considered to

belong to that category, Lj ∈ ck. Then, the category score of a user vi is the

number of lists in category ck where the user vi belongs to, more precisely:

scoreck(vi) = |{Lj , such that vi ∈ Lj and Lj ∈ ck}|
2Celebrities: star, stars, hollywood, celebs, celebrity, celebrities, celebsverified, celebrity-

list, celebrities-on-twitter, celebrity-tweets; Media: news, media, news-media; Organiza-
tions: company, companies, organization, organisation, organizations, organisations, corpo-
ration, brands, products, charity, charities, causes, cause, ngo; Blogs: blog, blogs, blogger,
bloggers.
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Finally, we say that the class of a user is the category that has a higher score for

that user:

Tabs(vi) = ck , where scoreck(vi) ≥ scorecj (vi) ∀j = 1, · · · , |C|

On the other hand, we perform a second labeling process taking into account not

only the number of lists in which the user belongs, scoreck(vi), but also the total

number of lists of such category Nck . Then, we assign to each user a weighted

category:

Tweigh(vi) = ck , where
scoreck(vi)

Nck

≥
scorecj (vi)

Ncj

∀j = 1, · · · , |C|

Users with scoreck(vi) = 0 ∀k are assigned to the non-elite user category.

With this methodology, we crawled the Twitter network starting from two dif-

ferent users and exploring around 300 users for each of the seeds. This lead us

to discover almost a million (936,423) different Twitter users and around half a

million (563,533) lists. Table 7.2 presents a summary of the graphs constructed

using the described procedure.

7.3.2 Selecting attributes for the initial classifier

In order to both test our classifier and exemplify the possible features that may be

used by the feature extraction module, we consider three different graph metrics

to be used by the initial classifier:

• F1(vi) = |Γ(vi)|, that is, F1 corresponds to node’s outdegree.

• F2(vi) = |Γ−1(vi)|, that is, F2 corresponds to node’s indegree.

• F3(vi) =
|{e=(vj ,vk,wjk)∈E s.t. vj ,vk∈N(vi)}|

|N(vi)|(|N(vi)|−1) , that is, F3 corresponds to the

clustering coefficient of the node’s neighborhood.

Note that although the specific set of features useful for this procedure may seem

application-dependant, we have found that this three very simple features are
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good enough for all the tested datasets. So despite the fact that tuning this

selection may improve initial classification accuracy, we show that the presented

selection is a good choice for different kinds of graphs. In Section 7.3.5, we expose

the rationale that made us choose this selection with a specific example over one

of the datasets.

With this choice of features, each node in the graph is now mapped into a 3-

dimensional sample describing its outdegree, indegree, and clustering coefficient

values. Note that although these attributes are structural properties of the nodes

in the network, there is no need to know the class labels (nor any attribute) of

the neighbors of a given node to compute them.

7.3.3 Netkit classification algorithms

We use the Netkit toolkit [40] as the relational classification framework. By us-

ing Netkit, we are able to systematically test different classifiers and compare

the results. Classifiers in Netkit are comprised by a local classifier (LC), a re-

lational classifier (RC), and a collective inference procedure (CI). Each of the

different modules can be instantiated with many components. In our experi-

ments, we allow the LC to be instantiated with either classpriors (cp) or uniform

(unif); the RC component can be instantiated with Weighted-Vote Relational

Neighbor Classifier (wvrn), its Probabilistic version (prn), the Class-distribution

Relational Neighbor Classifier (cdrn-norm-cos),3 harmonic relational classifier

(harmonic), and Network-Only Bayes Classifier (no-bayes); the CIs module can

be specified with Relaxation Labeling (relaxLabel), Iterative Classification (it),

Gibbs sampling (Gibbs), or without any inference method (null).4 This give us

2× 5× 4 = 40 different full classifiers. For the rest of this document, we will use

the term full classifier (fc) to refer to a specific instantiation of the three modules

(LC-RC-CI). We will denote our proposal as fc0, and use subindexes other than

zero to denote the rest of the full classifiers.

3Class-distribution Relational Neighbor Classifier is configured with Normalized values of
neighbor-class and using the cosine distance metric.

4Readers can refer to the original Netkit paper [40] for a full explanation of these modules.
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7.3.4 Experimental setup

The usual separation between test and training sets is a difficult one in within-

network classification problems. Moreover, entities with already known class la-

bels can be used both as training set and as neighborhood information to classify

their own neighbors. For this reason, we use the same approach than in previous

works [40] to create training and test sets. Given a graph G = (V,E), we ran-

domly pick a subset of labeled nodes Vtrain ⊂ V to be used as the training set.

Then, the test set Vtest is defined as the rest of the nodes, so Vtest = V r Vtrain.

Therefore, we are facing a within-network classification problem, having a sce-

nario with labeled nodes linked with nodes for which the class is unknown.

The experimentation methodology that we follow is the same for all the classifi-

cation problems and datasets. We repeat the process of randomly selecting test

and training sets, building classifiers based on the training information, and eval-

uating the results with the test set 100 times for each graph. Then, we define the

performance of the classifier with respect to a given graph and a labeled ratio r as

the mean of these 100 different runs. We repeat the process for different labeled

ratios (train set sizes) of 20%, 35%, 50%, and 65%. Since we want to compare

the performance of our classifier with respect to those described in the literature,

we perform the same set of experiments using, on one hand, our proposed clas-

sifier architecture and, on the other hand, a set of already existing algorithms.

Section 7.3.3 reviews the algorithms we have used for the comparison.

Our classifier uses label independent features extracted from the network struc-

ture to classify. When testing the performance of the already existing algorithms,

we perform two different sets of experiments. First, we evaluate the existing algo-

rithms using label dependent features only. For the studied datasets, this corre-

sponds to using only the neighbors’ class labels to estimate the class of the nodes.

Then, we perform a second set of experiments where we add new attributes to

the entities. These new attributes correspond to the structural features that we

use in our classifier. We then apply the same algorithms over the datasets with

the extended attribute sets.
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7.3.5 A working example

Given the huge number of experiments we have performed, we are not able to

include the detailed results of all of them in this document. Note that we evaluate

the performance of 41 full classifiers (the 40 used from Netkit plus our proposal)

with 16 different datasets and two different feature sets. For each classifier and

dataset, we repeat the process of selecting training and test sets and evaluating

the performance of the classifier over the test set 100 times, and we perform this

process for four different training set sizes. So, overall, we performed 40 × 16 ×
2×100×4 = 512,000 individual experiments with already existing classifiers plus

16× 100× 4 = 6,400 with our proposed classifier. Therefore, instead of including

all the results in this chapter, this section presents the complete results for one

dataset, together with a detailed explanation of the data transformations done

during the classification process. Then, Section 7.3.6 presents a summary of the

results obtained for all the datasets.

Let us take as the example the binary classification task for the first dataset of

the Twitter graph. Users in the dataset are labeled as either individual users

(c1) or either companies and organizations (c2). The dataset contains 303 users,

159 of which belong to c1, leaving the remaining 144 on c2. We can observe that

there is a similar distribution of samples for each of the two classes.

7.3.5.1 Initial module

In order to construct the initial module, we need to first choose the set of struc-

tural features that will be computed with the feature extraction component.

Although we will use the features already described in Section 7.3.2, let’s see

why they are a good choice for this dataset. A good set of features will map

nodes into samples in a way that nodes in the same category have similar val-

ues in the feature space while nodes in different categories present significantly

different values. However, instead of taking into account local semantic node at-

tributes, we focus on information that can be extracted from the network itself,

that is, information that can be obtained from the mere existence of nodes and

the relationships created between them.
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Figure 7.2: Scatter plot of node indegree and outdegree for users and com-
panies (Twitter dataset, seed 1)

One of the most direct metric for nodes is their degree. Twitter is a directed

network, so for each node we can compute both its indegree and outdegree.

Figure 7.2 shows a scatter plot of each of the nodes in and out degrees, with

individual users plotted with dots and companies plotted with crosses. As can

be observed in the plot, it would be difficult to obtain a perfect classification of

the samples only with this information. However, Figure 7.2 also shows that it

is fairy easy to obtain a rough initial classification with a simple linear classifier:

while individual users tend to show an equilibrium between in and outdegrees,

most companies have a high indegree with a lower outdegree. We can also observe

that there are some companies that present an indegree versus outdegree ratio

more similar to that showed by individual users, and thus will be misclassified.

On the other hand, social networks are known to present high clustering coeffi-

cient. The intuition dictates that individual users will present higher clustering

coefficient values than companies because of their use of the network: companies

make a usage of the network similar to that of a traditional diffusion media and,

therefore, they will not exhibit such a high clustering as individual users.

So we configure the feature extraction module to use these three features: F1 =

|Γ(vi)|, F2(vi) = |Γ−1(vi)|, and F3(vi) =
|{e=(vj ,vk,wjk)∈E s.t. vj ,vk∈N(vi)}|

|N(vi)|(|N(vi)|−1) . Then,

the feature extraction module takes as input the original graph and transforms

it into a set of 3-dimensional samples, as depicted by Table 7.3.

Once the 3-dimensional samples are constructed, data preprocessing and classifi-

cation is performed as described in Section 7.2.1, and an initial labeling of nodes

is obtained.
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Table 7.3: Transformation performed by the feature extraction module

−→ F1 F2 F3

outdegree indegree clustering coeff.

Figure 7.3: Relationship profile for users and companies (dataset 1)

7.3.5.2 Relational module

Once an initial classification of nodes is made, we can take advantage of this

classification and analyze the class labels of each of the nodes’ neighbors, that is,

we can use the categories assigned to a node’s neighbors in order to determine

the category of that very same node.

For the described approach to work, the graph needs to present notable differ-

ences between categories in terms of network linkage. Let us explore how users

of each of the defined categories are connected to users in any category for the

studied dataset. Figure 7.3 shows the relationship profile of users in the dataset.

Values on the edges represent the percentage of existing relationships of the spe-

cific type from the total of the outgoing or incoming relationships. Therefore,

individual users outgoing relationships are directed, in 65% of cases, to other in-

dividual users, and in 35%, to companies. On the contrary, companies outgoing

relationships are directed to users or other companies in a more equitable way

(45% for users, 55% for companies). Incoming edges also present the same kind

of phenomenon, with individual users being followed mostly by individual users

and companies having a more equitable incoming profile. All together, these dif-

ferences on the relationship profiles of the two different categories are exploited

by the relational classifier in order to improve the initial classification results.
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Table 7.4: Class vector

CV (t)(vi)1,1 CV (t)(vi)2,1 CV (t)(vi)1,2 CV (t)(vi)2,2

# of outgoing # of incoming # of outgoing # of incoming

neighbors in neighbors in neighbors in neighbors in

individual class individual class company class company class

Since the relationship profile of a user contains information about its class, we

include this information into the samples the classifier is working with. The

neighborhood analysis module of the relational classifier constructs a class vector

of each of the nodes of the graph as shown in Table 7.4. This vector contains in-

formation about the classes of the neighbors of the node. For the studied dataset,

the obtained vector has four components: the number of successors classified as

individual users, CV (t)(vi)1,1; the number of predecessors classified as individual

users, CV (t)(vi)2,1; the number of successors classified as companies, CV (t)(vi)1,2;

and the number of predecessors classified as companies, CV (t)(vi)2,2.

7.3.5.3 Classification results

Tables 7.5 and 7.6 show the mean accuracy results for the analyzed dataset (with

and without including the extended attributes on the other classifiers, respec-

tively). That is, Table 7.5 shows the mean accuracy of our classifier versus all

the competing classifiers when only the class labels of the node’s neighbors are

used for classification. Table 7.6 shows also the mean accuracy of our classifier

over the same dataset, but this time the competing classifiers are evaluated with

a modified graph, whose nodes have also the extended features. In our example,

these extended features include nodes’ outdegree, indeegree, and clustering coef-

ficient. Each row presents the classification accuracy obtained when classifying

samples in the test set (the value is the mean of the accuracies obtained for the

100 different train and test sets partitions).
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Table 7.5: Classification accuracy for the binary classification task on the
Twitter dataset (seed 1), competing classifiers use only the neighbors’ class

labels

Full classifier (fc) Training set size
0.2 0.35 0.5 0.65

Our proposal (fc0) 0.65289 0.6841 0.7115 0.726
uniform-wvrn-null 0.59917 0.63452 0.63576 0.63208
uniform-wvrn-relaxlabel 0.64463 0.63959 0.66225 0.70755
uniform-wvrn-gibbs 0.59091 0.60406 0.68212 0.63208
uniform-wvrn-iterative 0.55785 0.61421 0.52318 0.67925
uniform-harmonic-null 0.58264 0.67513 0.60265 0.69811
uniform-harmonic-relaxlabel 0.66116* 0.59391 0.65563 0.72642*
uniform-harmonic-gibbs 0.61157 0.67513 0.59603 0.63208
uniform-harmonic-iterative 0.61570 0.68020 0.69536 0.62264
uniform-prn-null 0.57438 0.61421 0.60927 0.69811
uniform-prn-relaxlabel 0.60331 0.72589 0.70861 0.68868
uniform-prn-gibbs 0.39669 0.63959 0.62914 0.67925
uniform-prn-iterative 0.61983 0.51777 0.60927 0.59434
uniform-cdrn-norm-cos-null 0.41736 0.54315 0.49007 0.56604
uniform-cdrn-norm-cos-relaxlabel 0.45041 0.43147 0.39073 0.50000
uniform-cdrn-norm-cos-gibbs 0.44628 0.45685 0.50331 0.54717
uniform-cdrn-norm-cos-iterative 0.54545 0.40609 0.51656 0.49057
uniform-nobayes-null 0.52066 0.53299 0.53642 0.76415
uniform-nobayes-relaxlabel 0.59504 0.43655 0.49669 0.52830
uniform-nobayes-gibbs 0.51653 0.53299 0.60927 0.53774
uniform-nobayes-iterative 0.52066 0.51777 0.49007 0.60377
classprior-wvrn-null 0.61570 0.64467 0.68874 0.62264
classprior-wvrn-relaxlabel 0.59917 0.57868 0.66225 0.74528*
classprior-wvrn-gibbs 0.58678 0.67005 0.65563 0.67925
classprior-wvrn-iterative 0.62810 0.63452 0.66225 0.60377
classprior-harmonic-null 0.63636 0.62944 0.62914 0.68868
classprior-harmonic-relaxlabel 0.58678 0.67513 0.66887 0.70755
classprior-harmonic-gibbs 0.53719 0.55838 0.64901 0.72642*
classprior-harmonic-iterative 0.68182 0.66497 0.69536 0.71698
classprior-prn-null 0.57851 0.58883 0.62914 0.62264
classprior-prn-relaxlabel 0.55372 0.60406 0.66887 0.68868
classprior-prn-gibbs 0.54959 0.51269 0.54305 0.53774
classprior-prn-iterative 0.59504 0.51777 0.52318 0.58491
classprior-cdrn-norm-cos-null 0.51653 0.57868 0.52318 0.50943
classprior-cdrn-norm-cos-relaxlabel 0.42562 0.43147 0.43709 0.5283
classprior-cdrn-norm-cos-gibbs 0.54959 0.44162 0.57616 0.59434
classprior-cdrn-norm-cos-iterative 0.59917 0.58376 0.40397 0.47170
classprior-nobayes-null 0.53306 0.50254 0.59603 0.53774
classprior-nobayes-relaxlabel 0.52479 0.64975 0.69536 0.46226
classprior-nobayes-gibbs 0.41322 0.53807 0.50993 0.73585*
classprior-nobayes-iterative 0.54959 0.52284 0.60927 0.64151

Wins count 38 39 40 35
fc0 - max∀i fci -0.0289 -0.0417 0.00289 -0.0381
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Table 7.6: Classification accuracy for the binary classification task on the
Twitter dataset (seed 1), competing classifiers use both neighbors’ class labels

and the extended feature set

Full classifier (fc) Training set size
0.2 0.35 0.5 0.65

Our proposal (fc0) 0.65289 0.6841 0.7115 0.726
uniform-wvrn-null 0.54959 0.70051 0.56291 0.66981
uniform-wvrn-relaxlabel 0.60744 0.6599 0.56954 0.68868
uniform-wvrn-gibbs 0.65702* 0.63452 0.5894 0.68868
uniform-wvrn-iterative 0.53306 0.62944 0.53642 0.58491
uniform-harmonic-null 0.60744 0.61929 0.65563 0.71698
uniform-harmonic-relaxlabel 0.68182 0.69036* 0.72848* 0.67925
uniform-harmonic-gibbs 0.61983 0.65482 0.6755 0.65094
uniform-harmonic-iterative 0.57025 0.60406 0.7351 0.66981
uniform-prn-null 0.56198 0.5736 0.65563 0.67925
uniform-prn-relaxlabel 0.57025 0.66497 0.69536 0.66038
uniform-prn-gibbs 0.55372 0.54822 0.5298 0.65094
uniform-prn-iterative 0.57438 0.57868 0.54305 0.51887
uniform-cdrn-norm-cos-null 0.54959 0.46701 0.4702 0.53774
uniform-cdrn-norm-cos-relaxlabel 0.50000 0.44162 0.49007 0.50000
uniform-cdrn-norm-cos-gibbs 0.45868 0.48731 0.49007 0.61321
uniform-cdrn-norm-cos-iterative 0.44215 0.56345 0.41722 0.49057
uniform-nobayes-null 0.57851 0.51777 0.51656 0.59434
uniform-nobayes-relaxlabel 0.42975 0.51777 0.53642 0.56604
uniform-nobayes-gibbs 0.52893 0.60406 0.69536 0.64151
uniform-nobayes-iterative 0.45455 0.53807 0.59603 0.51887
classprior-wvrn-null 0.6405 0.64975 0.68874 0.70755
classprior-wvrn-relaxlabel 0.57438 0.65482 0.5894 0.70755
classprior-wvrn-gibbs 0.6157 0.63452 0.62914 0.65094
classprior-wvrn-iterative 0.55372 0.56345 0.70199 0.68868
classprior-harmonic-null 0.53306 0.61421 0.64901 0.61321
classprior-harmonic-relaxlabel 0.64876 0.62944 0.70199 0.71698
classprior-harmonic-gibbs 0.59091 0.64467 0.70199 0.66038
classprior-harmonic-iterative 0.63223 0.62944 0.69536 0.66038
classprior-prn-null 0.54132 0.63959 0.66887 0.68868
classprior-prn-relaxlabel 0.6157 0.64467 0.6755 0.69811
classprior-prn-gibbs 0.59091 0.56853 0.64901 0.62264
classprior-prn-iterative 0.54959 0.5533 0.58278 0.48113
classprior-cdrn-norm-cos-null 0.45455 0.41117 0.45695 0.50000
classprior-cdrn-norm-cos-relaxlabel 0.43388 0.54822 0.44371 0.54717
classprior-cdrn-norm-cos-gibbs 0.51653 0.48223 0.54305 0.50943
classprior-cdrn-norm-cos-iterative 0.42975 0.4467 0.44371 0.56604
classprior-nobayes-null 0.39256 0.49746 0.48344 0.57547
classprior-nobayes-relaxlabel 0.59917 0.52792 0.58278 0.53774
classprior-nobayes-gibbs 0.52479 0.59391 0.61589 0.57547
classprior-nobayes-iterative 0.39256 0.54315 0.5894 0.53774

Wins count 38 38 38 40
fc0 - max∀i fci -0.0289 -0.0164 -0.0236 0.009
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The rows at the bottom of the table contain aggregated information on our classi-

fier’s performance with respect to all the other algorithms. The first row (“Wins

count”) contains a simple count of the number of times our classifier outperforms

the other 40 classifiers. The second row (fc0 - max∀i fci) shows the difference

between the accuracy obtained with our classifier and the accuracy obtained with

the best of all other classifiers. This aggregated information is what is shown, for

all the analyzed datasets, in Section 7.3.6.

Bold numbers in the tables indicate the best classifier for each specific configura-

tion. Asterisks are used to indicate the specific configurations where the obtained

accuracy is better than our classifier.

As can be observed in Table 7.5, our classifier outperforms the majority of all the

other algorithms for the different settings, beating all the other classifiers for the

training set size of 0.5 and being in the top two, three, and six for training set

sizes of 0.35, 0.20, and 0.65, respectively.

Regarding the set of experiments that include the extended attributes for the

competing classifiers (Table 7.6), its impact on accuracy is far from homogeneous.

While sometimes it improves accuracy, other times it decreases it. Moreover,

accuracy changes do not follow any clear tendency over the same classifier and

different train set sizes.

7.3.5.4 A further look into the iterative component

The proposed method is an iterative process. Figure 7.4 draws the mean accu-

racy results at each iteration step for all performed experiments of the analyzed

dataset. We can observe that, although the initial classification (iteration 0)

never gets over a 63% of correctly classified samples, the correct rate increases

considerably with the first relational classification stage (iteration 1), and keeps

increasing with the following iterations until it stabilizes (around iteration five),

presenting correct rates close to 73% when the training set contains 65% of the

nodes of the graph. As it is expected, classification accuracy increases as the

training set size also increases because nodes in the training set are used to con-

struct the relationship profiles of nodes in the test set, so increasing the training

set size also increases the amount of correct information available when classify-

ing.
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Figure 7.4: Classification accuracy per iteration

We have mentioned before that accuracy results obtained with the initial classifier

are not critical. However, although the proposed method is not highly sensitive

to it, indeed final results are affected by the initial classifier performance. That

is, initial classification performance does not need to be very high in order for

the relational classifier to be able to improve accuracy, but classification accuracy

on the initial stage does affect the final accuracy that our architecture is able to

achieve.

Table 7.7 shows the impact of the initial classifier accuracy on the final classifi-

cation accuracy for the working example dataset. When analyzing classification

performance, we repeat the process of spliting the graph into training and test

sets and evaluating the results 100 times for each dataset and train set size. On

the rest of the chapter, we use the mean accuracy results of these 100 experi-

ments to evaluate a given configuration. On the contrary, here we have grouped

the results of these 100 experiments depending on the accuracy obtained with the

initial classifier. We have then showed the mean accuracies obtained both with

the initial classifier and the final result (that corresponds to the 10th iteration

of the relational classifier). We have also indicated how many experiments are

included in each of the bins, so that results with different train set sizes can be

compared and representativity of the values can be taken into account.
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By doing so, we are able to draw a couple of conclusions. On one hand, final

classification accuracy is higher when the initial classification accuracy is also

higher. This makes sense, since with higher initial accuracy, the results of the

neighborhood analysis are also more accurate. On the other hand, the improve-

ment between accuracy in the initial stage and final accuracy is smaller the better

the initial results are. This is also what intuition says, since as better accuracy is

achieved on the initial stage, less margin for improvement is left for the relational

module.

We can also observe the impact of using different train set sizes. Increasing the

train set size leads to better accuracy results, both at the initial stage and at the

final. It is also interesting to note that, even when similar accuracy results are

achieved on the initial classification, the final accuracy is higher the higher the

train set is. Note that, since labeled entities are interlinked with unlabeled ones,

increasing the training set not only allows for better training of the classifier but

also increases accuracy of the neighborhood analysis module. For instance, if we

look at experiments with initial accuracy between 0.5 and 0.55, the mean final

accuracy for those experiments is as high as 0.73 for 80% of training samples,

whereas it decreases to 0.67 for training set size 20%.

Finally, we would also like to evaluate the possibility of removing the initial clas-

sifier from our architecture and, instead, assign random labels to the nodes as

a first stage. By using a discrete uniform random distribution to choose node

labels, we will have a 0.5 accuracy on the initial stage (recall that we are dealing

with a binary classification problem). Looking at Table 7.7, we can observe that

accuracy of the initial classifier is always higher than 50% (except for two exper-

iments done with the smallest training set size). Therefore, randomly choosing

node labels as boostraping phase for the relational classifier will lead to worse

accuracy results.

Note that, for the studied dataset, the nodes’ class labels are balanced (recall

that, from the 303 nodes of the graph, there are 159 nodes belonging to c1 and

144 to c2). Therefore, even if the data miner knew the distribution of class labels,

using this information to assign labels for the initial stage does not lead to much

improvement. For this configuration, the improvement is less than 1%, and thus

using the proposed initial classifier is still a much better alternative.
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Table 7.7: Initial classifier accuracy analysis for the binary classification task
on the Twitter dataset (seed 1)

Train set size 80% 65% 50%

Acc it0 # Exp Acc it0 Acc it10 # Exp Acc it0 Acc it10 # Exp Acc it0 Acc it10

[0.00, 0.40) 0 - - 0 - - 0 - -

[0.40, 0.50) 0 - - 0 - - 0 - -

[0.50, 0.55) 5 0.53898 0.73559 6 0.53651 0.68571 2 0.53311 0.70199

[0.55, 0.60) 23 0.58143 0.71923 16 0.57857 0.69821 24 0.58554 0.69481

[0.60, 0.65) 38 0.62489 0.74353 50 0.62648 0.72971 56 0.62666 0.7157

[0.65, 0.70) 27 0.67232 0.75769 23 0.67246 0.7383 18 0.66703 0.72185

[0.70, 0.75) 6 0.72316 0.76554 5 0.71619 0.76952 0 - -

[0.75, 0.80) 1 0.76271 0.79661 0 - - 0 - -

[0.80, 1.00) 0 - - 0 - - 0 - -

Train set size 35% 20%

Acc it0 # Exp Acc it0 Acc it10 # Exp Acc it0 Acc it10

[0.00, 0.40) 0 - - 0 - -

[0.40, 0.50) 0 - - 2 0.44421 0.4938

[0.50, 0.55) 3 0.52891 0.64626 7 0.52656 0.67414

[0.55, 0.60) 30 0.58163 0.67058 42 0.58107 0.64974

[0.60, 0.65) 57 0.62648 0.69074 47 0.62089 0.66037

[0.65, 0.70) 10 0.66173 0.69796 2 0.65909 0.6281

[0.70, 0.75) 0 - - 0 - -

[0.75, 0.80) 0 - - 0 - -

[0.80, 1.00) 0 - - 0 - -

7.3.6 Experimental results

This section presents an aggregated summary of all the performed experiments

with all the datasets. Detailed results of the individual performances for each

configuration are omitted for the sake of brevity.

Table 7.8 shows the number of times our classifier outperforms the other classi-

fiers. Since there are 40 other algorithms, the highest (best) value is 40. This

means that our classifier beats all the other classifiers, i.e., mean classification

accuracy over the test sets is higher for our proposal than all the other classifiers.

We can appreciate that our classifier outperforms most of all the other algorithms

in almost all configurations. The only exception is one of the five class labeling of

the first Twitter dataset. If we analyze the network information for this dataset

in a similar way than in Section 7.3.5, we observe that it is specially bad, with the

class labels of the neighbors offering almost no information about nodes’ classes.

Using the extended attributes on the other algorithms does not show any signif-

icant improvement (nor decrease) on the overall accuracy.
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Table 7.8: Win counts: number of times our classifier outperforms the other
algorithms (over 40)

Features Neighbors class only Extended features
|Vtrain| 0.35 0.5 0.65 0.35 0.5 0.65

Twitter (seed 2, |C| = 2) 19 30 30 16 25 31
Twitter (seed 1, |C| = 2) 39 40 35 38 38 40
Twitter (seed 2, |C| = 5, l = abs) 40 40 40 40 40 40
Twitter (seed 2, |C| = 5, l = weigh) 40 40 40 40 40 40
Twitter (seed 2, |C| = 5, l = man) 24 30 27 26 26 24
Twitter (seed 1, |C| = 5, l = abs) 7 7 7 7 8 9
Twitter (seed 1, |C| = 5, l = weigh) 37 36 33 38 36 34
Twitter (seed 1, |C| = 5, l = man) 39 39 38 36 40 39
WebKB Cornell cocite 40 40 40 40 40 40
WebKB Cornell link 35 36 40 37 38 40
WebKB Texas cocite 40 40 40 40 40 40
WebKB Texas link 40 40 40 40 39 38
WebKB Washington cocite 40 40 40 40 40 40
WebKB Washington link1 38 37 38 35 37 36
WebKB Wisconsin cocite 40 40 40 40 40 40
WebKB Wisconsin link1 40 40 40 40 40 40

In a similar way, Table 7.9 presents the difference of the accuracy obtained when

classifying using our proposed architecture and the accuracy obtained for the

best of all the other algorithms. A positive value (denoted in bold) in this table

indicates thus that our classifier beats all the other algorithms. We can observe

that the improvement our classifier provides over the best of the other algorithms

is, in some cases, really high. For instance, for the Texas cocite dataset, it is over a

23% when the train set size is 0.35. We can also note that, with a few exceptions,

our classifier is better than the best of all the other algorithms when it is the best,

and just a little worse than the best of all the others when there exists a better

algorithm (with the exception of the same dataset that we commented before).

Therefore, the main advantage of our classifier with respect to the other evaluated

classifiers is the accuracy ratios obtained when applied to the scenario under

study, that is, when only class labels of some of the neighbors and the network

structure is known. Nonetheless, the advantages of our proposed architecture are

not limited to accuracy results. On one hand, our method can be extended to

include other features of the nodes directly, just by adding more dimensions to

the vectorialized samples representing each of the nodes. On the other hand, the

proposed architecture has been presented as a wrapper that uses two support

vector machine classifiers. Therefore, it can be easily implemented, since svm

are widely used and there exist implementations in many languages and machine

learning frameworks. Moreover, the same wrapper approach can be used with

other classifiers in order to adapt it to other classification problems. Note however
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Table 7.9: Accuracy difference between our classifier’s and the best of all
the other algorithms

Features Neighbors class only Extended features

|Vtrain| 0.35 0.5 0.65 0.35 0.5 0.65

Twitter (s.2.|C| = 2) -0.07419 -0.03201 -0.08312 -0.05584 -0.0620 -0.02329

Twitter (s.1.|C| = 2) -0.04179 0.00289 -0.03815 -0.01641 -0.0236 0.00902

Twitter (s.2.|C| = 5.l = a) 0.18911 0.16821 0.152 0.0882 0.0664 0.04944

Twitter (s.2.|C| = 5.l = w) 0.14511 0.12907 0.12607 0.13594 0.0991 0.15171

Twitter (s.2.|C| = 5.l = m) -0.06275 -0.05064 -0.06165 -0.04898 -0.0506 -0.07019

Twitter (s.1.|C| = 5.l = a) -0.16997 -0.20095 -0.18461 -0.15474 -0.1745 -0.19404

Twitter (s.1.|C| = 5.l = w) -0.02545 -0.02117 -0.06442 -0.01023 -0.0079 -0.01261

Twitter (s.1.|C| = 5.l = m) -0.00384 -0.04508 -0.04772 -0.02414 0.0145 -0.00055

WebKB Cornell cocite 0.16881 0.1483 0.12169 0.17319 0.12541 0.10543

WebKB Cornell link -0.05763 -0.0237 0.009 -0.02254 -0.01794 0.009

WebKB Texas cocite 0.23824 0.1914 0.19909 0.19733 0.19137 0.16519

WebKB Texas link 0.01432 0.0234 0.03005 0.00523 -0.018 -0.0208

WebKB Washington cocite 0.15723 0.1470 0.12522 0.12531 0.15156 0.14495

WebKB Washington link1 -0.03841 -0.0652 -0.00882 -0.05259 -0.05601 -0.02855

WebKB Wisconsin cocite 0.16357 0.1584 0.11271 0.16357 0.15839 0.12884

WebKB Wisconsin link1 0.06905 0.0558 0.08338 0.01687 0.02758 0.08338

that our experiments show that using the proposed architecture with svm gives

good results for all the classification problems we have studied. Finally, our

proposal explicitly makes use of label independent features, which allow us to

extract information from the network structure to initialize class labels and refine

classification afterwards. Other algorithms do not explicitly include this kind of

features and, as the experiments have shown, adding this very same information

to other classifiers does not necessarily improve performance.

Our method makes use of a vectorial representation of the neighborhood of the

nodes. This has some advantages as we have mentioned before, but it may also

be seen as a limitation of the proposed method with respect to other state of the

art techniques that allow for more complex neighborhood similarity measures

and representations [155]. Additionally, the iterative nature of the proposed

architecture may also be seen as a problem regarding the time needed to classify

samples. However, note that the vast majority of the approaches to solve within-

network classification problems include an iterative phase, that allows to solve

the problem of a node’s class labels depending on the neighbors labels, which in

turn depend on their neighbors labels and so on.
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7.4 Discussion of similar approaches

In this section, we discuss our proposed method with respect to similar existing

algorithms and paradigms.

7.4.1 Our proposal as a semi-supervised learning algorithm

Within-network classification problems are semi-supervised learning problems,

because unlabeled nodes from which we want to infer its label are connected to

both labeled and unlabeled ones, and unlabeled nodes contribute to the classi-

fication process. Information from unlabeled nodes is indeed used in the classi-

fication process. Our proposed classifier has some ideas in common with many

of the paradigms that have been used in semi-supervised learning, although it

does not tightly fit into any of them. In this section, we discuss the similarities

and differences between the main semi-supervised learning paradigms and our

proposal. Note, however, that our contributions are focused on solving within-

network classification problems where nodes do not have semantic information

attached, that is, where only the graph structure is available.

Maybe the most similar paradigm to our proposal is self-training. Indeed, our

proposal can be seen as a wrapper in which a supervised classification algorithm

is used iteratively. Moreover, our proposal also uses the supervised algorithm to

classify unlabeled samples. There are three main differences between standard

self-training algorithms and our proposal. First, we make use of a two step

classifier while self-training uses only one classifier with a fixed set of features.

Second, at each iteration we classify all unlabeled samples and we keep the labels

of all samples, regardless of the confidence obtained for the classification process.

All those labels are then used to train the next iteration classifier. Third, at each

iteration we may potentially change the labels of any of the originally unlabeled

samples (some self-training algorithms also allow to change an already assigned

label). So essentially, we are not increasing the training set size as self-training

does, but labeling all the samples and then allowing those labels to change.

Our classifier has two characteristics that are similar to the co-training algorithm,

although the theoretical foundations and the goals are eminently different. On

one hand, it is also an iterative algorithm that makes use of a supervised classifier.
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On the other hand, both proposals combine the usage of two classifiers which are

trained with a different subset of features. Differences between the proposals are

however huge. In our proposal the set of features used by the initial classifier is

a subset of the ones used in the relational module. On the contrary, co-training

proposes to use two disjoint subsets of features. Our proposal uses the initial

classifier to train the relational classifier, but this step is only performed once

(and never in the opposite direction). Differently, in co-training both classifiers

receive feedback from each other iteratively.

Our work resembles semi-supervised support vector machines in the sense that

it also proposes to use support vector machines in a semi-supervised setting.

However, we use support vector machines as a supervised algorithm and many

other supervised classification algorithms could be used instead of it with the

proposed architecture.

Moreover, the three approaches (namely, self-training, co-training, and semi-

supervised support vector machines) are not specifically designed for graph data.

Therefore, they differ with our proposal in that they deal with tabular samples

instead of network data and, consequently, in all the data processing we are

proposing (for instance, the usage of label independent features).

Finally, our work is similar than graph-based semi-supervised learning algorithms

in that we both deal with graph data, where nodes are the entities that must

be classified. However, the proposal differs substantially on the initialization.

The first phase of graph-based semi-supervised learning algorithms is usually to

create a graph-representation of a dataset. We omit this step since our data is

inherently a graph and, in fact, our first step is basically in the opposite direction:

we obtain a vector of features for each of the nodes of the graph, converting the

first classification problem into a traditional classification problem. Our relational

classifier works, on the contrary, more in the same line of through than graph-

based semi-supervised learning algorithms, since they both try to exploit the

graph structure to classify. However, to the best of our knowledge, no graph-

based semi-supervised learning algorithms make use of label independent features

nor work as wrappers for supervised algorithms.
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7.4.2 K-Nearest Neighbor classification

The samples that are used by the relational module of the proposed classifier con-

tain both label independent features, that are created by analyzing the network,

and label dependent features, that are computed using both the network and the

assigned labels (recall that at this stage all nodes have a label, either because the

label is known or because a prediction of the label has been made by the initial

classifier). Regarding the label dependent features, note that their values are

computed taking into account only the direct neighbors of each node. That is,

for every node, the values for these features are computed considering the labels

of their neighbors only and, therefore, the labels of the rest of the nodes of the

graph are obviated.

This procedure has some similitudes with the k-Nearest Neighbor rule, where

a sample is classified taking into account the labels of its k nearest neighbors.

However, note that our proposal does not classify a sample depending on the

majority of its neighbors labels. Instead, the labels of the neighbors are used

to create a profile of the node, and then the node will be classified taking into

account the labels of the nodes that have a similar profile. Take as an example

a binary classification task where samples can be either positive or negative. A

node with eight negative neighbors will be classified as negative using the NN

majority rule. However, following our proposal, the node’s label will depend

on the labels of other nodes that have a similar neighborhood, that is, other

nodes that are connected to eight negative nodes. Additionally, note that the

samples used with the relational module of our classifier also have a set of label

independent features. The values of the samples for these features do not depend

on the labels of the neighbors.

7.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have tackled the problem of classifying entities using only their

relationships, that is, classifying nodes of a graph knowing only the edges. By

using the proposed architecture to solve different classification problems, we aim

to show that this kind of classification is possible for datasets of different nature:

we showed that the information found in the social graph was enough to perform
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user classification, but also demonstrated that relationships like coauthorship be-

tween members of a computer science department are also good enough for this

purpose. Moreover, we have done extensive experimentation with real datasets

and compared our proposal with various existing algorithms. The results show

that our proposal outperforms the existing algorithms for most of the experimen-

tal configurations and datasets.

We have also studied the impact of using label independent features extracted

from the network topology to improve classification. Although its usage has

proven to be useful with our classifier architecture, using them on other classifiers

has lead to inconclusive results.





CHAPTER 8

Improving relational classification using

link prediction techniques

Assortativity mixing is the tendency for nodes in a network to connect to other

similar nodes [203]. Prior works [40, 204] have suggested that assortativity with

respect to class labels is an indicator of the level of performance that a relational

classifier is able to achieve. Therefore, assortativity has been used in the context

of automatic edge selection [40], to choose which edge set will result in better

classification on graphs where multiple edge sets are available. However, these

preliminary works already showed that the procedure does not always lead to the

best possible choice. It is thus interesting to evaluate to what extent assortativity

is a good indicator of classification performance and to try to improve it.

The contribution of this chapter is fourfold. First, we propose a method to in-

crease both node and edge assortativity by modifying the weights of the edges.

This method is based on the usage of scoring functions. We investigate the abil-

ity of several scoring functions in increasing assortativity for different datasets.

121
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Second, we evaluate the correlation between the level of assortativity found in a

graph and the obtained performance when trying to classify nodes of that graph.

We evaluate correlation for datasets modeling different entities and relationships

and for multiple relational classifiers. Third, we compare the classification re-

sults of the increased assortativity graphs with the original graphs and analyze

the performance improvement. Fourth, we propose a new metric to be used for

edge selection instead of assortativity and we show how this new metric better

correlates with classification performance than assortativity.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. First, Section 8.1 summarizes

the notation and formally defines the edge selection problem. Then, Section 8.2

describes the experimental setup (datasets, classification algorithms, and method-

ology). After that, Section 8.3 describes our proposal for increasing assortativity

by modifying the weights of the edges of the graph with Section 8.3.4 present-

ing the experimental results supporting our claims: Section 8.3.4.1 demonstrates

how the proposed method is able to increase assortativity; Section 8.3.4.2 shows

how assortativity is positively correlated with classification performance; and

Section 8.3.4.3 demonstrates the effects of using the proposed method on classi-

fication performance. Then, Section 8.4 presents the metric we propose to use

for edge selection instead of assortativity, with Section 8.4.3 evaluating its per-

formance. Finally, Section 8.5 presents the conclusions.

8.1 Notation and problem definition

Given a graph G = (V,El), the set of nodes V represents the entities in the

networked dataset and the set of edges El represents the relationships between

those entities. Given a single set of nodes V , different sets of edges El can be

defined based on different relationships arising in the studied dataset.

Figure 8.1 presents a toy example of the IMDb dataset (used afterwards in the

experimental part of this chapter). Nodes represent movies and edges describe

relationships between these movies. A movie can be linked to another using three

different kinds of edges, which indicate whether they share a director, a producer,

or an actor. For instance, movies one and two have at least one director and one

actor in common, whereas movies three and four have the same producer. Note
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that the homogeneous graph obtained when selecting only the actor edges is

very different from the graph obtained when selecting just the producer edges

(or even when selecting all the available edges, regardless of their type). Since

the obtained graphs present important dissimilarities, it is thus interesting to

study which of the alternatives will enable to better classify the nodes and how

to identify it.

director
director

actor

actor

producer

Figure 8.1: An example of a graph with nodes from two different classes
linked by relationships of three different kinds

Given a set of nodes V and a series of candidate edge sets El, for l = 0, · · · , L,

the edge selection problem consists in selecting one of the El which leads to the

best classification accuracy. Note that we are not interested in selecting the edges

that better represent the data: we focus our goal in selecting those edges that

will allow the classifier to achieve the best performance.

The feature selection problem has been tackled following two different approaches:

a wrapper approach, by taking into consideration the induction algorithm used

in the classification process; or a filter approach, by focusing in the data alone to

make the decision. These two different ways of dealing with the feature selection

problem can also be applied to the edge selection problem. In this chapter,

we evaluate different metrics to be used within the filter paradigm to create

homogeneous networks with the straight forward methodology of selecting the

edges presenting the highest value for the studied metric. That is, given a set of

vertexes V and a series of candidate edge sets El, we define a metric s over the

graph Gl = (V,El), compute it for all the available edge sets l = 0, · · · , L, and

select the edge set that maximizes the metric value. The selected edge set Elmax

is thus:
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{Elmax
s.t. s((V,Elmax

)) ≥ s((V,El))∀l = 0, . . . , L}

Since we are dealing with weighted graphs, edges are pairs of vertexes with an

associated weight e = (vi, vj , wij) s.t. (vi, vj) ∈ V × V and wij ∈ R. Because

we are dealing with undirected graphs, symmetry is assumed, e = (vi, vj , wij) =

(vj , vi, wji).

In this chapter, we use the same definition and notation of the classification

problem than in the previous chapter (Section 7.1).

8.2 Experimental setup

This section describes the experimental setup, presenting both the datasets and

the classification algorithms used for the experiments, and explaining the method-

ology followed to perform the experiments.

8.2.1 Datasets

Table 8.1: Original datasets

Dataset |C| Edge set |V | |E|
WebKB Cornell 7 Cocitations 351 26,832
WebKB Cornell 7 Links 351 1,393
WebKB Texas 7 Cocitations 338 32,988
WebKB Texas 7 Links 338 1,002
WebKB Washington 7 Cocitations 434 30,462
WebKB Washington 7 Links 434 1,941
WebKB Wisconsin 7 Cocitations 354 33,250
WebKB Wisconsin 7 Links 354 1,155
IMDb 2 All 1,441 48,419
IMDb 2 Prodco 1,441 20,317
Industry 12 Pr 2,189 13,062
Industry 12 Yh 1,798 14,165
Cora 7 All 4,240 71,824
Cora 7 Cite 4,240 22,516

This chapter’s experiments are based on several relational datasets which have

already been used in the past by the relational learning community. Note that
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some of these datasets have already been used in the experiments of the previous

chapter (Section 7.3.1.1).

All the experiments described in this chapter are made using essentially four

different datasets. For each of the datasets, various graphs can be created at-

tending on the kind of relationships taken into account to define the edges or

the source of information used to create the graph. This results in a total of 14

different graphs to experiment with. Table 8.1 presents a short summary of the

key properties of each dataset. Note that these datasets are of very different na-

ture and that the differences between graphs constructed using different edges or

different datasets are strongly pronounced. The fact that our assumptions hold

for most of the presented datasets is thus a good indicator of the soundness of

the presented techniques. The original datasets used in this chapter are publicly

accessible [201], together with a more detailed description of their content.

8.2.2 Classification algorithms

Some of the experiments conducted in this chapter need to evaluate the perfor-

mance of a classifier over the studied graphs. For those experiments, in the same

way than in the previous chapter (Section 7.3.3), we use the Netkit toolkit [40] as

the relational classification framework, allowing the LC to be instantiated with

either classpriors (cp) or uniform (unif); the RL with Weighted-Vote Relational

Neighbor Classifier (wvrn), its Probabilistic version (prn), the Class-distribution

Relational Neighbor Classifier (cdrn-norm-cos),1 and Network-Only Bayes Clas-

sifier (no-bayes); the CI module with Relaxation Labeling (relaxLabel), Itera-

tive Classification (it), or without any inference method (null).

8.2.3 Methodology

In the experiments including classification, in order to evaluate classification ac-

curacy we try to classify each of the available graphs with all the full classifiers.

For each experiment, that is, for a given graph and a given full classifier, we

repeat the process of selecting new train and test sets 100 times and define the

accuracy of the full classifier with respect to a given graph and a labeled ratio

1With Normalized values of neighbor-class and using the cosine distance metric.
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r as the mean of the accuracy over the test set of these 100 different runs. We

repeated the process for different labeled ratios (train set sizes): 20%, 35%, 50%,

and 65%.

For some of the experiments we need to evaluate the correlation between two

different sets of data. In this chapter we use both Spearman’s and Kendall’s rank

correlation coefficients to do so.

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is a measure of statistical dependence

between two variables that assesses how well this relationship can be described

using a monotonic function [205]. The Spearman’s coefficient can take values

between −1 and 1, with −1 describing a perfect decreasing monotonic function

and 1 characterizing a perfect increasing monotonic function when data does not

contain repeated values.

The Kendall τ rank correlation coefficient [206] is a measure of rank correlation,

i.e., a measure of the similarity of the orderings of two measured quantities.

Kendall’s τ ranges also from −1 to 1, with −1 expressing a negative correlation

between the two variables (one increases with the decrease of the second), zero

expressing that the two variables are independent, and one expressing a perfect

positive correlation between the two variables (one increases with the increase of

the second).

8.3 Modifying edges’ weight to increase assorta-

tivity

This section describes the proposed procedure for increasing assortativity. After

reviewing the concept of assortativity, we present the set of scoring functions that

we use to test our technique. Then, we show how to compute the new weights

taking into account the results of the scoring functions. Finally, we evaluate

the proposed procedure with real graphs and analyze the induced changes on

assortativity.
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8.3.1 Assortativity

Assortativity mixing is the tendency for entities in a network to be connected to

other entities that are like them in some way [203]. This phenomenon has been

much studied for social networks, where users show a preference to link, follow,

or listen to other users who are like them. When dealing with social networks,

assortativity is usually known as homophily. Assortativity (or dissortativity, the

tendency of nodes to be linked to other nodes that are not like them) has been

reported in many kinds of networks. For instance, degree dissortativity has been

observed in protein networks, neural networks, and metabolic networks [203].

Assortativity mixing can be computed according to an enumerative characteristic

or a scalar characteristic. In the latter case, degree assortativity is of special

interest because of its consequences on the structure of the network. In this

chapter, we are interested on the first alternative, assortativity according to an

enumerative characteristic, where assortativity will be related to the class label

of the nodes for which the classification will take place. From now on, we will

refer to the assortativity regarding the class labels as merely assortativity.

The first hypothesis that we want to test is if it is possible to increase the assor-

tativity of a graph with respect to the class labels assigned to its nodes without

knowing these class labels. That is, given a graph G = (V,El) for which all class

labels are unknown, we want to see if it is possible to design a process that results

in a new graph G′ = (V,E′l) that presents higher assortativity than G. This sce-

nario is even more restrictive than the usual within-network node classification

scenario, where some of the labels will be known in advance. Note that although

the described process does not need any class label, we make use of these class

labels to evaluate its performance (i.e. to compute assortativity).

In order to compute edge assortativity [203] for a given graph G = (V,E) for

which the mapping T : V → C is known for all V, an edge assortativity matrix

e of size |C| × |C| is constructed. Each cell eij contains the fraction of all edges

that link nodes of class ci to nodes of class cj , normalized such that
∑
∀i,j eij = 1.

Values ai and bi are defined as the fraction of each type of end of an edge that

is attached to vertexes of type ci : ai =
∑
∀j eij and bj =

∑
∀i eij . The (edge)

assortativity coefficient AE is then defined as:
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AE =

∑
∀i eii −

∑
∀i aibi

1−
∑
∀i aibi

Because AE measures assortativity across edges and not across nodes, a node

assortativity metric, AN , is also defined [40]. AN is computed in the same way,

now using the node assortativity matrix e∗ instead of the edge assortativity matrix

e. There are also weighted versions of these metrics that take into account not

only if there exists an edge between two nodes but also the weight of that edge.

Through the rest of the chapter, we make use of these weighted versions.

8.3.2 Scoring functions

In order to increase both node and edge assortativity in a graph, our proposal

is to modify the weights of the edges of the graph, so that the new weight is

able to better quantify the relationship that the edges represent. We make use

of functions that receive as input an unweighted unlabeled graph G = (V,E) and

return a symmetric score, s(vi, vj) = s(vj , vi), for every pair of nodes in V .

The set of scoring functions chosen to test our hypothesis was inspired from

those used to solve the link prediction problem in online social networks. OSNs

are very dynamic by nature. Over time, new members join the network and

new relationships are created both between new and old members. The link

prediction problem for OSNs consists in inferring which new links are more likely

to appear in the future in a network given only its current state [207]. One

of the approaches that has been followed to deal with this problem is to define

functions that evaluate how likely it is, for a given pair of nodes, to create a

new link. After applying these functions to every pair of nodes in the network,

the algorithm predicts that those pairs of nodes for which the function returns

higher values are the ones who are going to create a new link in the near future.

The used functions try to evaluate the proximity or similarity of the nodes, with

the idea in mind that two nodes that are proximal are more likely to create a

connection in the future than two distant nodes. Depending on which metric is

used to define proximity, many link prediction models are created.
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The set of metrics that are used to define proximity in the link prediction problem

meets all the requirements for our scoring functions. What follows is a short

summary of the metrics we have chosen to experiment with.

Number of Common Neighbors (CN): Proximity is usually understood in

terms of describing the common neighborhood. The most direct metric to mea-

sure the common neighborhood is the number of common neighbors, that is, the

cardinal of the intersection between each of the nodes’ neighbors sets:

scoreCN (vi, vj) = |Γ(vi) ∩ Γ(vj)|

Figure 8.2: Number of common friends scoring function

This measure captures how many neighbors two nodes have in common, but it

does not take into account how many non shared neighbors do these nodes have.

In order to also include this information, Jaccard Index is defined.

Jaccard Index (JI): JI is defined as the size of the intersection between the

two nodes’ neighborhoods divided by the size of the union of the neighborhoods:

scoreJI(vi, vj) =
|Γ(vi) ∩ Γ(vj)|
|Γ(vi) ∪ Γ(vj)|

Figure 8.3: Jaccard index scoring function

In a similar fashion, we could want to give higher score to nodes that share low

degree neighbors. Intuitively, it is more difficult that these low degree nodes have

the two evaluated nodes as neighbors than it is for higher degree nodes.

Adamic-Adar (AA): The adaptation to the link prediction model for the

Adamic-Adar metric [208] would take into account the degree of the shared neigh-

bors:
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scoreAA(vi, vj) =
∑

vk∈Γ(vi)∩Γ(vj)

1

log (|Γ(vk)|)

Figure 8.4: Adamic-Adar scoring function

However, other studies point metrics that do not follow this line of thought.

Instead of rewarding connections between low degree nodes, some models assume

that high degree nodes tend to create more new links.

Preferential Attachment (PA): The preferential attachment model postulates

that the probability that a node vi creates a new link in the network is propor-

tional to the current degree of vi. Then, the probability that a new link between

two nodes is formed depends on the current degrees of these two nodes:

scorePA(vi, vj) = |Γ(vi)||Γ(vj)|

Figure 8.5: Preferential attachment scoring function

Apart from looking at the degree of the neighbors, we can also take into account

the density of the common neighbors subgraph.

Clustering Coefficient (CC): The CC of the common neighborhood captures

the number of links existing between the common neighbors, taking into account

how many of those links could exist:

scoreCC(vi, vj) =
2 |{e = (vk, vl) ∈ E s.t. vk, vl ∈ Γ(vi) ∩ Γ(vj)}|

|Γ(vi) ∩ Γ(vj)|(|Γ(vi) ∩ Γ(vj)| − 1)

Figure 8.6: Clustering coefficient scoring function

Note that all the proposed metrics are based on analyzing the common neighbor-

hood that any two nodes may share. Apart from these metrics, other topological

measures have been proposed to be used in link prediction. These measures take
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into account distances between nodes, paths among them, or similarity. A review

of some of these metrics can be found in previous works [207]. Note that some

of these metrics are difficult to compute on large graphs, and thus may not be

suitable to try to improve classification over such graphs.

8.3.3 Modifying edges’ weight

Once we have a set of functions, we need to define how to modify the original

graph, which already has weights, so that it includes the results of the scoring

functions. We propose to modify each weight by directly multiplying it by the

result of the scoring function:

w′ij = scorefunc(vi, vj) ∗ wij

By doing so, we attain two different goals. On one hand, we ensure that no new

edges are created. Recall that the scoring function is defined for every pair of

nodes of the graph, whether they share a link or not. By multiplying the result

of the scoring function by the original weight, we guarantee that all nodes that

do not share a link in the original graph (and thus have w = 0) will not share a

link on the modified graph. On the other hand, we allow all scoring functions to

eliminate non-relevant edges by assigning them a score of zero.

8.3.4 Experimental results

This section presents the experimental results supporting our proposal. First,

we analyze if our modifications in the weights indeed produce an increase in

assortativity. Second, we evaluate if this increase in assortativity is translated

into an increase in classification accuracy. Finally, we study the impact of our

modifications in increasing classification accuracy.

8.3.4.1 Assortativity measurements

Table 8.2 shows the obtained edge assortativity (AE) values for the original graph

as well as for the graphs modified using the scoring functions (those in bold type
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Table 8.2: Edge assortativity

Graph Original AA CC CN JI PA

Cornellcocite 0.22701 0.19305 0.21925 0.18095 0.24969 0.13277

Cornelllink 0.05404 0.05860 0.09348 0.11501 0.12689 −0.25756

Texascocite 0.46064 0.47667 0.45137 0.45240 0.61685 0.29227

Texaslink −0.03256 0.25315 0.29175 0.29279 0.50357 −0.22091

Washingtoncocite 0.30070 0.27731 0.29330 0.25166 0.36886 0.19694

Washingtonlink 0.08401 0.19725 0.05016 0.15769 0.43920 −0.29734

Wisconsincocite 0.57683 0.65363 0.58620 0.64662 0.74448 0.44479

Wisconsinlink 0.16045 0.45262 0.38430 0.50690 0.54182 0.21701

IMDball 0.30519 0.39482 0.33020 0.38908 0.44831 0.24412

IMDbprodco 0.50085 0.52631 0.49038 0.53462 0.50723 0.52579

Industrypr 0.44210 0.54537 0.47248 0.54325 0.53394 0.48832

Industryyh 0.44061 0.47978 0.41910 0.45753 0.51627 0.38919

Coracite 0.73664 0.81468 0.81058 0.80629 0.84720 0.65804

Coraall 0.65627 0.65103 0.64375 0.64624 0.67744 0.58648

are the ones for which assortativity improves w.r.t. the original graph). The first

thing to notice is that original graphs present very different edge assortativity

values, and even one of the graphs presents a negative value, although it is close to

zero. So we are dealing with graphs that do not show any kind of assortativity nor

dissortativity together with graphs that show very high assortativity (for instance,

coracite presents a value of 0.74). When analyzing the success of the different

scoring functions in increasing edge assortativity, we can observe that using the

Jaccard Index (JI) leads to an increase on AE for all graphs. Furthermore, there

is a set of three graphs (Cornellcocite, Washingtoncocite, and Coraall) for which the

JI is the only scoring function able to increase AE . Apart from Jaccard Index,

both the Adamic-Adar metric (AA) and the size of the common neighborhood

(CN) are also quite successful, with 11 out of 14 and 10 out of 14 graphs showing

an increase on assortativity, respectively. Finally, Clustering Coefficient leads to

an increase of AE on just half of the graphs, while Preferential Attachment is

able to do so for only three graphs.

The magnitude of the assortativity growth also differs depending on the used

scoring function. While JI usually leads to the biggest growth, that is not true

for all the cases. For instance, both CN and AA are able to surpass JI for the

IMDbprodco and Industrypr graphs.

Table 8.3 shows the obtained values for node assortativity (AN ). In this case,

there is a graph (Industrypr) for which none of the modified graphs are able
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Table 8.3: Node assortativity

Graph Original AA CC CN JI PA

Cornellcocite 0.15595 0.17092 0.15571 0.16393 0.20798 0.12103

Cornelllink1 0.03999 0.08155 0.03542 0.12417 0.12070 −0.12177

Texascocite 0.39393 0.44062 0.37213 0.42317 0.55223 0.28926

Texaslink1 0.04574 0.24626 0.21532 0.29777 0.48132 −0.12948

Washingtoncocite 0.16165 0.19945 0.14190 0.17674 0.21560 0.15828

Washingtonlink 0.02381 0.13928 0.03976 0.10134 0.36904 −0.14483

Wisconsincocite 0.45537 0.55342 0.46367 0.55227 0.60544 0.39855

Wisconsinlink 0.19886 0.41702 0.32907 0.47819 0.50172 0.20973

IMDball 0.29626 0.38699 0.32643 0.38093 0.44384 0.23210

IMDbprodco 0.50011 0.52696 0.49147 0.53516 0.50827 0.52552

Industrypr 0.38282 0.38206 0.35325 0.37290 0.38263 0.38222

Industryyh 0.38541 0.35086 0.37761 0.32570 0.42881 0.24248

Coracite 0.72968 0.81079 0.81299 0.80202 0.84906 0.65219

Coraall 0.64420 0.63709 0.63393 0.63092 0.67066 0.55912

to surpass the original graph assortativity. Nonetheless, AN does not decrease

substantially for any of the modified graphs, so no negative consequences will

appear by using the modifications. Leaving aside this graph, results for AN are

similar than those showed for AE . Graphs modified using JI exhibit higher AN

than the original ones for all datasets, and both the AA and the CN are able to

increase AN for most of the graphs (11 out of 14 and 10 out of 14, respectively).

Graphs modified using CC and PA do not show an increase on AN for most of

the graphs.

We have shown that it is possible to increase both edge and node assortativity

without knowing the class labels. Using Jaccard Index as a scoring function

results in a general increase on (node and edge) assortativity. The usage of the

CN and AA as scoring functions also leads to an increase on assortativity for

most of the graphs, although this increase can not be observed for all them. In

these cases where assortativity does not increase, it is worth to note that the

magnitude of the decrease is small. The graphs modified using CC as the scoring

function do not show a significant increase in assortativity, so this metric does

not seem to be a good alternative to use with general graphs. Lastly, the use of

PA as a scoring function must be discarded, as it does not show any improvement

over the non-modified graph.

The poor performance of PA in increasing assortativity may be explained by

the fact that preferential attachment is a model of network growth, that is, it
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explains how likely it is for a node to get new links, but, unlike the other scoring

functions, it does not quantify the strength of the created link in any manner.

On the contrary, the relationships involving very high degree nodes (which get

high scores when using PA), will most likely be very weak connections. Note that

all the other scoring functions, although they can be used to predict the creation

of non existing links, also quantify, in some way, the strength of the relationship

between any two nodes.

8.3.4.2 Correlation between assortativity and performance

Once we have shown that it is possible to increase assortativity (Section 8.3.4.1),

we have to analyze if this increase in assortativity leads to an increase in classi-

fication performance. Intuitively, this is almost tautological for some relational

classifiers [40], but the relation is not so obvious for some other classifiers. In

order to test our second hypothesis, namely, that assortativity is positively cor-

related with classification performance, we compute assortativity as exposed in

Section 8.3.4.1 and classification performances as described in Section 8.2.3.

We are interested in analyzing the correlation between assortativity and classifi-

cation performance. We expect that when assortativity increases, classification

performance also increases. So we want to discover if the function that describes

the relationship between these two variables is monotonically increasing. How-

ever, we are not concerned on finding the exact function that describes this

relationship.

Table 8.4 shows the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between the node

and edge assortativity of each of the graphs and the error reduction2 achieved

when classifying those graphs with the different full classifiers. Results presented

on the table correspond to the experiments with r set to 35%. Each of the values

represents the correlation between the 84 graphs3 assortativity values and the

100−run mean performance obtained when classifying those graphs. As it was

expected, we found a positive correlation between both edge and node assorta-

tivity for all full classifiers, with the Spearman’s rank coefficient ranging between

2Error reduction is defined previously in Section 2.4.
3Notice that the total number of graphs tested comes from the 14 original graphs plus the

ones obtained using each of the five scoring functions.
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Table 8.4: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between error reduction
and assortativity (r=0.35)

Full classifier AN AE Full classifier AN AE

cprior-wvrn-it 0.6264 0.6315 unif-wvrn-it 0.5986 0.6049

cprior-prn-it 0.4481 0.4474 unif-prn-it 0.4448 0.4417

cprior-nobayes-it 0.4949 0.5054 unif-nobayes-it 0.5002 0.5121

cprior-cdrn-norm-it 0.7362 0.7175 unif-cdrn-norm-it 0.6819 0.6676

cprior-wvrn-relaxLabel 0.5213 0.5171 unif-wvrn-relaxLabel 0.5355 0.5415

cprior-prn-relaxLabel 0.4534 0.4831 unif-prn-relaxLabel 0.4423 0.4757

cprior-nobayes-relaxLabel 0.5100 0.5357 unif-nobayes-relaxLabel 0.5205 0.5471

cprior-cdrn-norm-relaxLabl 0.4863 0.5015 unif-cdrn-norm-relaxLabl 0.4894 0.4848

cprior-wvrn-null 0.5318 0.5304 unif-wvrn-null 0.5390 0.5491

cprior-prn-null 0.4627 0.4893 unif-prn-null 0.4669 0.5016

cprior-nobayes-null 0.5103 0.5342 unif-nobayes-null 0.5431 0.5644

cprior-cdrn-norm-null 0.4963 0.5063 unif-cdrn-norm-null 0.4956 0.4903

0.44 and 0.73 for node assortativity and between 0.44 and 0.71 for edge assorta-

tivity. Although classification performance increased with the labeled set ratio

(as we will see in Section 8.3.4.3), no significant differences where observed on

the correlation between performance and assortativity for different labeled ratios

(r values).

The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is positive and greater than 0.44 for

all the classifiers, which denotes that there exists a positive correlation between

both node and edge assortativity and classification performance. The strength

of this correlation varies depending on the specific classifier configuration. How-

ever, the values are quite high considering that different datasets are compared

together. Although relative error reduction is used instead of classification ac-

curacy, which already tries to compensate the differences between base errors

on the different datasets, the different nature of the used graphs introduces ad-

ditional complexity. When evaluating the different datasets independently, we

found that the correlation was almost perfect for some datasets and worse for

some other datasets. For instance, Cornellcocite, Texascocite, and IMDball showed

a correlation of 0.9429 (node assortativity and relative error reduction for the

cp-wvrn-it configuration), while other datasets such as the four university ones

with link edges showed very low correlation, or even a negative one.
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8.3.4.3 Increasing classification performance

Once we have shown that we are able to increase assortativity using our scoring

functions and that assortativity is positively correlated with performance, we

want to observe the results of our third hypothesis, namely, that using scoring

functions to correct weights can improve relational classification.

In order to evaluate the degree in which using scoring functions improves net-

worked classification, we use the different full classifiers (Section 8.2.2) with all

the available graphs (Section 8.2.1). Since we have 14 original graphs and five

different variations of each of these graphs can be obtained by using the different

scoring functions, all the experiments are done with 14×6 graphs. We follow the

methodology described in Section 8.2.3 to compute classification accuracy4.

Figure 8.7 shows the results of this classification for Cornellcocite dataset. First,

we can see that for all the classifiers but those using Network-Only Bayes (noB),

classification accuracy increases as the training set size grows. As the labeled ratio

increases, best models can be built and more correct information is available to

do the predictions.

Second, we can appreciate that the performance offered by the scoring functions

strongly depends on the specific relational classifier (RL) used and, maybe on

second term, the collective inference (CI) module.

For cdrn-cos and wvrn, the graph modified with JI leads to the best performance;

the graphs modified with AA, CC, and CN give similar results than the original

graph, sometimes showing slightly better performance than the original graph;

PA modifications offer the worst results, not being able to increase performance

over the original graph. Performance when using prn is also consistent when

varying the LC and IC components: the graph modified with JI always offers the

best accuracy, sometimes increasing performance over 10%; CC is slightly better

than the original graph; and AA, CN, and PA do not overcome the performance

achieved with the original graph. Network-Only Bayes results are the same for

all the LC-IC variations.

4Accuracy is defined previously in Section 2.4
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(a) cp-cdrn-it (b) cp-noB-it (c) cp-prn-it (d) cp-wvrn-it

(e) cp-cdrn-null (f) cp-noB-null (g) cp-prn-null (h) cp-wvrn-null

(i) cp-cdrn-rL (j) cp-noB-rL (k) cp-prn-rL (l) cp-wvrn-rL

(m) unif-cdrn-it (n) unif-noB-it (o) unif-prn-it (p) unif-wvrn-it

(q) unif-cdrn-null (r) unif-noB-null (s) unif-prn-null (t) unif-wvrn-null

(u) unif-cdrn-rL (v) unif-noB-rL (w) unif-prn-rL (x) unif-wvrn-rL

Figure 8.7: Performances comparison for all the classifiers and the different
graph variations for the Cornellcocite dataset: Original ( ), AA ( ), CC

( ), CN ( ), JI ( ), PA ( )
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Independently of the selected full classifier, the graph modified with Preferential

Attachment always offers worse performance than all the other graphs. This is

consistent with the results showed in Section 8.3.4.1, where we could observe that

the assortativity values always decreased when using PA as scoring function. This

is also true for the graphs modified with JI, where we could see that assortativity

always increased along with performance.

Results for the other datasets showed the same consistency when using the

same relational classifier and varying the LC and IC components. JI also reg-

ularly performed better than all the other alternatives for all fc when testing

Washingtoncocite, Wisconsincocite, Texascocite, and IMDball.
5 JI was overcome

by CC for some specific full classifiers for Texaslink and Cornelllink datasets,

and sometimes for other modified graphs or even for the original graph for the

Washingtonlink and Wisconsinlink datasets. However, for both Cora and Industry

datasets, the graph modified with JI did not show a significant improvement over

the original graph.

8.4 A new metric to improve edge selection

As we have seen early in this chapter, assortativity has been used in the literature

as a metric for edge selection. Our experiments confirmed that assortativity shows

a positive correlation with classification performance. However, this correlation

is far from perfect, giving us much room for improvement. In this section, we

propose a new metric for edge selection. Our experiments show that the proposed

metric better correlates with classification performance than assortativity.

This section first describes our proposed metric (Section 8.4.1) and then evaluates

its performance with respect to assortativity (Section 8.4.3).

8.4.1 General overview

The proposed metric derives from two different ideas that have already been used

in the past for similar purposes: aggregation operators and silhouette plots.

5The exceptions were two fc in Texascocite for which the original graph performed better
than JI, and some specific r values and classifiers in IMDball.
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Aggregation operators have been proposed to model relational data [199, 209].

Relational data contains information about entities and their relationships. These

relationships include a huge amount of information that should not be discarded

when analyzing the data. However, when using traditional machine learning tech-

niques, dealing with these relationships supposes a challenge because it usually

implies having to work with high-dimensional categorical attributes representing

these relationships. Aggregation operators can be then used to create features

representing this data.

Aggregation usually leads to information loss. For this reason, one of the charac-

teristics that we have to take into account when selecting aggregation operators

is the amount of information that is lost. Moreover, when creating aggregation

operators for relational classification problems, we want the results of the aggre-

gation such that instances from the same class are similar while instances from

different classes are distant.

Silhouettes [210] were created in the context of cluster analysis. A silhouette

plot is a graphical display that represents how well samples in a cluster fit in

that cluster by taking into account the distance between the sample and other

samples in the same cluster, and the distance between the sample and samples

in other clusters. Intuitively, the closer a sample is to others in the same cluster

and the further it is from samples in other clusters, the better fit it is in that

cluster.

Silhouette is mainly used for cluster validation, i.e., given a specific partition of

the data, it is a useful tool to determine if the partition is good for that data or,

on the contrary, a different number of clusters will lead to a better partitioning.

However, silhouette plots can also be used in classification, where the number of

classes is fixed. In this case, silhouette values are useful to assess how difficult

a certain classification process will be. We take advantage of this characteristic,

and try to evaluate how difficult the classification process will be depending on

the selected edge sets.

8.4.2 Metric detailed description

Given a graph Gl = (V,El) and a mapping T between nodes in V and their

categories in C, we compute the silhouette based metric as follows.
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First, let us map each sample in V to its corresponding node class vector. The

node’s vi class vector CV (vi) is defined as the vector of summed linkage weights

to each of the classes in C:

CV (vi)k =
∑

vj∈Γ(vi) s.t. T (vj)=ck

wij

CV is thus a vector with m components (recall that m = |C|). Given the nodes’

class vectors and a specific distance function dist, we can then compute the mean

distance between a node and all samples in a given class ck.

dist(vi, ck) =

∑
vj∈V s.t. T (vj)=ck,vj 6=vi dist(vi, vj)

|{vj ∈ V s.t. T (vj) = ck, vj 6= vi}|
(8.1)

When T (vi) 6= ck, the formula gives the mean distance between the sample and

all samples in another class. When T (vi) = ck, it provides the mean distance

between the sample and other samples in the same class. Intuitively, the higher

the first value and the lower the second one, the easier the sample will be to

classify. Let us quantify this idea by defining the silhouette value for a given

sample, vi:

s(vi) =
minck∈C,ck 6=T (vi){dist(vi, ck)} − dist(vi, T (vi))

max{minck∈C,ck 6=T (vi){dist(vi, ck)}, dist(vi, T (vi))}

This takes into account the mean distances from a sample to all the other classes,

and consider the worst case by selecting the nearest class. It is also useful to define

the silhouette value for a given class ck, which is just the mean silhouette values

of the samples in that class:

s(ck) =
1

|{vj ∈ V s.t. T (vj) = ck}|
∑

vj∈V s.t. T (vj)=ck

s(vj)

Finally, the silhouette value for a whole graph is defined as the mean silhouette

values of all its nodes:
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s(G) =
1

|V |
∑
vi∈V

s(vi)

Notice that Equation 8.1 is based on a distance metric between nodes. In Sec-

tion 8.4.3, we experiment with three different distance functions: cosine distance

scos, Euclidean distance sEucl, and Manhattan distance sManh, and compare the

results obtained for the different configurations.

8.4.3 Experimental results

In this section, we analyze the ability of the proposed metric to select the edges

leading to the best classification accuracy. We compare the performance of the

different metrics with respect to selecting the best edge set, that is, the edge set

that leads to the best classification accuracy. We evaluate the two assortativity

variants as defined previously [40], edge assortativity (AE) and node assortativ-

ity (AN ), and compare them with the proposed silhouette based metric using

as distance functions the cosine distance (scos), euclidean distance (sEucl), and

Manhattan distance (sManh).

We are interested in analyzing which metric is better correlated with classifica-

tion accuracy. Given a set of nodes V and many different sets of edges El for

l = 0, · · · , L, the ideal metric should have a perfect positive correlation with

classification accuracy, that is, the metric should return higher values when clas-

sification accuracy is high and lower values when classification accuracy is also

low. With this kind of metric, we could simply select as the best edge set the one

showing the highest value of the specific metric.

Table 8.5 shows the Kendall’s τ rank correlation coefficient between classifica-

tion accuracy and each of the proposed metrics for every full classifier,6 when

setting the training set size to 35%. The presented results take into account all

the possible edge sets for each of the datasets, that is, the six different El for the

14 datasets. Each of the presented values represents the correlation between the

metrics over these graphs and the 100−run mean accuracy (over the test sets)

obtained when classifying those graphs. Even though datasets from very different

6Since classification performance differs from one full classifier to another, it is thus inter-
esting to analyze it w.r.t each full classifier.
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Table 8.5: Kendall’s τ rank correlation coefficient between accuracy and
each of the metrics (r=0.35)

Full classifier AN AE scos sEucl sManh

cprior-wvrn-it 0.3945 0.3764 0.5829 0.3649 0.3844
cprior-prn-it 0.2878 0.2238 0.2203 0.2020 0.2146
cprior-nobayes-it 0.3021 0.2536 0.2513 0.3133 0.3121
cprior-cdrn-norm-it 0.4616 0.4142 0.5347 0.4314 0.4280
cprior-wvrn-relaxLabel 0.2958 0.2616 0.4624 0.3810 0.3890
cprior-prn-relaxLabel 0.2734 0.2553 0.3620 0.2840 0.3104
cprior-nobayes-relaxLabel 0.2837 0.2536 0.2765 0.3649 0.3626
cprior-cdrn-norm-relaxLabl 0.3549 0.3133 0.4739 0.4360 0.4257
cprior-wvrn-null 0.3073 0.2742 0.4796 0.3787 0.3878
cprior-prn-null 0.2906 0.2691 0.3574 0.2817 0.3092
cprior-nobayes-null 0.2941 0.2570 0.2800 0.3546 0.3488
cprior-cdrn-norm-null 0.3612 0.3115 0.4687 0.4343 0.4251
unif-wvrn-it 0.3742 0.3555 0.5374 0.3647 0.3761
unif-prn-it 0.2786 0.2169 0.2042 0.1985 0.2065
unif-nobayes-it 0.2924 0.2450 0.2186 0.2978 0.2932
unif-cdrn-norm-it 0.4232 0.3735 0.4504 0.3769 0.3701
unif-wvrn-relaxLabel 0.3440 0.3247 0.5221 0.3775 0.3890
unif-prn-relaxLabel 0.3050 0.2823 0.3419 0.2628 0.2869
unif-nobayes-relaxLabel 0.3090 0.2651 0.2685 0.3328 0.3316
unif-cdrn-norm-relaxLabl 0.3377 0.3041 0.4131 0.3890 0.3775
unif-wvrn-null 0.3325 0.3155 0.5106 0.3890 0.3993
unif-prn-null 0.3101 0.2886 0.3471 0.2714 0.2920
unif-nobayes-null 0.3124 0.2616 0.2708 0.3236 0.3190
unif-cdrn-norm-null 0.3406 0.3012 0.4033 0.4045 0.3919

nature are compared together, obtained τ coefficients are quite high. For all the

possible configurations and analyzed metrics, τ coefficients are positive values,

which denotes that there exists a positive correlation between the analyzed met-

rics and classification performance. Regarding the strength of this correlation,

bold numbers denote the highest correlation achieved for the listed fc. Note that

edge assortativity, AE , is beaten for all configurations. On the other hand, node

assortativity, AN , presents better correlation with accuracy for two fc configura-

tions using prn as the relational classifier module and iterative as the collective

inference method. For the rest of the fc configurations, silhouette based metrics

show better correlation with accuracy. Regarding the used distance function, the

cosine distance exhibits the highest correlation for almost all fc. The exceptions

are two fc for which AN stands out and all the fc using network only Bayes as

the relational module, for which using sManh leads to the best correlation.

Although using the proposed metric with euclidean distance, sEucl, does not yield

to the best correlation for any fc, it is important to notice that the results are

very similar to those showed when using Manhattan distance, sManh. The mean

difference between the correlations showed for sManh and sEucl is just 0.0109, so

there is no significant difference between using euclidean or Manhattan distances

when evaluating the different edge sets.
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Table 8.6: A detailed example of the usage of Kendall’s τ coefficient using
Cora-cite dataset classified with cprior-wrn-it with r = 0.35

Edge set Scoring function Accuracy Accuracy rank scos scos rank

E0 Original 0.715 1 0.525 1

E1 CN 0.521 4 0.373 5

E2 JI 0.348 6 0.206 6

E3 AA 0.524 3 0.383 4

E4 PA 0.515 5 0.391 3

E5 CC 0.673 2 0.453 2

τ 0.733

Table 8.6 presents an example of how the τ coefficients are used for evaluating the

different metrics. In the example, the displayed accuracy values are computed

using cprior-wrn-it full classifier over the Cora-cite dataset (for a training set

size of 0.35) for each of the available edge sets. We can also find the corresponding

scos values. Taking into account the scos results, we will predict that the best

edge set will be the original edge set, E0, followed by E5, E4, E3, E1, and finally

E2. We can observe that the predictions are quite accurate, with E0 being the

best choice followed by E5, and E2 being the worst choice. However, there are

three of the edge sets, E1, E3, and E4 for which the predicted order is not exactly

the same. Note that the three edge sets lead to very similar accuracy results, with

less that 1% difference, and this is also reflected by the scos values, which are

also very close. The obtained τ correlation coefficient for the set of accuracy and

scos values is 0.733, denoting that there is a strong positive correlation between

the two variables, although not a perfect one.

8.5 Conclusions

We have showed that it is possible to increase the assortativity of a graph ac-

cording to the node class labels with a very simple technique based on the usage

of scoring functions. We have evaluated different scoring functions and demon-

strated that using Jaccard Index (JI) always results in an increase on edge as-

sortativity and, on all datasets but one, also in node assortativity. The usage of
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Common Neighbors (CN) and Adamic-Adar (AA) also leads to an increase on

both node and edge assortativity for most of the tested datasets.

Although we have showed that there is a positive correlation between an increase

on assortativity and an increase on classification performance, this correlation is

not perfect (which supports preliminary tests [40]). Note that while we are dealing

with a single assortativity value for each graph, many variables are involved in the

performance obtained when classifying: from the specific configuration that the

classifier adopts to the effect of choosing a concrete split of the training and test

samples. So each assortativity value is compared against multiple classification

performance results obtained when using different full classifiers.

We have presented a metric that is able to identify which edge set will lead to

the best classification accuracy for a given classification problem over a relational

dataset. Experimental results show that the proposed metric outperforms the

ones being currently used for the same purpose. Experimental results also indi-

cate that classification accuracy, and thus correlation between accuracy and the

studied metrics, strongly depends on the specific full classifier being used. At

the same time, the full classifier obtaining the best accuracy also depends on the

specific dataset that is being classified, i.e., there is no configuration for the three

modules of the classifier that works better than all the other for all datasets. All

these facts suggest that using wrapper approaches, which take into consideration

the classification algorithm, are more adequate than filter approaches for tackling

the edge selection problem for relational classification.



CHAPTER 9

Towards inferring communication

patterns in online social networks

The final contribution of this thesis is joint work done together with Ero Balsa

during my visits to COSIC at KU Leuven. Unlike the previous work, this chapter

is focused on communication between online social network users.

In order to hide communication between users to the service provider, users may

use encryption to assure that content is not leaked. However, encryption does

not conceal traffic data. Even if all data and communications are encrypted,

the service provider is still able to monitor the users’ communication patterns,

namely, who the users communicate with, how much, and how often, as well as

other activities performed by the users on the site.

Communication patterns potentially reveal who the users are the most intimate

with, their affinity in terms of age, religion, kinship, or political views, among

other attributes. They may also expose the strength of the users’ relationships

145
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and how they evolve with time. Time in turn revealing changes on the life

of a person such as moving to another city, changing jobs, or a new romantic

relationship.

Yet hiding communication patterns in the same way that encryption hides mes-

sages is impossible, and alternative strategies must be devised, such as obfusca-

tion. Obfuscation tools send dummy traffic on behalf of the user to befog her

communication patterns: an eavesdropper, such as the OSN provider, observes

a mix of real and dummy traffic; and is as a result no longer able to retrieve an

accurate representation of the user’s real communication patterns.

Yet for dummy traffic to work it must be indistinguishable from real traffic. Even

if encryption prevents the service provider from distinguishing between real and

dummy traffic based on the content of the messages, other features such as the

timing or size of the messages may be exploitable. In particular, OSNs pose a

particularly challenging scenario as the wealth of data available may give away

information about how users communicate. Do two users communicate more

when they have more friends in common? Does their number of friends affect

their communication patterns? Can we tell how a user communicates by looking

at other publicly available information on the OSN?

Previous research has focused on modeling the OSN structure and studying infer-

ences of private attributes from publicly available data. However, little is known

about the feasibility of inferring communication patterns.

In this chapter, we take the first steps towards this goal by performing a prelim-

inary study on the feasibility of inferring private communication patterns from

publicly available friendship and traffic data. We have obtained a dataset from

a Belgian social network, Netlog1, that we have analyzed to determine how both

friendship graph and public traffic data can expose private communication pat-

terns. To this end, we propose a model for communication inference in OSNs and

perform a study that includes several OSN features.

The relevance of our study is twofold. On the one hand, we study the likelihood

with which an external observer could infer the private communication patterns of

a user even when it only has access to OSN encrypted data or data stripped from

its content. Examples of such scenario include an OSN analyst that only obtains

1Nowadays merged with Twoo: http://www.twoo.com/

http://www.twoo.com/
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metadata from the service provider or an OSN provider that implements end-to-

end encryption and provides traffic data to a law enforcement agency. On the

other hand, our results inform design strategies of obfuscation tools to achieve in-

distinguishability between real and dummy traffic, e.g., preventing dummy traffic

to be filtered out when it does not match expected correlations with other avail-

able OSN data. Besides, our study can also inform OSN communication models,

and thus allow researchers to simulate realistic communication patterns in OSNs.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, Section 9.1.1 presents the

model we use to represent OSN communication and Section 9.1.2 explains the

analytical tools we use in this work. Then, Section 9.2 contains the analysis we

have made over the data from an OSN: Netlog. First, Section 9.2.1 describes de

dataset. Then, Section 9.2.2 presents the analysis of the data. Finally, Section 9.3

provides a discussion of the results and the conclusions of this chapter.

9.1 Communication inference on OSNs

In this section, we first present our model for representing both friendship and

communication information from an OSN. Then, we describe the tools used to

evaluate the feasibility of making inferences from different sets of variables.

9.1.1 A model of communication on OSNs

We model an online social network as a mixed multigraph G := (V, F, P,M). The

set of nodes V represents the OSN users. The set of friendships F represents

friend relations between the OSN users. The multiset of posts P , represents mes-

sages publicly posted on users’ walls. The multiset of messages M represents the

private messages sent on the OSN. Friendship relationships are represented with

undirected edges while posts and messages are represented with arcs (directed

edges).

For a specific OSN user a ∈ V , say Alice, F (a) denotes Alice’s set of friend

relationships. The set of posts sent and received by Alice are denoted as P−→(a)

and P←−(a), respectively. The sets of sent and received messages are analogously
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represented as M−→(a) and M←−(a). The absence of an arrow indicates that direction

is irrelevant thus M(a) = {M−→(a) ∪M←−(a)} and P (a) = {P−→(a) ∪ P←−(a)}.

The set P−→(a,b) represents the posts Alice sent to Bob and, in the same way,

M−→(a,b) represents the messages Alice sent to Bob.

We denote as VF (a) the set of nodes on the induced subgraph formed by the set of

friendships, that is, the set of nodes representing friends of the user Alice. In the

same way, VP (a) (respectively, VM (a)) is the set of nodes on the induced subgraph

formed by the multiset of posts P (analogously, messages M) sent and received

by Alice, this is, the set of users that sent and received posts (correspondingly,

messages) to and from Alice. We also use arrows to indicate direction in this

context. For instance, VM−→
(a) denotes the set of nodes to which Alice sent a

message.

Moreover, the cardinality of a set S is denoted as ¯̄S, e.g., ¯̄VF (a) denotes the

number of friends Alice has on the OSN.

We use a superscript T to refer to communication taking place on a specific time

period T , e.g., VM−→
T (a) represents the set of users Alice sent a message to on time

period T .

Table 9.1 presents a summary of all the notation described above.

Note that the vast heterogeneity and complexity of online social networks, as well

as the types of communication available on them, prevents us from providing a

thorough yet simple OSN communication model. We have favoured simplicity at

the expense of generality. Our model is vastly informed by our analysis frame-

work, graph theory, and the dataset we have obtained for evaluation.

9.1.2 Evaluating the feasibility of communication inference

on OSNs

We use both information theory and Bayesian analysis to evaluate the feasibility

of inferring OSN private communications.

We model any unknown variable to be inferred or any evidence variable to perform

inferences from as random variables, R. We denote the probability distribution of
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Table 9.1: Notation summary

Symbol Definition

G := (V, F, P,M) Mixed multigraph representing the OSN

V Set of OSN users (nodes)
F Set of friendships (edges)
P Multiset of public posts (arcs)
M Multiset of private messages (arcs)

F (a) Alice’s set of friend relationships
P−→(a) Multiset of posts sent by Alice

P←−(a) Multiset of posts received by Alice

M−→(a) Multiset of messages sent by Alice

M←−(a) Multiset of messages received by Alice

P (a) {P−→(a) ∪ P←−(a)}
M(a) {M−→(a) ∪M←−(a)}

P (a, b) Multiset of posts exchanged between Alice and Bob
M(a,b) Multiset of messages exchanged between Alice and Bob

VF (a) Set of nodes that are friends with Alice
VP (a) Set of nodes that sent or received posts from/to Alice
VM (a) Set of nodes that sent or received messages from/to Alice

¯̄S Cardinality of the set S

Superscript T Specifies time frame

a random variable as P[R = r ], e.g., P[ ¯̄M−→(a,b) ] represents the probability dis-

tribution of the number of messages sent by a user Alice to a user Bob. Similarly,

P[R1 | R2, R3, . . . , Rk ] denotes the conditional probability of R1 given evidence

from random variables {R2, R3, . . . , Rk}, e.g., P[ ¯̄M−→(a,b) = z | ¯̄P←−(b, a) = x ] rep-

resents the probability that a user, say Alice, sends z messages to Bob given that

Bob left on Alice’s wall x posts.

Shannon entropy [211], denoted as H(R), is a measure of the amount of un-

certainty about the expected value of a random variable R. We use Shannon

entropy to measure to what extent it is possible to infer the value of R. Low

values of entropy represent easy inferences, namely, some values R = r are far

more likely than others. Conversely, high values of entropy indicate harder infer-

ence problems, as there is significant uncertainty about the actual value that R

may take. The conditional entropy, denoted as H(R1 | R2, R3, . . . , Rk ), measures

the uncertainty about the expected value of R1 when information about random

variables {R2, R3, . . . , Rk} is available. Conditional entropy ranges from zero to
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H(R1). When knowing the values of R2 = r2, R3 = r3, . . . , Rk = rk univocally

determines the value R1 = r1, conditional entropy is 0. When knowing the val-

ues of R2, R3, . . . , Rk provides no additional information about R1, conditional

entropy is H(R1), namely, there is just as much information about R1 with or

without R2, R3, . . . , Rk.

Both entropy and conditional entropy are related to mutual information through

the following expression: I(R1;R2) = H(R1) − H(R1|R2). We have favoured

mutual information over other measures of statistical dependence, such as corre-

lation coefficients, for its equitability, i.e., its ability to detect general, not only

linear or monotonic, dependence [212, 213]. Even if the results we present in

this chapter are in terms of conditional entropy, note however that it is trivial to

obtain the corresponding mutual information.

Practicalities The computation of both entropy and conditional entropy de-

pends on the estimation of the probability distribution of the random variables

involved. We quantise random variables to reduce the set of values they may

take [214]. Quantisation collapses several values on one category of values, effec-

tively increasing the number of samples available per category. This reduces the

error on the probability distribution estimation, albeit at the expense of coarser

random variable values. Moreover, shorter lists of values allow for a speedier thus

more efficient computation of the mutual information. To measure the underly-

ing estimation error we resort to Bayesian Inference, using the methods described

previously [214].

9.2 A case study: Netlog

In this section, we present the results obtained from the evaluation of a real OSN

dataset. First, a description of the dataset is made. After that, the results of

evaluating private information inferences are described. Finally, we include a

discussion about the obtained results, the implications of our findings, and the

limitations of the study.
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9.2.1 The Netlog dataset

We have performed our study using a dataset from Netlog2, a Belgian OSN. Our

dataset comprises communication data from the Dutch-speaking subnetwork in

Netlog. Specifically, it includes three different sets of interaction data: friendship

requests and acceptances, private messages (i.e., only visible to the sender and

recipient of the message) both sent and received, and public posts (messages that

users leave on other users’ personal pages and are publicly available) sent and

received.

Table 9.2 outlines the data obtained for each type of interaction and the time

period for which complete data is available.3,4 Note that the dataset contains

no personal attributes or the contents of any message or post, but only meta-

data. Moreover, the dataset was de-identified, namely, names were replaced by a

random identifier.

Table 9.2: Description of the Netlog interaction dataset

Type Data Time period

Friendship User 1 ID User 2 ID Day & time Dec’02 - Oct’11
Posts Poster ID Recipient ID Day & time Dec’02 - Oct’11
Messages Sender ID Recipient ID Day & time May’11 - Oct’11

Figure 9.1 sums up some statistics about the dataset. We use the acronym ‘AT’

(All Time) to tag those figures that refer to all the time for which data are

available. Otherwise, figures refer to the six-month period of messages data. We

use the terms posting and messaging users to refer to users that posted and sent

at least one post or message, respectively. Active users either posted or sent

at least one message and strictly active sent at least one of each. Note that

active users are a small fraction of the total number of users in the network, as

previously reported in the literature [68].

2http://en.netlog.com/
3The dataset includes additional datafields which are not used for the results included in

this chapter.
4Note that in Section 9.1.1 we have modeled friendship as an undirected edge between two

users. We consider two users Alice and Bob to be friends (and thus a friendship edge is added
to the social graph between the node representing Alice and the node representing Bob) when
the dataset contains both a friendship request from Alice to Bob and a friendship acceptance
from Bob to Alice.

http://en.netlog.com/
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Number of users 3,834,304
Number of posts (AT) 175,731,008

Number of messages 70,170,964

Posting users (AT) 1,763,931
Posting users 180,182

Messaging users 379,611
Active users 443,398

Strictly active users 270,327

Average friend. degree 24.96
Std. devi. friend. degree 161.1

Figure 9.1: Dataset statistics
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Figure 9.2: P[ ¯̄VF (a) ]
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Figure 9.3: Distributions of the number of people a user sends messages and
posts to

Figure 9.2 displays the distribution of the number of friends each user has,

P[ ¯̄Vf (a) ], which approximately follows a power-law with α = 2.2.

Figure 9.3 shows the distribution of the number of friends with whom each user

communicates, depending on their number of friends, referred to as Topo degree in

the legend. Not surprisingly, the more friends a user has, the greater the number

of people she sends messages and posts to. Also, over larger periods of time users

communicate with a larger number of people, as shown in Figure 9.3(c). All

three figures show that OSN users only communicate with a small subset of their

friends, as previously reported [72, 74, 215].

Figure 9.4 shows the probability distribution of the number of messages and posts

a user Alice sends to a friend, Bob. Figure 9.4(a) shows that the number of mes-

sages does not depend on the number of friends Alice has, whereas Figure 9.4(b)

shows there is a slight dependency between the number of posts Alice sends to

Bob and her number of friends, i.e., the fewer friends Alice has, the less posts she
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Figure 9.4: Messages and posts Alice sends to Bob
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Figure 9.5: Number of messages and posts Alice sends

will send to each of them. Interestingly, this trend tends to disappear over time,

as shown in Figure 9.4(c)

This ‘independence’ between the number of friends a user has and how much

she communicates with each of them is further confirmed by Figure 9.5, which

describes the probability distribution of the total number of posts and messages

sent by Alice. Note the similarity to Figure 9.3, showing that the total number

of messages and posts a user sends is dependent on the number of friends a user

has.

Figure 9.6 represents the probability distribution of different features of the OSN

graph. Figure 9.6(a) shows the probability distribution of the amount of friends

Alice has in common with each of her friends, namely, abusing notation, P[ ¯̄VF (a∩
b) | ¯̄VF (a) ].5

5Strictly following our notation, it is equivalent to: P[VF (a) ∩ VF (b) | ¯̄VF (a) ]
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Figure 9.6: Graph features

Figure 9.6(b) shows the probability of the number of different people that two

friends, Alice and Bob, can jointly count among their friends, i.e., P[ ¯̄VF (a ∪ b) |
¯̄VF (a) ]. That number is strongly correlated with the degree of Alice because,

as shown in Figure 9.6(c), users tend to become friends with people that have a

similar amount of friends in the OSN. This has been referred in the literature as

homophily [77].

Lastly, Figure 9.6(d) shows the probability distribution of the Jaccard coefficients

between any two friends, i.e., P[ JF (a,b) | ¯̄VF (a) ], where JF (a,b) =
¯̄VF (a∩b)
¯̄VF a∪b)

.

Note that the greater the degree of Alice the lower the Jaccard coefficient is

likely to be. The probability that Alice and Bob have the same friends decreases

as the degree of any of them increases.

Figure 9.7 represents the degree of reciprocity for both messages (9.7(a)) and

posts (9.7(b) and 9.7(c)), showing that, as previously reported [44, 71, 73], users

have a strong tendency to reciprocate the messages and posts they receive.
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Figure 9.7: Communication reciprocity

9.2.2 Inferring private communication on Netlog

In this section we present the results of our analysis of the feasibility of inferring

private communication patterns. Unless otherwise stated, all figures included in

this section follow the same representation formula. They display conditional

probability distributions P[Z | X ] where Z represents the variable to be inferred

(e.g., number of messages sent by Alice to Bob) and X represents the evidence

variable (e.g., the number of friends Alice and Bob have in common). In the

figures, the x-axis represents values of the independent variable X = x, and the

y-axis the probability P[Z = z | X = x ]. The figures may also feature error bars,

which represent the standard error on a 99% confidence interval.

9.2.2.1 Messaging behavior based on features of the online social net-

work friendship graph

We analyze the relationship between the number of private messages users send

and the friendship graph features of the OSN.
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Table 9.3: Entropy of number of messages given number of friends

Bits

Ref.: H( ¯̄M−→(a,b)) 3.426

H( ¯̄M−→(a,b) | ¯̄VF (a)) 3.4249

H( ¯̄M−→(a,b) | ¯̄VF (b)) 3.4253
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Figure 9.8: Messages given number of friends

Messages sent given number of friends Figure 9.8(a) shows the conditional

probability distribution of the number of messages Alice sends to Bob given her

number of friends, namely, P[ ¯̄M−→(a,b) | ¯̄VF (a) ]. This shows that the number of

friends users have is not a good indicative of the number of messages they send

to any of their friends. Similarly, the number of messages Alice sends to Bob

does not depend on the number of friends he has, as shown in Fig 9.8(b). The

analysis of the entropies, shown in Table 9.3, further confirms this. Knowing the

number of friends Alice or Bob have does not reduce the uncertainty about the

number of messages Alice sends to Bob.

Messages exchanged given subnetwork graph We have analyzed the re-

lationship between the number of messages two friends exchange with respect

to various features of their local subnetwork graph. This allows us to evaluate

whether knowing “how well connected” two users are in the OSN reveals any

information about the volume of their private communication.

Figure 9.9 shows the probability of the number of messages two users exchange

given their mutual friends (Figure 9.9(a)), the union of their friends sets (Fig-

ure 9.9(b)), and their Jaccard coefficient (Figure 9.9(c)).
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Figure 9.9: Messages exchanged given subnetwork graph

Table 9.4: Entropy of messages exchanged given subnetwork graph

Bits

Ref.: H( ¯̄M(a,b)) 0.2751

H( ¯̄M(a,b) | ¯̄VF (a ∩ b)) 0.2751

H( ¯̄M(a,b) | ¯̄VF (a ∪ b)) 0.2734

H( ¯̄M(a,b) | JF (a,b)) 0.2738

All three features do not convey much information about the number of private

messages two users exchange. The probability of any number of messages stays

rather constant for numbers of mutual friends below 1,024. Beyond that number

the error increases significantly, as few users have more than 1,024 mutual friends,

but nothing indicates that the trend is likely to change.

On the other hand, when both two friends have each few friends, there is a high

probability they choose each other to exchange the majority of their messages,

possibly because none of them has many other communication partners. In fact,

the moment at least one of them has more friends, chances are the majority of

those friends will receive few or no messages at all, regardless of whether a few

of them still receive a large number of messages.

With respect to the Jaccard index, the greater it is, the more likely Alice and

Bob are to message each other. Note however that for Jaccard values beyond 0.5

the probability seems to decrease while the error increases significantly; thus it is

hard (and unintuitive!) to conclude that when Alice and Bob have most of their

friends in common they actually exchange less messages.

Table 9.4 displays the results of the entropies analysis. This confirms that all three

features provide little information, with the union of friends being slightly more
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informative. Note that the Jaccard index depends on both the number of mutual

friends (non-informative) and the union of friends (slightly bit more informative),

thus the effect of the former may diminish the amount of information provided

by the latter.

9.2.2.2 Messaging behavior based on posting behavior

We analyze the relationship between private communication patterns and public

communication patterns.
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Figure 9.10: Messages sent given sent/received posts
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Table 9.5: Entropy of Sent Messages Given Sent/Received Post

Bits

Ref.: H( ¯̄M(a,b)) 0.2044

H( ¯̄M−→(a,b) | ¯̄P−→(a,b)) 0.1989

H( ¯̄M−→(a,b) | ¯̄P−→(b, a)) 0.1996

H( ¯̄M−→(a,b) | ¯̄P−→
T (a,b)) (AT) 0.2031

H( ¯̄M−→(a,b) | ¯̄P−→
T (b, a)) (AT) 0.2033

Messages sent given sent or received posts Figure 9.10(a) represents the

probability of the number of messages Alice sends to Bob given the number of

posts she writes to him in the same period of time (i.e., 6 months). The proba-

bility significantly rises when she writes at least one message on his wall, steadily

increasing for an even larger number of posts. The same is true when we consider

the number of posts Alice receives from Bob, shown in Figure 9.10(b). Thus con-

sidering either the number of posts Alice sends to Bob or receives from Bob is

equivalent towards inferring the number of messages Alice sends to him. This is

not surprising given the high communication reciprocity observed in the network

(cfr. Figure 9.7). This result also suggests that users tend to use interchangeably

both means of communications with a given friend, instead of sending private

messages to certain friends and writing posts to others.

Considering the previous posting history between two users could further help

inferring the number of messages users send to their friends. Figure 9.10(c)

(9.10(d)) represents the probability that Alice (Bob) sends a number of messages

to Bob (Alice) on a 6-month period given that Alice wrote to him a number of

posts in the previous 9 years.

The probability that Alice sends messages to Bob still increases with the num-

ber of posts s/he left on her/his wall. However, the relationship between posts

and messages seems to be weaker than when considering the same time period.

Previous posting history is therefore not as reliable to predict recent messaging

behavior as the evidence of posts on the same time frame. This suggests that

communication profiles are not stable, they change with time, and that inferences

from previous communication history about current communication behavior may

not be as accurate.
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Table 9.6: Conditional Entropies Given Posting Friends Sets

Bits

Ref.: H( ¯̄M(a,b)) 0.2751

H( ¯̄M(a,b) | ¯̄VPT (a ∩ b)) (AT) 0.2744

H( ¯̄M(a,b) | ¯̄VP−→
T (a ∩ b)) (AT) 0.2744

H( ¯̄M(a,b) | ¯̄VP←−
T (a ∩ b)) (AT) 0.2730

H( ¯̄M(a,b) | ¯̄VP (a ∩ b)) 0.2712

H( ¯̄M(a,b) | ¯̄VP−→
T (a ∩ b)) 0.2726

H( ¯̄M(a,b) | ¯̄VP←−
T (a ∩ b)) 0.2721

H( ¯̄M(a,b) | ¯̄VPT (a ∪ b)) (AT) 0.2736

H( ¯̄M(a,b) | ¯̄VP−→
T (a ∪ b)) (AT) 0.2737

H( ¯̄M(a,b) | ¯̄VP←−
T (a ∪ b)) (AT) 0.2731

Table 9.5 shows the entropies of the distributions represented above. Note that

the entropy of the number of messages barely changes given the number of posts.

Even if a recent post history is more informative than a long, past history, know-

ing that Alice (Bob) sent a specific number of posts to Bob (Alice) does not

clearly determine the number of messages Alice sends to Bob.

In fact, the most prominent trend in Figure 9.10(a) and 9.10(b) is that the prob-

ability to send any number of messages increases with the number of posts, but

rather at a similar rate for any number of messages.

Thus even if the probability to send a given number of messages increases with

the number of posts, it increases rather similarly for any number of messages

greater than 0. As a result, the entropy of the probability distribution of the

number of messages given any specific number of posts does not substantially

decrease.

Exchanged messages given posting friends We have analyzed the relation-

ship between the number of messages two friends exchange with respect to their

shares of posting friends, namely, friends to whom they send or receive posts

from. Specifically, we have considered the number of mutual posting friends

(Figs. 9.11(a) and 9.11(b)) and the union of posting friends (Figure 9.11(c)).

The number of friends that both Alice and Bob have sent or received messages
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Figure 9.11: Exchanged messages given posting friends

to provides little information about the number of messages Alice and Bob ex-

change, regardless of whether we consider the posts on the same period of time

(Figure 9.11(a)) or a longer history (Figure 9.11(b)). The probability that Alice

and Bob exchange at least a message substantially increases when the number of

mutual posting friends is greater than one. As for the exact number of messages

exchanged, this evidence variable does not provide enough information. The

same occurs when considering the union of posting friends, namely, those friends

that at least Alice or Bob have sent or received a post to/from. The analysis of

the conditional entropy confirms these results, as shown in Table 9.6. Note that

we have included in Table 9.6 the results of further analyzes which we have not

represented, mainly due to the high similarity with the figures already included.

9.3 Conclusions

Our analysis has shown, consistently with previous results [44, 71, 72], that most

Netlog users only communicate with a small subset of their friends. Inferring

the communication patterns between two Netlog users could therefore be quite

straightforward: one should always assume, with a high probability to be right,

that two users do not communicate at all.
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Our results suggest that, at least in the case of Netlog, publicly available OSN

graph and communication features barely help us improving the accuracy of our

inferences. In our exploratory evaluation, most of the features we have considered

provide little or no information about the number of messages users send.

Only public posts traffic data provided some information about private commu-

nication patterns, possibly due to the fact that OSN users interchangeably use

the different communication means available on the OSN; yet this does not sig-

nificantly improve the accuracy of the inferences. Moreover, we have seen that

communication patterns are likely to evolve with time and that only up to date

information may be successfully exploited.

This preliminary study presents several limitations. Firstly, our analysis was

circumscribed to metadata. We have not considered the content of public posts

nor the users’ attributes, and these may be valuable sources of information for

someone attempting to infer private communication patterns. Secondly, because

our dataset was stripped off all content, we could not easily prune the dataset

off bots and spammers, although we hope that the effect of these should be no

more than outliers. Thirdly, these are the results of both univariate and bivariate

analyzes, i.e., we have evaluated the amount of information conveyed by different,

single variables about private communication variables. A multivariable analysis

that considers several variables at once may enable better inferences. Future work

should explore the relationship between communication and other OSN variables

through more advanced Bayesian inference methods, such as Bayesian networks.

Our preliminary results have however several, interesting implications. On the

one hand, private communication patterns may remain private if inferences are

not enabled by other types of publicly available data. For example, the amount

of mutual friends between two users does not provide any information about

how much they communicate. Moreover, the lack of correlations between private

communication patterns and other types of variables also allows the designer of a

communication obfuscation tool to treat these variables independently [214]. In

other words, a designer could be cautiously confident that the service provider

cannot exploit the relationship between different OSN features, such as the graph

structure, to filter out dummy traffic.
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Users of online social networks are often provided with privacy settings that allow

them to control what is publicly visible and what is private on the site. Depen-

dence between different types of OSN data may however enable an adversary to

perform inferences about the private data based on other OSN available data.

Previous work has focused on inferences about private or non disclosed attributes

of OSN users. In this work we have performed a preliminary analysis of the

feasibility of performing inferences about private communication patterns, i.e.,

with whom and how much a user communicates. We have focused on traffic data

because while users may use their privacy settings or use encryption to hide their

messages and sensitive attributes, traffic data cannot be easily hidden from the

service provider.

We have used both the friendship graph and public communication traffic data

from Netlog, a Belgian OSN, to measure the amount of information that several

OSN features provide about the amount of private messages a user exchanges.

The implications of our results are promising in terms of privacy protection. We

have found that, in Netlog, the number of messages a user exchanges is not related

to several OSN features we have examined.





CHAPTER 10

Conclusions

This final chapter summarizes the conclusions extracted from the work presented

in this thesis (Section 10.1) and presents some guidelines for further work (Sec-

tion 10.2).

10.1 Conclusions

The first part of this thesis is focused on the impact of crawling on the privacy

of OSN users. Most social networks have publicly available interfaces that are

accessible by anyone through the Internet. These interfaces can be used by users

and attackers alike to extract data from online social networks. We have studied

two different scenarios in which this automated data extraction may create a

privacy risk for users: colliding visibility preferences and network discovery.

In Chapter 4 we have seen how users rely on the configuration of their profile

visibility to hide certain information to other OSN users. However, due to the

165
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interlinked nature of OSNs, users may have colliding preferences: for instance, a

user may not be willing to reveal his friends while his friends do not mind sharing

their friends list. We worked on this specific scenario, where friendship informa-

tion can be obtained even though the user itself is not sharing the information.

We designed a scheduling algorithm for a crawler to exploit the colliding prefer-

ences, taking advantage of the properties exhibited by social graphs. Next, we

tested the algorithm with two different social networks and demonstrated that

it is fairly easy to discover friendship information from users who do no share

their friends’ list if their friends share it. For the tested scenario, crawling a

few hundred nodes allowed us to discover more than 1/3 of the targetted user’s

friends. Note that crawling this number of nodes is affordable even for low-budget

attackers. This kind of attacks have direct implications on user’s privacy: the

most restrictive privacy preferences (in the studied scenario, hidding the friends

list) are not enforced by the provider, and thus the users’ privacy expectations

are not met.

Sometimes the goal of the attacker may not be to discover the friendship connec-

tions of a single user, but to obtain other information from a user, to maximize

the amount of information collected, or to discover certain characteristics of the

network. In Chapter 5 we defined alternative goals for an attacker that explores

an OSN through crawling and gave a first evaluation of how different scheduling

algorithms will perform regarding these goals. Then, we proposed the concept of

Online Social Honeynet (OShN) as a countermeasure and evaluated a proof-of-

concept implementation. This proof-of-concept was designed to protect against

crawlers using real-degree greedy scheduling, minimizing the impact for the OSN.

Experimentation with real OSN datasets showed that the OShN was able to cap-

ture the crawler fast (in mean, it took 5.09 hops to reach the OShN entry point)

and with high success ratio (the crawler was captured in all the experiments where

the initial node was in the same connected component of the OShN). Deploying

an OShN in a real OSN will thus reduce the amount of information collected from

real users by a crawler using real-degree greedy (with respect to the information

that the same crawler would collect in the same time and conditions in a network

without the OShN).

Chapter 6 further explores the goals an attacker crawling an OSN may have and

quantifies how do different scheduling algorithms perform regarding the defined
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goals. Greedy algorithms tend to perform better in goals regarding the whole

network discovery, whereas Breadth-First Search offers better performance when

the evaluated goals affect a single user. This information can be used not only

by attackers to optimize their behavior but also to inform designers of counter-

measures.

The second part of this thesis leaves behind the crawling scenario and focuses

on the information that can be extracted from OSN data. Particularly, we dealt

with the problem of classification of OSN users, using as the only information the

graph structure. We found this design specially interesting since it corresponds

to many real life scenarios.

In Chapter 7 we proposed an architecture for classifying nodes using informa-

tion from the network structure. We first designed it to classify OSN users, but

experimentation with graph datasets from other sources showed that it was also

offering good performance in these other contexts, that is, the proposed archi-

tecture was outperforming most of the other evaluated algorithms for most of

the tested datasets. Therefore, from this moment on we continued working on

classification of graph data, without limiting ourselves to graphs representing on-

line social networks. Our experiments showed that the network structure alone is

enough to achieve good classification accuracy in different scenarios. Classifica-

tion may lead to attribute disclosure and create privacy risks in certain scenarios.

For instance, when labels represent sensitive attributes and nodes are users, suc-

cessful classification of a sample implies that the attacker is able to correctly

predict a sensitive attribute from a user for which this attribute was not known.

Chapter 8 presented a technique to increase classification accuracy. The tech-

nique preprocesses the graph before classification takes place, and thus it may

be used with any classifier. The method makes use of a scoring function. We

first evaluated the ability of different scoring functions in increasing assortativity

and then showed that there exists a positive correlation between assortativity

and classification accuracy. We found one scoring function (Jaccard Index) that

resulted in an increase of assortativity on all the tested datasets and other func-

tions that also showed this tendency for most of the datasets (but with some

exceptions). We also observed how it was far from perfect, even if there was a

positive correlation between assortativity and classification accuracy. Assorta-

tivity had been proposed in the past as a metric to use in filter approaches to
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the automated edge selection problem. We propose another metric for this very

same purpose and demonstrate that it outperforms assortativity on most of the

configurations.

Apart from node classification, other kinds of inferences can be made from online

social network data. Chapter 9 introduces our work regarding inferences about

communication patterns in online social networks. We have analyzed whether

it is possible to infer the amount of private communication between OSN users

taking as a basis the friendship graph and public communication traffic in the

same network. Our analysis over the Netlog network (a Belgian OSN) showed

that the number of messages a user privately exchanges with other users of the

network is not significantly related to several features extracted from public data.

Although the work done in this thesis is diverse, some conclusions can be drawn

from all of it. First, graph data (i.e. relationships between entities) encode an

enormous amount of information. Relationships can be exploited to extract

knowledge, either in online social networks as well as in many other contexts.

Regarding privacy, caution has to be taken when applying techniques created for

tabular data to graph data. Although some of these techniques can indeed be

adapted, naive adaptations may introduce problems and designers must be aware

of the potential leaks of information and inferences available when graph data is

involved.

10.2 Further work

The work done in this thesis opens many lines of future research. In this section,

we review some of these ideas.

In relation to crawling and its privacy implications, we found three clear lines of

further research. First, regarding the design of a scheduler that is able to retrieve

friendship relations from users that are not sharing this information, further work

can be done in improving the scheduler: determining the termination condition

for the crawler based only on the attacker’s knowledge of the network or analyzing

in detail the effect of the clustering coefficient and mean degree on the success of

the attack are some lines for continuing this work. Second, we studied the specific

case of friendship relationships where one of the users discloses the relationship
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and the other wants to keep it private. However, this is not the only case where

contradicting privacy preferences may generate problems in OSNs. Further work

can be done in exploring other scenarios where this problem appears. Third, since

our Online Social Honeynet proposal (OShN) is just a proof-of-concept, a natural

continuation of this work would be to convert it into a ready-to-deploy OShN. To

that end, some problems that may be interesting to explore are: tuning the OShN

to be able to defend against other scheduling algorithms, avoiding detection by

the crawler (or studying how to react to this detection), or deciding how to

integrate it in a real OSN.

In relation to classification of nodes, we also detected three possible lines of fur-

ther work. First, we have dealt with classification from the graph structure alone.

Therefore, the most natural extension of our work would be to incorporate at-

tributes that describe the entities of those graphs. Second, we could also face a

scenario where nodes or edges have been modified intentionally, for instance, as

part of an anonymization procedure. Studying how these changes affect classifica-

tion performance and designing classifiers that are robust to them are interesting

problems to work on. Third, we proposed a preprocessing technique based on

scoring function to increase classification performance and evaluated a set of scor-

ing functions. An interesting line of work opens in designing scoring functions to

optimize classification accuracy.

In relation to communication inferences in OSN, two main lines of work appear.

First, analyzing if the behavior observed in Netlog is extrapolatable to other

OSN. Second, further digging into the data to analyze and better understand

the relation between communication and other OSN features.





APPENDIX A

OSN crawler implementation

Part of the experiments performed in this thesis make use of a crawler in order

to obtain online social network data. In this appendix, we briefly describe the

implementation of our OSN crawler.

The application was developed using Java as the programming language and

MySQL as the database management system.

The architecture of our crawler is the same that was described on the prelimi-

nary concepts chapter of this document (Section 2.3.1). We proceed to explain

the implementation details of each of the described modules: Section A.1 de-

scribes the downloader, Section A.2 details the parser, Section A.3 presents the

implemented schedulers, Section A.4 explains the storage module, and finally

Section A.5 summarizes general features of the crawler.
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A.1 The downloader

The download manager is the module of the crawler responsible for interact-

ing with the OSN. The download manager receives an URL and downloads its

content, which then serves as input to the parser module.

The implemented download manager can be configured to wait a certain amount

of time between downloading a page and downloading the next one. While using

a timeout greater than 0 increases the time needed for the crawl, it also allows

the crawler to be more respectful towards the network being crawled.

The download manager is also able to redirect its connections through the Tor

network. Tor [216] is a distributed network of relays designed to anonymize

TCP streams. In order to redirect the download through Tor, the Tor client

must be installed in the same machine where the crawler is executed. Then, the

TorLib [217] java library is used by the crawler to redirect the connections.

A.2 The parsers

The parser is the component of the crawler responsible to extract useful data

from all the downloaded content. This task would be trivial if the Semantic Web

was now a reality, as all user data and their relationships would be described

in a formal way using the same ontology. Specifically, the FOAF (Friend of a

Friend) ontology is defined to describe people and their relationships. Although

the ontology was defined some time ago (the 1.1 version of the specification dated

from April 2005 [218]), most OSNs analyzed in this thesis were not recognized

as W3C FOAF data sources. For this reason, rather than developing a single

parser capable of analyzing FOAF data format, we have developed a parser for

each specific OSN.

Moreover, some OSNs offer APIs so that programmers can interact with their

networks easily. By using APIs, we are usually able to obtain the desired infor-

mation in an easy to process format (XML or JSON). However, not all networks

offer these services. In these cases, instead of obtaining the information through

the API, the HTML pages that people use to browse the OSN are parsed to

extract the desired information.
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Our crawler has the following set of parsers implemented:

• Academia

• AllLinks

• BlogsBlogspot

• BlogsHeuristic

• BlogsWordpress

• Facebook

• Flickr

• Lastfm

• Typepad

• Sql

• Twitter

That is, the crawler has parsers for some OSNs: Academia, Facebook, Flickr,

Lastfm, Typepad, and Twitter. Additionally, it also has parsers for blogs, being

able to interpret Blogspot and Wordpress blogs. Since there are blogs built with

other platforms, we also implemented another parser (BlogsHeuristic) that tries

to parse the content downloaded from blogs, regardless of the platform used to

create the blog. It uses a heuristic to try to detect the blogroll. We have also

implemented a generic parser (AllLinks) that extracts all links found in a web

page. Finally, there also exists an SQL parser, that allows us to simulate crawlings

over an already collected dataset that is stored into an SQL database.

A.3 The schedulers

The scheduler module of our crawler can be instantiated with any of the following

algorithms:

• Breadth-First Search (BFS)
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• Depth-First Search (DFS)

• Random list

• Random walker

• Real degree greedy

• Explored degree greedy

• Unseen degree greedy

• Real degree lottery

• Explored degree lottery

• Unseen degree lottery

• Outliner

• Antigreedy

Most of the algorithms are explained in Section 2.3.2. The Outliner algorithm

is defined in Section 4.1.3.1. Two of the implemented algorithms have not been

described in this document, since they are not used in the experimentation part

of this thesis. The random walker algorithm performs a random walk using as

starting point the crawling seed: it selects one of its neighbors at random, explores

the neighbor, and repeats the procedure. The antigreedy algorithm selects as the

next node to crawl the one with the lowest degree.

A.4 The storage device

Data extracted by the parser is then stored in a relational database for its pos-

terior analysis. This information consists, essentially, of node information and

relationships. The information is stored into two different tables of the database.

The database also contains some additional tables that are used by the session

recovery functionality, the additional information collection mode, and to store

configuration information.
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A.5 Other features

Apart from the modules described above, our crawler has these additional fea-

tures:

• Log creation: the crawler can be configured to generate logs with different

verbosity levels.

• Sessions: given that crawling may take some time, the crawler has the

ability to save its current state, so that a given crawling session can be

recovered and finished in a later moment.

• Data export: data retrieved from OSNs is stored into a MySQL database

and can afterwards be exported into dot [219] or GML [220] graph data

formats. This feature allows us to process the graphs with external graph

analysis and visualization software.

• Additional information collection: in its basic mode, the crawler only

collects basic information from users and their relationships. The crawler

is also able to collect additional information from the users profiles.

• Unit testing: the crawler project contains unit tests for all the scheduling

algorithms.
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